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At Lusso we believe you should demand more from your luxury travel company. 
Handpicked resorts in stunning surroundings? Of course. The highest levels of 

service? Naturally. Full financial protection for your holiday? Absolutely.

We also believe that you should automatically expect your holiday to run smoothly and meet your requirements, so 
you will not find us getting over-excited about the fact that we are good at what we do. We want to redefine what you 

can expect; our team of professionals will work in partnership with your expert travel agent to help you plan the perfect 
holiday and ensure a seamless, trouble-free experience. We know you have high expectations, so we do not leave the 

task of fulfilling them to just anyone. 

Our travel advisors are true specialists – most have over 20 years experience in the industry – and travel regularly to 
the destinations and properties within our portfolio. This first-hand, up-to-date and intimate knowledge means that 
they can truly advise you; from the most appropriate room to that exhilarating place to snorkel, or from the ultimate 

honeymoon location to that suitably challenging golf course!

Our close working relationships with all of our partners means that every effort is made to confirm even the smallest 
of special requests. We understand how valuable and precious your holiday time can be and have selected the finest 
resorts to make your choice a little easier. Finally, we believe that it is our task to recognise the key ingredients that 
make a memorable holiday and to ensure that you, our extra special Lusso client, get that extra special experience.

Specialists in luxury travel 
We are 100% agent only
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Lusso lifestyles
Enjoy the very best in luxury travel and let our expert team create individually tailored 

holidays to suit you and your holiday preferences. Our travel advisors can pinpoint 
destinations that offer a diverse range of experiences and bring our Lusso style to life.

Retreat to an idyllic island, stay in an exclusive suite and take in the stunning surroundings. Celebrate weddings, 
anniversaries and other romantic occasions wherever and however you choose; from staying in an intimate corner 
of a luxury resort to a private meal just for two on a sand bank, the options are endless. Spoil your young ones with 

memorable family holidays, staying at family-friendly resorts with dedicated kids clubs, entertainment and activities, 
providing fun for all ages and a chance to enjoy time alone, as well as that all-important time together. Whether you 

favour active pursuits or the leisurely respite of a spa, we can recommend hotels and resorts ideal for you. For sporting 
enthusiasts we can suggest scenic golf courses, magical dive sites and various other activities on land and at sea, from 

mainstream hobbies to unusual options such as kitesurfing. However, if the soothing qualities of a spa hold greater 
appeal, we can also suggest and pre-book treatments and personalised pampering packages, ranging from simple 

beachside massages to lavish full day therapies dedicated to you.

The Lusso Collection

T H E  U N I T E D  S T A T E S  O F  A M E R I C A

This bright and inspiring brochure showcases our favourite hotels plus 
a selection of fly-drive itineraries and Tauck Tours that take you to 

some of the iconic places throughout the country. From the striking 
city hotels of New York and San Francisco to the beachside boutique 
resorts of Miami, the glamour of Los Angeles and the bright lights of 
Las Vegas our tailor-made itineraries and multi-centre options ensure 

you see the most of this expansive destination. 

C A R I B B E A N ,  B E R M U D A ,  M E X I C O  &  C R U I S E

From the individual character of the Caribbean Islands and charm of 
Bermuda, to the cultural vibrancy of Mexico and grand voyages of 
luxury cruises, this collection has it all. Our handpicked properties 

come in all styles and sizes, including intimate boutique hotels, 
plantation-inspired retreats, private villas and grand resorts. Dotted 
along the beach, deep in the lush island interior or high on a hillside, 

there is sure to be a perfect choice for everyone. 

I N D I A ,  S R I  L A N K A  &  B H U T A N 

Designed to reflect the essence of these vibrant and culturally rich 
destinations, this brochure is bursting with colour and contrast. We 

guide you through our selection of the finest hotels and experiences 
across these ancient lands from grand hotels and palace resorts to 

tented camps and hillside retreats. We have also interspersed some of 
our favourite itineraries, however our specialists genuinely enjoy working 

with your travel agent to individually craft a journey just for you. 

I N D I A N  O C E A N  &  A R A B I A N  G U L F

A true compendium of luxury, this delightfully diverse brochure ranges 
from the Maldives to Dubai, the Seychelles to Abu Dhabi and Mauritius 

to Oman, featuring idyllic islands, impressive resorts, villas and extravagant 
hotels. Along the way we encourage you to dive in natural coral reefs, golf 

on championship courses or stargaze in the desert. Whether you seek 
barefoot luxury or cutting edge modern, we have carefully selected our 

properties for their world-class standards and settings.
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Maldives
Often referred to as “teardrops in the Indian Ocean”, the Maldives are undoubtedly 

some of the world’s finest and best-preserved natural wonders. 

From bejewelled beaches and exposed sandbanks to swaying palms and crystal clear balmy waters with a myriad of 
wonderful sea life, these islands are truly breathtaking. Find your own deserted beach on which to enjoy a private 

afternoon of basking and bathing or snorkel among schools of brightly coloured fish, swim with dolphins and go whale 
watching: the Maldives are the ultimate destination for those wanting an unforgettably romantic experience. Enjoy the 
simplicity of nature elegantly combined with the decadence of 5-star luxury, including tiny islands offering a Robinson 
Crusoe-style experience, resorts with award-winning spas and imaginative amenities, and suites stilted over iridescent 
shallow lagoons. The islanders have an endearing sense of humour and a willingness to share and educate, so you will 

always feel welcome. The Asian-European fusion cuisine can be enjoyed in a multitude of settings from formal gourmet 
restaurant dining to intimate villa meals or even picnics on the beach; no matter which resort you choose, feelings of 

luxury and romance will pervade.

A V E R A G E  T E M P E R A T U R E

30°C
G E T T I N G  T H E R E 

British Airways from London Gatwick (October to March). Emirates 
from 6 regional airports (via Dubai). Qatar Airways from 3 regional 

airports (via Doha). Etihad Airways from 3 regional airports (via 
Abu Dhabi). Oman Air from London Heathrow (via Muscat).

F L Y I N G  T I M E

10 hours
B E S T  T I M E  T O  V I S I T 

The Maldives benefit from all year round sunshine, however the best 
time to visit is between January and April, when the days are drier 
with very little wind. The south east monsoon tends to bring more 

wind and rain in the summer months.

G M T

+5 hours
F U R T H E R  I N F O R M A T I O N 

Local Currency Maldivian Rufiyaa
Tourist Office visitmaldives.com / 0208 747 2170

Ideal to Combine with Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Oman, Sri Lanka, India
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Addu Atoll
Shangri-La’s Villingili Resort and Spa

Dhaalu Atoll
PER AQUUM Niyama

Thaa Atoll
Maalifushi by COMO

South Ari Atoll
Constance Moofushi
LUX* South Ari Atoll

Baa Atoll
Four Seasons Resort Landaa Giraavaru

Anantara Kihavah Villas
Soneva Fushi
Amilla Fushi

North Ari Atoll
Constance Halaveli

Shaviyani Atoll
Viceroy Maldives

Noonu Atoll
Cheval Blanc Randheli

Laamu Atoll
Six Senses Laamu

Gaafu Alifu Atoll
The Residence Maldives
Jumeirah Dhevanafushi

North Malé Atoll
Four Seasons Resort Kuda Huraa
Gili Lankanfushi
Baros
PER AQUUM Huvafen Fushi
One&Only Reethi Rah

South Malé Atoll
Cocoa Island by COMO
Jumeirah Vittaveli
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Discover nature at its purest on this remote island resort in the pristine Baa Atoll, the Maldives’ only 
UNESCO World Biosphere Reserve. Edged by flawless white beaches and a 2 kilometre lagoon, the 
island’s 44 acre interior hides vast guest accommodations and four isolated restaurants down lush 

jungle paths, inviting a real sense of exploration.

Snorkel on the kaleidoscopic house reef and at nearby manta ray and turtle hotspots, or join pioneering conservation projects in the Marine 
Discovery Centre, including coral reefscaping, fish breeding and manta ray research. Immerse in the healing heart of the Spa and Ayurvedic 

Retreat with all-inclusive 7, 14 and 21 day programmes supported by two Ayurvedic physicians and Ayurvedic cuisine, or venture out with the 
PADI 5-star IDC Centre for dives in some of the most mesmerising waters in the world.

The resort’s 103 thatched bungalows, suites, villas and family accommodations dot the beautiful beach or perch over the lagoon. Coral walls, 
teak furnishings and lush native vegetation provide an authentic natural setting; features range from sand-floored living rooms and sea-

viewing lofts to spacious gardens and private infinity-edge pools. By night, enjoy contemporary Italian cuisine at Blu overlooking the shifting 
sands of the tranquil lagoon, step into Arabia at the over water Al Barakat, take the short sea walk to the Seabar or cruise to a secluded 

sandbank for the ultimate private dining experience.

B A A  A T O L L ,  M A L D I V E S

Four Seasons Resort Maldives 
at Landaa Giraavaru

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £3,335 – Low Season 
7 nights from £5,135 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Beach Bungalow with 
Pool, inclusive of breakfast, seaplane transfers and economy flights with 

Oman Air from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Free Nights, Family, Wedding, Honeymoon, 
Complimentary Half Board, Twin Centre, Added Value.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 30 minutes by seaplane from Malé Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 103 Bungalows, Villas and Suites, 
4 Restaurants, 4 Bars, 4 Pools, Four Seasons Spa and Ayurvedic 

Retreat, Kids For All Seasons Club 4-12 years, Majaa Maizan 
Teens Club, Babysitting, Marine Discovery Centre, Fitness Centre, 

Tennis, Yoga, AntiGravity® Yoga, Panchakarma, Diving, Snorkelling, 
Kayaks, Windsurfing, Catamaran, Water-skiing, Kitesurfing, SeaBob, 

Jetblades, X-Jetpacks.
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Kuda Huraa, a private coral island, reflects all the charm of a traditional Maldivian village. Thatched 
pavilions built by local craftsmen border the white sands or perch on stilts above the crystal lagoon. 

Varying in style and size, the bungalows, pavilions, suites and family accommodations all boast outdoor living areas and some have their own 
private pool. Private and romantic with meticulous attention to detail, the facilities and services are typical of the high standards one would 
expect from Four Seasons. The resort’s spa, housed on its own island accessed by an authentic dhoni boat, features over water treatment 

rooms offering pure and natural therapies with stunning ocean vistas. For the ultimate indulgence, head to the Night Spa for a lunar ritual on 
a private star lit beach.

There is also a surf school with Tropicsurf coaches guiding guests as young as six on world-class waves, while a PADI 5-star IDC Centre 
promises exceptional standards and access to more than 30 dive sites within a 10 to 40 minute sail. Shark safaris, cookery classes, Sunset 

Lounge and Secret Beach all complement the laid-back luxury vibe of this resort.

N O R T H  M A L É  A T O L L ,  M A L D I V E S

Four Seasons Resort Maldives 
at Kuda Huraa

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £2,675 – Low Season 
7 nights from £3,710 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Sunset Beach Pavilion 
with Pool, inclusive of breakfast, speedboat transfers and economy flights 

with Oman Air from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Free Nights, Family, Wedding, Honeymoon, 
Complimentary Half Board, Twin Centre, Added Value.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 25 minutes by speedboat from Malé Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 96 Pavilions, Bungalows, Suites and 
Villas, 4 Restaurants, 3 Bars, Cookery Classes, 3 Pools including 
Children’s Pool, The Island Spa, Kids Spa Menu, Kuda Mas Kids’ 

Club 4-12 years, Babysitting, Marine Discovery Centre with Turtle 
Pools, Fitness Centre, Yoga, Diving, Jetblades, X-jetpacks, SeaBob, 

Surf School, Snorkelling, Shark Safaris, Fishing, Windsurfing.

Specialists in luxury travel1212

Four Seasons Explorer is the group’s most intimate resort experience. Cruising between Four Seasons’ 
two Maldivian island resorts, the 128 foot, 3 deck luxury live-aboard takes a maximum of 22 guests on 

3, 4 or 7 night marine odysseys into the lesser-known Maldives.

Experience three dives a day as part of all-inclusive itineraries that cover some of the country’s most sought after dive sites: untouched 
reefs, vibrant thilas, exciting channels and wrecks, prime sunrise and night sites plus seasonal manta ray and whale shark hotspots. And it’s all 

done in style; the boat has its own PADI 5-Star Dive Centre, managed by a vastly experienced international team.

Savour gourmet cuisine, spend time with the marine biologist and castaway on secluded islands. Discover historic monuments and isolated 
villages or relax with onboard massages, sunset cocktails and sandbank barbecues. Comfort, luxury and style abound in the 10 State Rooms 

and larger Explorer Suite, which offer bright and fresh interiors with spectacular ocean views. Private charters and dedicated manta ray 
research and surf cruises are also available.

M A L D I V E S

Four Seasons Explorer

P R I C E S 

3 nights from £2,040 – Low Season 
3 nights from £2,960 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a State Room, inclusive 
of full board and transfers. Flights are additional.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Twin Centre.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Accommodation & Facilities: 10 State Rooms and 1 Suite, 
1 Restaurant, 2 Bars, Onboard Spa Therapist, Wake Boarding, 

Kayaks, Snorkelling, Water-skiing, Windsurfing, Diving, Fishing.
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Nestled within its own private lagoon, the world-class retreat of Huvafen Fushi is PER AQUUM’s 
flagship property and is the epitome of designer chic. Radiating a creative and relaxed vibe, the 

atmosphere at Huvafen Fushi is great for those looking for something a little bit different. 

Bungalows, Pavilions and the exclusive CUBE residence, all feature fresh look interior finishes, state-of-the-art technology, private pools 
and sun decks. Deluxe Beach Bungalows boast a second plunge pool, while the CUBE residence has been opened up to create direct beach 

access and uninterrupted ocean views. For those seeking an over water living experience, luxurious Ocean Pavilions face the sunset, with 
stylish and spacious interiors and a fibre-optic-lit infinity pool. Combine your stay with leisurely days and nights onboard a private 

hand-crafted dhoni boat or hire Silver Surf overnight, the retreat’s luxury yacht complete with two bedrooms, barbecue and outdoor deck.

Retreat to the world’s first underwater spa treatment rooms at LIME, offering soothing therapies against a backdrop of exotic marine life or 
discover this vibrant water world during daily dive programmes with FLOAT. Dine at Salt for a picturesque meal over water, at innovative and 
original Raw or on a white sand deck at Celsius. Take your place at a circular table 8 metres underwater at Vinum, a unique wine cellar serving 

extravagant dishes paired with an array of fine wines all within your own private world.

N O R T H  M A L É  A T O L L ,  M A L D I V E S

PER AQUUM Huvafen Fushi

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £2,680 – Low Season 
7 nights from £4,110 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Beach Bungalow with 
Plunge Pool, inclusive of breakfast, speedboat transfers and economy 

flights with Oman Air from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Free Nights, Honeymoon, Complimentary Half Board, 
Added Value.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 30 minutes by speedboat from Malé Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 44 Bungalows and Pavilions including 
the CUBE, 4 Restaurants, 1 Bar, 1 Pool, LIME Spa, Babysitting, Gym, 

Yoga, Volleyball, Diving, Snorkelling, Kayaks, Fishing.
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An edgy property in the PER AQUUM collection, Niyama, provides the perfect balance between 
contemporary design and traditional Maldivian elegance, creating a luxurious resort for 

style-conscious travellers.

One destination set across two islands, 134 Studios, Suites and Pavilions elevate guest accommodation to new standards. Beach Studios 
feature striking outdoor bathrooms, while Deluxe Beach Studios each boast a private fibre-optic-lit pool. The Pavilions provide the added 

luxury of personal butler service, plunge pool and exclusive beach access, and the Water Studios treat guests to inspiring views of the Indian 
Ocean from their private pool.

Culinary exhibitionism takes guests on a gastronomic journey from breakfast at Epicure or an intimate ‘underwater’ lunch at Subsix to dinner at 
Tribal, a modern campsite with cuisine from Africa and South America complete with live cooking sights and sounds. While the six venues will 
leave you spoiled for choice, those seeking a truly unforgettable meal can venture offshore by boat to Edge, the resort’s signature restaurant 
that appears to float on the surface of the Indian Ocean. The full Niyama experience is not complete without an afternoon at the LIME Spa, 

which pampers guests day and night with bespoke treatments and indigenous rituals. Not to be forgotten, children have their pick of adventures 
with the Explorers Children’s Club, and can partake in an abundance of resort activities suitable for the entire family.

D H A A L U  A T O L L ,  M A L D I V E S

PER AQUUM Niyama

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £2,480 – Low Season 
7 nights from £3,340 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Beach Studio, inclusive 
of breakfast, seaplane transfers and economy flights with Oman Air from 

London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Free Nights, Honeymoon, Complimentary Half Board, 
Added Value.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 40 minutes by seaplane from Malé Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 134 Studios, Suites and Pavilions, 
6 Restaurants, 2 Bars, 1 Coffee Shop, 2 Pools, LIME Spa, 

Explorers Kids Club 1-12 years, Babysitting, Complimentary Wi-Fi, 
Fitness Centre, Yoga, Kayaks, SeaBob, Wake Boarding, Snorkelling, 

Water-skiing, Windsurfing, Diving, Deep Sea Fishing.
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Amid swaying palms, soft sand and the cerulean waters of a secluded lagoon you will find Anantara 
Kihavah Villas. A world of natural simplicity and seamless luxury, feel captivated by the resort’s delicate 

combination of privacy, elegance and idyllic island life.

Whether you choose a villa on the beach or over water, all come with a private pool and exude local charm, earthy tones and delicate 
furnishings. Semi open-air bathrooms allow you to soak in a sunken tub as the sun sets overhead, or sway carefree in your hammock 

suspended above the glistening ocean. Refresh with an exotic juice, tropical cocktail or casual lunch at the swim-up pool bar, Manzaru, and 
close the day sinking into the comfort of a daybed as the stars emerge like fireflies. 

Enjoy a romantic candlelit dinner at Plates, with its diverse and tantalising selection of Maldivian dishes showcasing bold aromas and gourmet 
flair, or opt for the one-of-a-kind over and under water dining concept Sea.Fire.Salt.Sky, where you can sample delicious cuisine as colourful 
marine life glide past your table. 6 over water treatment suites at the Anantara Spa offer soothing experiences, restoring the natural rhythms 
of the mind and body in spectacular surroundings. Explore the waters, partaking in the many watersports available to guests, or invigorate in a 

game of tennis while the children enjoy hours of fun at the Thiththi Boli Kids Club.

B A A  A T O L L ,  M A L D I V E S

Anantara Kihavah Villas

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £3,275 – Low Season 
7 nights from £4,810 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Beach Pool Villa, 
inclusive of breakfast, seaplane transfers and economy flights with

Oman Air from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Free Nights, Reduced Rates, Family, Wedding, Honeymoon,
Added Value.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 35 minutes by seaplane from Malé Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 79 Villas and Residences, 
5 Restaurants, 2 Bars, 1 Pool, Anantara Spa, Thiththi Boli Kids Club 

3-12 years, Babysitting, Complimentary Wi-Fi, Fitness Centre, Tennis, 
Catamaran, SeaBob, Snorkelling, Windsurfing, Diving, 

Deep Sea Fishing.
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Within the Laamu Atoll in the southern Maldives sits Olhuveli Island, a privately owned destination 
for the magical Six Senses Laamu resort. This eco-friendly resort marries individual style and 

sophistication with responsible luxury.

Featuring 97 beautiful Beach Villas and Water Villas, here the value of privacy is never underestimated and guests are treated to a secluded 
getaway. Natural materials lend a rustic feel yet comfort is foremost, with state-of-the-art entertainment systems, private outdoor space, 

relaxing daybeds, panoramic dining deck and in some cases, private pools. The two-bedroom Lagoon Beach Villa offers all of this plus 
spacious living areas, an outdoor shower and enviable views of the striking environs from its treetop deck. Sample creative and sumptuous 

cuisine at Altitude, set in a 6.4 metre high glass tower, and Leaf, the organic restaurant perched above the resort’s own organic garden. For 
something refreshing and sweet, the alfresco Ice & Chocolate Studio is a tempting ice cream parlour with over forty ever-changing flavours.

Lose yourself in the tranquility of the Six Senses Spa with double treatment “nests”, go snorkelling in Laamu’s coral rich house reef or explore 
uninhabited islands and relax with a picnic on secluded sand banks. Hours of fun at The Den Kids Club awaits younger guests plus the jungle 

cinema with daybeds is perfect for sitting back and watching movies under the stars.

L A A M U  A T O L L ,  M A L D I V E S

Six Senses Laamu

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £2,785 – Low Season 
7 nights from £3,515 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Lagoon Water Villa, 
inclusive of breakfast, flight/speedboat transfers and economy flights 

with Oman Air from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Free Nights, Wedding, Honeymoon, Anniversary, 
Complimentary Half Board.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 35 minute flight from Malé Airport to Kadhdhoo Airport 
followed by a 15 minute speedboat transfer. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 97 Villas, 7 Restaurants, 1 Bar, 1 Pool, 
Six Senses Spa, The Den Kids Club 3-11 years, Babysitting, 

Fitness Centre, Diving, Windsurfing, Surfing, Canoes, Catamaran,
Wake Boarding, Water-skiing.
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Located on the private island of Lankanfushi, this all-water villa resort is crafted in a traditional style 
from natural materials. It is the embodiment of rustic chic, combining simplicity, lush vegetation and a 

core philosophy of barefoot luxury with all the amenities found in the most exclusive of resorts.

Gili Lankanfushi offers 45 oversized Villas, including 7 Crusoe Residences that stand alone and are accessible only by boat. All Villas and 
Residences are generously set apart with feature water garden and private deck. Situated 500 metres from the resort, the single Private 

Reserve is the jewel in the crown, comprising five separate buildings with a Lounge, Duplex Suite, abundant outdoor space, private spa 
facility, fully-equipped gourmet kitchen, wine cellar and even your own pool; you could be forgiven for not wanting to emerge.

Memorable and deliciously fresh dining experiences include an underground wine cellar and chocolate cave, in-villa dining or the signature 
restaurant By the Sea serving Japanese fusion cuisine. Complimentary amenities include non-motorised watersports, pool, tennis, gym and 
volleyball. The over water Meera Spa with its glass floor panels beneath the massage tables will whisk you away to another world, while the 

extensive spa menu leaves you spoilt for choice.

N O R T H  M A L É  A T O L L ,  M A L D I V E S

Gili Lankanfushi

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £3,085 – Low Season 
7 nights from £4,630 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Villa Suite, inclusive of 
breakfast, speedboat transfers and economy flights with Oman Air from 

London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Free Nights, Family, Honeymoon, Anniversary, 
Complimentary Half Board, Twin Centre.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 20 minutes by speedboat from Malé Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 45 Villas, The Residences and Private 
Reserve, 2 Restaurants, 1 Bar, 1 Pool, Meera Spa, Fitness Centre, 

Tennis, Volleyball, Table Tennis, Diving, Snorkelling, Catamaran, 
Kayaks, Windsurfing, Canoes, Hobie Cat.

Specialists in luxury travel2222

This splendid resort is the archetype for castaway chic. Enveloped by coral reefs and breathtaking ocean 
views, Soneva Fushi brings the comfort and luxury of generously proportioned villas.

The emphasis on complete privacy and exclusivity combined with the diverse choice in accommodation ensures that there is a villa or 
residence to suit everyone. Recognising the inherent natural beauty of Kunfunadhoo Island, Soneva Fushi positions its select number of villas 
on the beachfront, each complete with a private garden, beach area and in many cases a pool. From one bedroom Suites and three bedroom 

Retreats, to impressive Villas with up to nine bedrooms, sumptuous and spacious accommodation is guaranteed.

Sample delicious fare at Mihiree Mitha or at Fresh in The Garden, indulge on mouthwatering dishes at Nine or soak up the atmosphere and 
setting with creative cocktails at Bar(a) Bara. Embrace a sense of rustic barefoot luxury and enjoy the abundance of facilities at your leisure; 

whether dining in the privacy of your own villa or the hotel’s wine cellar, letting young ones play in The Den Kids Club, enjoying a range of 
sports or relishing the novelty of watching a movie under the stars at the ‘Cinema Paradiso’. At Soneva Fushi the experiences are magical 

and the philosophy is simple, ‘no news, no shoes’.

B A A  A T O L L ,  M A L D I V E S

Soneva Fushi

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £3,095 – Low Season 
7 nights from £4,385 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Soneva Fushi Villa, 
inclusive of breakfast, seaplane transfers and economy flights with

Oman Air from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Free Nights, Family, Honeymoon, Anniversary, 
Complimentary Half Board, Twin Centre.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 30 minutes by seaplane from Malé Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 57 Villas, Suites and Residences, 
4 Restaurants, 3 Bars, Six Senses Spa, The Den Kids / Teens Club 

0-17 years, Babysitting, Soneva in Aqua Yacht, Tennis, Bicycles, 
Fitness Centre, Table Tennis, Volleyball, Diving, Snorkelling, Fishing, 

Canoes, Windsurfing.
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The first luxury resort in the south west Thaa Atoll, Maalifushi by COMO boasts impressive levels 
of remoteness and seclusion. Surrounded by the warm waters of the Indian Ocean, this private island 

resort treats guests to understated style, barefoot elegance and, above all, a relaxing atmosphere.

Dotted over water, suites and villas are built off wooden walkways, with light and airy living spaces that lead on to decked terraces with a 
private pool and direct access to the shallow lagoon below. On land, soft elegant rooms, suites and villas are set within lush gardens, with 

direct or easy access to the beach and in many cases, private pool and alfresco dining areas. These spacious garden retreats are perfect for 
families and guests who prefer the shade of the island interior. 

Sophisticated yet relaxed cuisine can be found on all of the menus. Whether by candlelight or simply by the pool, the Asian flavours at Tai, 
Maldivian and Mediterranean fare at Madi, and light dishes at Thila Bar cater to every taste. At the COMO Shambhala Retreat Spa, the 
over water treatment rooms, pool and open-air Yoga pavilion provide an idyllic place to unwind, while the excellent snorkelling and diving 

opportunities will keep active guests enthralled. With excursions to uninhabited private islands and a Marine Biologist on hand, you are sure 
to discover the colourful nature of the island’s surrounding waters.

T H A A  A T O L L ,  M A L D I V E S

Maalifushi by COMO

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £2,445 – Low Season 
7 nights from £3,260 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Garden Room, 
inclusive of breakfast, seaplane transfers and economy flights with

Oman Air from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Free Nights, Honeymoon, Twin Centre.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 50 minutes by seaplane from Malé Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 66 Rooms, Suites and Villas including 
1 COMO Residence, 2 Restaurants, 1 Bar, 1 Pool, COMO Shambhala 

Retreat Spa, Children’s Activities, Babysitting, Complimentary Wi-Fi, 
Gym, Yoga, Kayaks, Catamaran, Paddle Boards, Fishing, Surfing, 

Windsurfing, Snorkelling, Diving.

Specialists in luxury travel2424

Homed on a small but delightful sandbar, surrounded by warm transparent waters, abundant coral and 
rich sea life, Cocoa Island by COMO is charming, understated and ultra-relaxing.

The beautiful sea is an integral part of your stay here: the surrounding waters provide some of the best snorkelling and diving sites in the 
Maldives, while a number of accommodations are inspired by the graceful dhoni boats used by local fishermen. All suites and villas are over 
water, with beds perfectly positioned to afford views across the inviting warm waters. Decorated in a contemporary style with rustic woods, 

delicate colours and textiles, each has its own sun deck and direct access to the lagoon. 

End your day of island life with a cocktail and your feet in the sand at Faru Bar before dining at Ufaa restaurant, serving modern interpretations 
of Southeast Asian and Mediterranean cuisine. The kitchen’s tandoor oven provides healthy, succulent grilled meats, vegetables and fish against 
the backdrop of the infinity-edge pool. Private beach living is the essence of your stay on Cocoa Island, with many activities on hand for those 
wishing to explore the island and its locality. Exceptional diving, Ayurveda treatments, daily Yoga classes, and the superb hydrotherapy pool at 

the COMO Shambhala Retreat are all waiting to be experienced. Head out on a sunset cruise and if you are lucky you may see wild dolphins at 
play within close proximity of the resort.

S O U T H  M A L É  A T O L L ,  M A L D I V E S

Cocoa Island by COMO

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £2,565 – Low Season 
7 nights from £3,865 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Dhoni Suite, inclusive 
of breakfast, speedboat transfers and economy flights with Oman Air 

from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Free Nights, Honeymoon, Twin Centre.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 40 minutes by speedboat from Malé Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 33 Suites and Villas, 1 Restaurant, 
1 Bar, 1 Pool, COMO Shambhala Retreat Spa and Hydrotherapy 

Pool, Babysitting, Gym, Yoga, Sea Kayaks, Catamaran, Windsurfing, 
Diving, Snorkelling.
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Escape to a magical island hideaway and experience secluded luxury at Jumeirah Dhevanafushi. 
Located in the heart of the Indian Ocean, guests are surrounded by lapping waters, soft sand beaches 

and endless horizons.

Guest accommodation is no less captivating than the setting. Beach and Island Revives feature private pools, beach area and sunloungers, 
while the larger two-bedroom Beach Sanctuaries are great for families who need more space. For a truly special Maldivian experience, The 
Ocean Pearls are a must. Clustered 800 metres from the main island and perched above the water, these lavishly designed self-dependent 

Ocean Revives and Sanctuaries each boast a private infinity pool and blissful panoramas.

Dine in style at Johara, serving contemporary Pan Asian cuisine, the beach grill, Mumayaz, where you can sample fresh fish sourced from 
the surrounding waters, or feast at Azara, offering international culinary delights. Watch a colourful Maldivian sunset from the vantage 

point of the scenic Khibar, where cocktails provide the perfect accompaniment or for ultimate seclusion head out with a picnic to Jumeirah 
Dhevanfushi’s own private island; Minimenza. Explore beautiful coral reefs and wonderful marine life on a truly memorable snorkelling 

expedition, head out for a paddle in a kayak or take a sunset fishing trip and discover all of the island’s hidden treasures. Alternatively, simply 
unwind in the Talise Spa and be taken on a journey towards a calmer, more relaxed you.

G A A F U  A L I F U  A T O L L ,  M A L D I V E S

Jumeirah Dhevanafushi

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £3,550 – Low Season 
7 nights from £5,105 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Beach Revive, inclusive 
of breakfast, flight/speedboat transfers and economy flights with

Oman Air from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Family, Honeymoon, Complimentary Half Board.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 55 minute flight from Malé Airport to Kaadedhdhoo Airport 
followed by a 15 minute speedboat transfer. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 37 Villas and Suites, 3 Restaurants, 
1 Bar, 1 Pool, Talise Spa, Fitness Centre, 24-hour Butler Service, 

Canoes, Snorkelling, Water-skiing, Windsurfing, Diving.

Specialists in luxury travel2626

Share in this island experience where iridescent water and soft sand meet luxurious accommodation 
and thoughtful hospitality.

Here a relaxed ambience with a variety of beach and water suites or villas, including the new Two Bedroom Beach Villas perfect for families 
are all designed with guest comfort in mind. Spacious interiors are matched by the exterior spaces, including private pools, decking areas 

and many more amenities. Bask in the majestic views from the rooftop terrace of your Two Bedroom Beach Suite or recline on the daybed 
outside your stand alone Ocean Suite.

Taste creative and fresh cuisine at Samsara, serving up a heady selection of international dishes as you take in the mesmerising sea views, 
or opt for dinner under the starts at MU with its succulent barbecued fare sourced from the local waters. Experience Fenesse, where 
fresh Mediterranean dishes are served over the water, treating guests to a fine dining experience. While away the hours on sea-facing 

trails or seek adventure on the island’s house reef, with snorkelling, canoeing, windsurfing and diving. Perhaps recharge with some much 
needed pampering in the Talise Spa, where therapists use native ingredients and signature treatments, while the little ones are kept 

entertained at the Kuda Koli Kids Club. At Jumeirah Vittaveli all guests will find activities to suit; whether a new experience, a treat, or 
simple fun, this island resort is sure to please.

S O U T H  M A L É  A T O L L ,  M A L D I V E S

Jumeirah Vittaveli

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £3,150 – Low Season 
7 nights from £5,060 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Beach Villa with Pool 
Sunrise, inclusive of breakfast, speedboat transfers and economy flights 

with Oman Air from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Family, Honeymoon, Complimentary Half Board.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 20 minutes by speedboat from Malé Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 89 Villas and Suites, 4 Restaurants, 
1 Bar, 2 Pools, Talise Spa, Kuda Koli Kids Club 3-12 years, Teens 
Club, Babysitting, Wi-Fi, Fitness Centre, Yoga, Bicycles, Kayaks, 

Snorkelling, Water-skiing, Windsurfing, Diving.
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Amilla Fushi is a unique destination where elegance meets energy, style meets substance and 
contemporary panache meets quality.

This striking resort is located in the UNESCO World Biosphere Reserve of Baa Atoll, one of the 26 natural atolls in the Indian Ocean. 
A choice of Houses and Residences hover over crystal clear waters, nestled among lush treetops or hugging the shores of pristine white 

sand. Much more than rooms or suites, imagine staying in stylish ‘homes’, ranging from Lagoon Houses with uninterrupted sunset views, to 
spacious Beach Houses and impressive Residences with multiple bedrooms. Wherever you decide to call home you can expect the utmost 
in contemporary luxury, as well as private pools and outside spaces. When it comes to dining at Amilla Fushi you can expect ‘only the best 
of the best’ with Lonu by Luke Mangan catering to discerning palates in a relaxed and sophisticated over water setting and Baazaar serving 

diverse culinary offerings from around the world, including Asian and seafood dishes. 

Spend time in The Javvu Spa, a sociable and inviting retreat that welcomes everyone with an ‘open door’ policy and invites guests to simply 
stop by. Make a splash with complimentary non-motorised watersports, snorkel in the Blue Hole, feed the mighty manta rays at Hanifaru 
Bay and go fishing in traditional Maldivian-style while young ones have fun with a range of indoor and outdoor activities in the Kids Zone.

B A A  A T O L L ,  M A L D I V E S

Amilla Fushi

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £3,295 – Low Season 
7 nights from £4,070 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Lagoon House Sunset 
View, inclusive of breakfast, seaplane transfers and economy flights with 

Oman Air from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Free Nights, Honeymoon, Complimentary Half Board.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 30 minutes by seapane from Malé Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 59 Houses and 8 Residences, 
6 Restaurants, 2 Bars, 2 Pools, Javvu Spa, Kids Zone Kids Club 2-11 
years, Babysitting, Marine Discovery Centre, Complimentary Wi-Fi, 

Fitness Centre, Yoga, Tennis, Snorkelling, Diving, Kayaks, 
Catarmaran, Windsurfing.

Specialists in luxury travel2828

The One&Only philosophy behind this resort is “create an island unto yourself ” and here, this truly is 
possible. One&Only Reethi Rah is a spacious idyllic island swathed in natural beauty and bejewelled 

with elegant villas and world-class facilities. 

Palm-fringed beaches and a spectacular coral lagoon await your arrival. 128 oversized villas, including Beach, Grand Beach, Duplex Beach 
with pool, Water and Grand Water with pool, exude understated elegance and bestow nuances of peace, space and light. A sleek and 

personalised service ensures that visitors will want for nothing during their stay. Rest on the beach or by the pool and take advantage of 
waiter service. Enjoy the use of bicycles to explore the island, enrol the children in the excellent KidsOnly programme and try out the 

sumptuous One&Only Spa, tennis, or watersports facilities including diving at the PADI certified dive centre. 

With twelve beaches to choose from, it is easy to find your own secluded spot on which to relax. Varied mouth-watering dishes, with a global 
gastronomic scope, include an open-concept show kitchen revealing eclectic menus fusing flavours from Asia Pacific and the Mediterranean 

into light contemporary cuisine.

N O R T H  M A L É  A T O L L ,  M A L D I V E S

One&Only Reethi Rah

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £3,750 – Low Season 
7 nights from £5,840 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Beach Villa, inclusive of 
breakfast, luxury boat transfers and economy flights with Oman Air from 

London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Free Nights, Honeymoon, Complimentary Half Board.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 45 minutes by luxury boat from Malé Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 128 Villas, 4 Restaurants, 1 Bar, 
3 Pools including Children’s Pool, One&Only Spa, KidsOnly Club  

and One Tribe 4-11 years, Teens Club, Babysitting, Complimentary 
Wi-Fi, Tennis, Fitness Centre, Bicycles, Volleyball, Golf Simulator, 
Climbing Wall, Diving, Snorkelling, Canoes, Kayaks, Water-skiing, 

Windsurfing, Parasailing, Wake Boarding.
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Occupying the entire island of Dhidhoofinolhu in South Ari Atoll, this laid-back hideaway is a great 
place to get away from daily life and soak up the scenery. 

The resort’s spontaneous atmosphere provides delights at every turn, as well as picturesque beaches, comfortable accommodation and a 
wide variety of things to do. Relish the ‘Island Lighter, Brighter’ concept of LUX* Resorts and settle into a relaxed and charming way of life. 
Partake in a host of experiences ranging from the authentic to the innovative, including impromptu activities and entertainment, plus the 

occasional individual treat. Find a home within traditionally designed pavilions, suites and water villas, where light, airy interiors and splashes 
of colour capture the essence of the island and sweeping views overlook the sparkling lagoon or beach.

Wander the 4 kilometres of sandy beach to find the perfect spot to sunbathe or submerge in the water and discover a world of exotic marine 
life. Opt for whale shark spotting, snorkelling in the lagoon, or unwind in the LUX* Me Spa. Sample delicious ‘ici’ ice cream packed with 

tropical fruit, gather round an intimate bonfire on the beach, enjoy a cinema screening under the stars or unearth your very own message in 
a bottle. At LUX* South Ari Atoll the delights are endless and each day promises to bring new surprises.

S O U T H  A R I  A T O L L ,  M A L D I V E S

LUX* South Ari Atoll

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,580 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,225 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Beach Pavilion, 
inclusive of breakfast, flight/speedboat transfers and economy flights 

with Oman Air from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Free Nights, Honeymoon, Anniversary.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 25 minutes by seaplane from Malé Airport or 25 minute 
flight from Malé Airport to Maamigili Airport followed by a 10 minute 

speedboat transfer.

Accommodation & Facilities: 193 Pavilions, Suites and Villas, 
7 Restaurants, 6 Bars, 2 Pools, LUX* Me Spa, PLAY Kids Club 

3-11 years, STUDIO 17 Teens Club, Babysitting, Complimentary 
Wi-Fi, Fitness Centre, Table Tennis, Tennis, Diving, Windsurfing, 

Catamaran, Water-skiing, Jet-skiing, Kayaks, Pedal Boats.

Specialists in luxury travel3030

Discover authentic Maldivian luxury at Baros Maldives. A discerning resort in every way, travellers are 
treated to a world of comfort and style in a tropical ocean setting. 

Seven categories of villa accommodations ensure that there is a spacious sumptuous place for you to call your own. Stay in a Water Pool Villa 
with private plunge pool and timber veranda set over the lagoon, or for the epitome of intimate island living, indulge in the Baros Residence 

boasting private pool, tropical garden setting, plush furnishings and a personal butler.

Thatched, open-sided pavilions treat guests to waterside alfresco dining with a fresh take on contemporary cuisine, or dine in your own 
location for an unforgettable meal, be it on the beach, in a palm grove, at the sandbank or onboard the Nooma. Fine food is not the only 

highlight at the resort, as a fully-equiped gym and various other facilities will keep guests thoroughly energised, entertained and relaxed in 
equal measure. As the first hotel in the Maldives to be named an EcoDive Centre, Baros Maldives also offers numerous excursions for those 

who prefer underwater exploration.

N O R T H  M A L É  A T O L L ,  M A L D I V E S

Baros

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,910 – Low Season 
7 nights from £3,085 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Deluxe Villa, inclusive 
of breakfast, speedboat transfers and economy flights with Oman Air 

from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Free Nights, Honeymoon.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 25 minutes by speedboat from Malé Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 75 Villas including the Residence, 
3 Restaurants, 2 Bars, Spa, Yoga, Wi-Fi, Gym, Canoes, 

Snorkelling, Diving.
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The shape of a traditional dhoni boat, this private North Ari Atoll island is home to the 5-star deluxe 
Constance Halaveli, a ‘Leading Hotel of the World’.

86 exquisite Beach and Water Villas are either perched above the dazzling transparent waters of the Indian Ocean or sit directly on the 
shimmering sandy beach. All feature private plunge pools, scenic verandas and the latest entertainment systems. Double Storey Beach Villas 

with large private gardens and outdoor bathrooms are ideal for families.

An amazing spa, offering bespoke therapies using unique handcrafted oils, scrubs and wraps, is located over the lagoon’s crystal waters and is 
conceived to induce a heady tranquil state. Unwind by the main pool, play tennis or badminton, exercise in the gym or experience the thrill 
of a number of watersports including PADI certified diving. Magical memories are created at the complimentary Constance Kids Club for 

little ones aged 4-11 years. Sip cocktails and enjoy fresh and exciting Asian fusion cuisine at Jing restaurant, situated on a breathtaking stilted 
platform above the lagoon, opt for the casual barefoot comfort of Meeru, the tempting beach grill or try the new 

Cristal Ultimate All Inclusive package.

N O R T H  A R I  A T O L L ,  M A L D I V E S

Constance Halaveli

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £2,735 – Low Season 
7 nights from £4,040 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Water Villa, inclusive 
of breakfast, seaplane transfers and economy flights with Oman Air from 

London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates, Family, Honeymoon, Anniversary. 

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 25 minutes by seaplane from Malé Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 86 Villas, 3 Restaurants, 2 Bars, 1 Pool, 
USpa by Constance, Constance Kids Club 4-11 years, Babysitting, 

Complimentary Wi-Fi, Tennis, Badminton, Gym, Diving, Snorkelling, 
Windsurfing, Kayaks, Pedal Boats.

Specialists in luxury travel3232

Drift away in paradise surrounded by glistening turquoise waters and silky soft sand; 
Constance Moofushi is an all-inclusive island experience like no other.

110 Beach and Water Villas offer uninterrupted views of the sparkling waters, providing the perfect place to sunbathe on the beach, sway to 
the sound of the ocean in a hammock or share a glass of wine on a large furnished terrace with steps down to the ocean. Explore the waters 

alongside vibrant and exotic fish in what is widely regarded as one of the best diving destinations in the world. As one of the few resorts in 
the Maldives to be encased by a spectacular house reef, guests can submerge in the large lagoons and encounter beautiful coral types and 

tropical fish casually gliding along the bottom of the sea. 

Enjoy a variety of challenging watersports, including windsurfing and kayaking, or retreat to the USpa by Constance for relaxing therapies 
and treatments. Take your taste buds on a ‘trip around the world’ at Manta or savour mouth-watering grills and freshly caught fish at Alizée. 

For an extra special experience, the premium all-inclusive Cristal package spoils guests with an array of treats and excursions.

S O U T H  A R I  A T O L L ,  M A L D I V E S

Constance Moofushi

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £2,880 – Low Season 
7 nights from £3,685 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Beach Villa on an 
all-inclusive basis, including seaplane transfers and economy flights with 

Oman Air from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates, Family, Honeymoon, Anniversary. 

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 25 minutes by seaplane from Malé Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 110 Villas, 2 Restaurants, 2 Bars, 
1 Pool, USpa by Constance, Babysitting, Complimentary Wi-Fi, 

Fitness Centre, Kayaks, Snorkelling, Windsurfing, Diving, 
Deep Sea Fishing.
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Located in a secluded lagoon north of Malé, Cheval Blanc Randheli offers complete luxury, exclusivity 
and privacy. Stay in your own impressive villa, amidst the gardens in an Island Villa, over the lagoon in 

a Water Villa or perhaps a combination of both in one of the Garden Water Villas. 

Experience new levels of stylish comfort with each villa featuring beautifully appointed living rooms, spacious bedrooms opening onto the 
sea, lavish light-filled bathrooms and outdoor areas with a private pool. Savour French fine dining in Le 1947, casual brasserie-style cuisine 

in the contemporary White restaurant, the best of Japanese and Southeast Asian fare at Diptyque or fresh Mediterranean dishes alfresco at 
Deelani. Board a traditional dhoni boat to the shores of the Cheval Blanc Spa island where Guerlain has created a range of treatments and 

massages exclusively for Cheval Blanc Randheli. 

Enjoy a wide array of tailor-made activities and unforgettable experiences designed by a team of ‘Alchemists‘ for every guest, from 
snorkelling and diving excursions to swim with turtles and manta rays, to personalised tennis courses and fitness classes. Especially for 
children, Le Carrousel and Le Paddock treats little ones and teenagers to new discoveries with a range of cultural, playful and sporting 

activities that include children’s Yoga and treasure hunts.

N O O N U  A T O L L ,  M A L D I V E S

Cheval Blanc Randheli

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £5,995 – Low Season 
7 nights from £9,190 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Water Villa, inclusive 
of breakfast, seaplane transfers and economy flights with Oman Air from 

London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Please enquire for our latest offers.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 40 minutes by seaplane from Malé Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 45 Villas, 4 Restaurants, 3 Bars, 
3 Pools, Cheval Blanc Spa, Le Carrousel Kids Club 3-12 years, Le 
Paddock Teens Club, Babysitting, Complimentary Wi-Fi, Fitness 

Centre, Yoga, Canoes, Snorkelling, Windsurfing, Water-skiing, 
Diving, Deep Sea Fishing.

Specialists in luxury travel3434

Viceroy Maldives is the perfect destination to detach, unwind and refresh in complete privacy and 
luxury. Fly by seaplane to the uncharted northern edge of the Maldives, to an island with 17 acres of 

palm-fringed surroundings, ivory sands and a striking lagoon around which 60 villas make their home.

Modern fresh interiors with elemental tones and furnishings are the perfect complement to the effortless beauty of the natural tropical 
surroundings. Comfort, seclusion, intimacy and space are some of the many attributes one can expect from this impeccable resort. 

Choose from villas nestled on the sand screened by gardens, or suspended on the surface of the lagoon, all complete with private plunge 
pool and outside living spaces.

Dine on delectable Middle Eastern dishes at the Treehouse, try Anguru Restaurant for lunch time favourites, ranging from organic salads 
and grilled fish, to gourmet burgers and pizzas or opt for more contemporary cuisine at Vista where East meets West. Rejuvenate in the 

sanctuary of the over water spa boasting relaxing treatments and soothing sounds of the sea. For the more energetic, a wealth of outdoor 
pursuits and watersports, including the resort’s very own house reef, will occupy your days.

S H A V I Y A N I  A T O L L ,  M A L D I V E S

Viceroy Maldives

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £3,250 – Low Season 
7 nights from £3,735 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Beach Villa, inclusive 
of breakfast, seaplane transfers and economy flights with Oman Air from 

London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Free Nights, Honeymoon, Complimentary Half Board.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 50 minutes by seaplane from Malé Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 60 Villas, 3 Restaurants, 3 Bars, 1 Pool, 
Spa, Kids Club 4-12 years, Babysitting, Complimentary Wi-Fi, Fitness 

Centre, Yoga, Canoes, Kitesurfing, Snorkelling, Windsurfing, 
Water-skiing, Diving, Deep Sea Fishing.
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One of the southernmost Maldivian islands, Villingili is home to this exceptional all-villa private island 
resort. Fringing an ancient natural forest and bordering a warm crystal-clear lagoon with a 2 kilometre 

beach, residences here range from Private Ocean Retreats to Tropical Tree Houses, each offering a 
unique boutique style.

Contemporary chic, Indian and Arabian elements marry to create an atmosphere of individual style and refinement. Some villas feature their 
own private pools, while all boast a 40 inch LCD TV, Bose DVD player, Nespresso machine and iPod docking station. Entertainment and 

activities exist in abundance to suit all ages and interests. The village-based Cool Zone Kids Club for 4-11 year olds offers hours of fun while 
for adults in need of thorough relaxation, the heavenly CHI, The Spa incorporates traditional Asian healing philosophies in its treatments. 

Guests can also enjoy tennis, the gym, 17 kilometres of cycle paths through authentic Maldivian villages, watersports and a magnificent 
freeform infinity pool with lavish Jacuzzi, as well as the first true Maldivian golf course with 9 holes set upon 7 acres at the southern end of 

the island. All-day dining venue Javvu offers dishes with a Western and Mediterranean feel while Dr Ali’s serves Pan Asian cuisine; fine dining 
restaurant Fashala features culinary creations using fresh local ingredients from the surrounding waters and neighbouring farms.

A D D U  A T O L L ,  M A L D I V E S

Shangri-La’s Villingili Resort and Spa

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £2,610 – Low Season 
7 nights from £3,520 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Pool Villa, inclusive of 
breakfast, flight/speedboat transfers and economy flights with Oman Air 

from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Reduced Rates, Honeymoon.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 1 hour and 10 minute flight from Malé Airport to Gan 
Airport followed by a 5 minute speedboat transfer.

Accommodation & Facilities: 132 Villas, 3 Restaurants, 2 Bars, 
1 Pool, CHI The Spa, Cool Zone for Kids 4-11 years, Babysitting, 

Golf, Fitness Centre, Tennis, Bicycles, Surfing, Kayaks, Windsurfing, 
Sailing, Fishing, Diving, Snorkelling.
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Secluded and enchanting, The Residence Maldives, located on Falhumaafushi Island, occupies a 
stunning setting in one of the largest and deepest atolls in the world. 

94 private villas showcase elegant interiors and Maldivian architecture, creating modern, stylish and welcoming spaces for guests to call 
home. Villas are bright and airy, situated on either the beach or over water to create a real sense of tropical escape. Take your seat at

The Dining Room, a beachfront bistro set overlooking the lagoon, or The Falhumaa, located at the end of a 230 metre jetty, serving fresh 
seafood and grilled specialities. For something more memorable, savour private dining under the stars on the beach or opt to stay

all-inclusive and ensure that you make the very most of dining at The Residence.

Situated only one degree above the equator, yet easily accessible by flight and boat transfer, guests have the privilege of visiting unseen 
snorkelling and dive sites, all teeming with extraordinary marine life. Enjoy a private trip to remote sandbanks, away from fellow guests, or go 
in search of pods of dolphins, enjoying all that this stunning location has to offer. Retreat to The Spa by Clarins, try some of the many water 
sports on offer, or submerge in the watery depths alongside exotic marine life. Experience something truly unforgettable and venture to the 

resort’s private desert island for secluded sunbathing, laid-back picnics and intimate dinners.

G A A F U  A L I F U  A T O L L ,  M A L D I V E S

The Residence Maldives

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £2,335 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,640 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Beach Villa, inclusive of 
breakfast, flight/speedboat transfers and economy flights with Oman Air 

from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Free Nights, Honeymoon, Anniversary, 
Complimentary Transfers.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 55 minute flight from Malé Airport to Kooddoo Airport 
followed by a 7 minute speedboat transfer. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 94 villas, 2 Restaurants, 1 Bar, 1 Pool, 
The Spa by Clarins, Kids Club 3-12 years, Fitness Centre, Diving, 

Water-skiing, Jet-skiing, Deep Sea Fishing, Windsurfing, 
Kayaks, Catamarans.



I N D I A N  O C E A N  M U L T I - C E N T R E  E X P E R I E N C E

Sri Lankan Boutique meets Maldivian Chic

N U M B E R  O F  D A Y S

13 Days
P R I C E S  F R O M

12 nights / 13 days from £3,025 – Low Season
12 nights / 13 days  from £3,855 – High Season 

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a room,
including economy flights from London.

Y O U R  I T I N E R A R Y  I N C L U D E S

Itinerary starts in Colombo and ends in Maldives • Private road 
transfers and other transfers as specified • Hotel accommodation as 

detailed below • Daily breakfast • Half board at Taylors Hill 
• Private guided touring as specified

D A Y  5  –  I N  K A N D Y

Spend the day with a dip in the pool, a game of croquet on the lawn or 
explore the unspoilt countryside. Visit Loolecondera Tea Estate, take a 
tour of Kandy and the Temple of the Tooth Relic or catch a panoramic 
view of the town from Upper Lake Drive.

D A Y  6  –  K A N D Y  T O  C O L O M B O

After a leisurely breakfast you will be transferred to Colombo, Sri 
Lanka’s largest city, where you will stay for 2 nights at Uga Residence 
by Uga Escapes. 

D A Y  7  –  I N  C O L O M B O

Make the most of a day in lively vibrant Colombo. Spend time 
shopping or soaking up the atmosphere at the stylish tea lounges, 
bars and restaurants. Perhaps take a city tour by vintage car or a night 
walking tour of the old city.

D A Y  8  –  C O L O M B O  T O  M A L D I V E S

Transfer to Colombo Airport for your flight to Malé. On arrival you will be 
met and transferred by speedboat to Baros Maldives for a 5 night stay.

D A Y S  9  T O  1 2  –  I N  M A L D I V E S

Discover authentic Maldivian luxury at Baros, providing a world of 
comfort and style in a tropical ocean setting. Go snorkelling, diving or 
fishing, take a sunset cruise, visit a remote island and sip a cocktail on a 
private sand bank or simply unwind in the resort’s spa. 

D A Y  1 3  –  M A L D I V E S  T O  L O N D O N

Today you will be transferred by speedboat to Malé Airport for your 
return flight to London via Colombo.

D A Y S  1  A N D  2 –  L O N D O N  T O  C O L O M B O

Depart from London for your overnight flight to Colombo.

Upon arrival you will be met and transferred to Anuradhapura, where 
you will stay for 3 nights at Ulagalla by Uga Escapes. Once the ancestral 
estate of local nobility, the hotel features a 150-year-old mansion set in 
lush greenery and dotted with 20 private ecologically-built villas. Spend 
the days relaxing by the pool, going on a guided nature walk or kayaking 
at dawn and dusk.

D A Y  3  –  I N  A N U R A D H A P U R A

Tour the ancient city of Anuradhapura, a UNESCO World Heritage 
Site or visit the spectacular Sigiriya Rock fortress with amazing views 
at the top. Witness the ruined capital of Polonnaruwa, where Buddha 
statues are carved from sheer rock, or venture on a jeep safari through 
Wilpattu National Park.

D A Y  4  –  A N U R A D H A P U R A  T O  K A N D Y

Today you will be collected from the hotel and driven to Deltota near 
Kandy. Along the way you can visit Dambulla Rock Temple, followed 
by a stop at Matale to explore a local Spice Market. Arrive at Taylors 
Hill where you will stay for 2 nights. Taking its name from James Taylor, 
who is believed to have introduced tea production into Ceylon, this 
century-old mansion is a modern, luxurious retreat.
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I N D I A N  O C E A N  M U L T I - C E N T R E  E X P E R I E N C E

City Lights to Island Sights

N U M B E R  O F  D A Y S

11 Days
P R I C E S  F R O M

10 nights / 11 days from £4,185 – Low Season
10 nights / 11 days from £7,185 – High Season 

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a room,
including economy flights from London.

Y O U R  I T I N E R A R Y  I N C L U D E S

Itinerary starts in Dubai and ends in Maldives • Private road 
transfers and other transfers as specified • Hotel accommodation as 

detailed below • Daily breakfast • Full board on the
Four Seasons Explorer

D A Y  4  –  I N  M A L D I V E S

Make the most of island living, perhaps with an award-winning lunar 
ritual at The Night Spa, being pampered and soothed beneath the stars. 
Go diving, take a shark safari and a cookery class or simply sit back at the 
Sunset Lounge soaking up the resort’s laid-back luxury vibe.

D A Y S  5  T O  7  –  I N  M A L D I V E S

Board the Four Seasons Explorer for a 3 night stay. Cruise the ocean 
waters onboard this luxurious catamaran where you will embark on marine 
odysseys into the lesser-known Maldives, witnessing untouched reefs 
and wrecks, prime sunrise and night diving sites plus seasonal manta ray 
and whale shark hotspots. Savour gourmet cuisine, castaway on secluded 
islands and relax with massages, sunset cocktails and sandbank barbecues.

D A Y  8  –  I N  M A L D I V E S

Today you will disembark the Explorer at Four Seasons Resort Maldives 
at Landaa Giraavaru where you will stay for the next 3 nights. 

D A Y S  9  A N D  1 0  –  I N  M A L D I V E S

While away the days in your villa at this stunning resort, relax by the pool, 
snorkel the house reef and savour the delicious island fare of the resort’s 
restaurants. Enjoy cycling from one part of the island to the other, 
soaking up the idyllic atmosphere as you go. You can also immerse in the 
spa with Ayurvedic programmes.

D A Y  1 1  –  M A L D I V E S  T O  L O N D O N

Transfer by seaplane to Malé airport for your return flight to London 
via Dubai.

D A Y  1  –  L O N D O N  T O  D U B A I

Fly from London to Dubai. On arrival you will be met and transferred 
to the Four Seasons Resort Dubai at Jumeirah Beach for a 2 night stay. 
Spend the rest of the day at leisure immersing in the resort’s luxurious 
facilities, perhaps on the beach basking in the sunshine, sipping cocktails 
by the pools or indulging in soothing treatments at the spa.

D A Y  2  –  I N  D U B A I

Today you are free to unwind at the resort or explore nearby attractions. 
Venture into the colourful metropolis for shopping in the bustling gold, 
textile and spice souks, along City Walk or in the glamorous Dubai Mall. 
Discover Dubai’s sports and adventure with golf, skiing and skydiving, or 
have fun for the whole family at the waterparks.

D A Y  3  –  D U B A I  T O  M A L D I V E S

Transfer to Dubai Airport for your flight to the Maldives. On arrival you 
will be met by a Four Seasons representative and transferred by speedboat 
for a 2 night stay at Four Seasons Resort Maldives at Kuda Huraa.

Specialists in luxury travel3838
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Mauritius
Historically diverse, Mauritius has previously been under Portuguese, Dutch, 
French and English rule, resulting in an eclectic mélange of architecture and 

culture, from meticulously created and maintained tropical gardens to the 
sumptuous silks and magnificent antiques of Port Louis, not to mention a variety 

of exciting fusion cuisines.

Blessed with a year round tropical climate, sugar cane fields thrive here, waterfalls spill over dramatic verdant cliffs, and 
the 700,000 year old volcanic ravine, Trou Aux Cerfs, is a splendid natural wonder to visit. Famous for its luxurious 

hotels, Mauritius is the perfect destination for weddings, honeymoons and memorable family holidays. Enjoy an 
exciting catamaran cruise, snorkel from white sand beaches, learn to dive in some of the world’s most spectacular 

underwater seascapes or try your hand at deep sea fishing. A holiday in Mauritius incorporates award-winning 
championship golf courses, lavish spas using locally sourced ingredients and authentic Mauritian treatments, a wealth 

of historical landmarks, including fabulously preserved Hindu temples, and a warm and friendly welcome from a 
decidedly affable and gracious population.

A V E R A G E  T E M P E R A T U R E

28°C
G E T T I N G  T H E R E 

British Airways from London Gatwick. Air Mauritius from London 
Heathrow. Emirates from 6 regional airports (via Dubai).

F L Y I N G  T I M E

12 hours
B E S T  T I M E  T O  V I S I T 

Between April and June or September through to November. 
The hottest months fall between December and February. Cyclones, 

although rare, may occur between November and March. The western 
and northern regions are warmer and relatively drier than the east 

and the south.

G M T

+4 hours
F U R T H E R  I N F O R M A T I O N 

Local Currency Mauritian Rupee
Tourist Office tourism-mauritius.mu / 0207 593 1743

Ideal to Combine with Dubai, Seychelles
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LUX* Grand Gaube

Port Louis

20 Degrés Sud

Constance Le Prince Maurice

One&Only Le Saint Géran
Constance Belle Mare Plage
Long Beach

Maritim Resort & Spa

Shangri-La’s Le Touessrok Resort & Spa

Anahita The Resort

The Residence
LUX* Belle Mare

Four Seasons Resort Mauritius

Shanti Maurice, A Nira Resort Heritage Le Telfair Golf & Spa Resort

The St. Regis Mauritius Resort

LUX* Le Morne

Maradiva Villas Resort & Spa

The Oberoi 
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Four Seasons Resort Mauritius at Anahita resides in a stylish and ultra chic pocket of a 200 acre 
tropical sanctuary situated in a scenic area overlooking lush floral islands and mangroves. This resort is 

classically refined, yet blends perfectly with its stunning natural environs.

Volcanic stone, natural woods, tranquil pools and rich vegetation create a wonderfully serene setting. Each of the 136 sumptuous villas 
and residences has a private landscaped terrace, lavish plunge pool, open-air bathroom and state-of-the-art entertainment system. 

Beach Villas and Ocean Villas, as well as the incredible Presidential Suite, reside on the resort’s 11 acre private island, while the rest of 
the villas are located on the mainland.

Seek peaceful equilibrium in one of the several picturesque and secluded corners of the resort, relax on the beach or try your hand at a 
variety of watersports. Meander through the beautiful gardens, unwind at the dazzling over water spa, enjoy unlimited complimentary golf 
at the resort’s championship course, designed by Ernie Els, and explore the surroundings on bicycles. Youngsters will love the Kids For All 
Seasons programme and Karokan Teens Club. The dining here will satisfy even the most discerning of palates: choose a contemporary grill 

experience at Beau Champ, Italian cuisine at Acquapazza or Pan-Asian and Mauritian specialities at Bambou with its relaxed poolside setting.

M A U R I T I U S

Four Seasons Resort Mauritius at Anahita

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £2,285 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,780 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Garden Pool Villa, 
inclusive of half board, VIP transfers and economy flights with

Air Mauritius from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Reduced Rates, Family, Honeymoon, Transfer Upgrade, Added Value.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 45 minutes by road from Mauritius Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 136 Villas including 1 Presidential 
Suite, 4 Restaurants, 1 Bar, 4 Pools, Spa, Kids For All Seasons 4-12 

years, Karokan Teens Club, Babysitting, Golf, Fitness Centre, Tennis, 
Bicycles, Beach Volleyball, Table Tennis, Kayaks, Hobie Cats, Paddle 

Boats, Snorkelling, Diving, Sailing, Fishing, Glass Bottom Boat.
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Nestled in its own secluded peninsula and fringed by endless beach and sparkling lagoon, 
One&Only Le Saint Géran has developed a strong reputation for effortless luxury and has maintained 

its world-class status for almost 40 years.

Having gained an impressive collection of accolades over the years, One&Only Le Saint Géran has perfected the craft of warm welcoming 
hospitality and has become expert in creating luxurious, discreet and memorable holiday experiences. Comfort and excellence are prioritised 
here; all of the beautifully appointed suites boast stunning ocean views and private butler service. Pamper yourself in the tranquil One&Only 
Spa and enjoy the very best in sporting facilities, including a 9–hole Gary Player designed golf course, tennis club, fitness centre, cycling and 

a diverse array of water activities of which non-motorised watersports are complimentary. 

In the evening, dine at Indian Pavilion, featuring modern Indian cuisine from Chef Faizan Ali or savour the finest Australian Angus Wagyu 
beef, fresh seafood and local products at PRIME Contemporary Grill, all while sipping a perfectly paired wine from the resort’s expansive 

wine cellar. Whether enjoying a family holiday, or visiting for a more romantic or special occasion, the relaxed and attentive service gives rise 
to the ultimate Mauritian experience.

M A U R I T I U S

One&Only Le Saint Géran

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,930 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,600 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Junior Suite, inclusive 
of breakfast, VIP transfers and economy flights with Air Mauritius from 

London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Reduced Rates, Family, Complimentary Half Board, Honeymoon, 
Anniversary, Transfer Upgrade.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 1 hour by road from Mauritius Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 162 Suites and 1 Villa, 3 Restaurants, 
5 Bars, 3 Pools, One&Only Spa, KidsOnly Club 3-11 years, Teens Club 

12-17 years, Babysitting, Complimentary Wi-Fi, Golf, 
Fitness Centre, Tennis, Volleyball, Table Tennis, Bicycles, Fishing, 

Diving, Snorkelling, Glass Bottom Boat, Paddle Boards, Laser Sailing.
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Set on a sheltered peninsula surrounded by a calm azure lagoon, Constance Le Prince Maurice blends 
boutique style and local architecture with a sensuous and warm ambience.

Named after Prince Maurice of Nassau, a pioneer of the Spice Trade, this charming resort and member of ‘Leading Hotels of the World’ has 
been carefully designed to evoke the splendour of this distant and fabulous era. All of the suites and villas are stylishly furnished with polished 
wood floors, neutral tones, natural fabrics and modern amenities. Villas feature private terraces and outdoor showers, of which nine have the 

added luxury of private pools and a beach location.

Dine in style at the stunning floating restaurant, Le Barachois, which is the perfect place to sip cocktails and enjoy a romantic dinner of grills, 
sumptuous seafood and Mauritian specialities. Savour beautifully crafted dishes at Archipel while overlooking the beach and pool, or sample 
vibrant Japanese flavours and fresh sushi at Asian. Take a dip in the hotel’s beautifully sculpted and generously sized infinity pool, excellent 
for families with younger children. The Constance Kids Club is also a favourite with little ones, leaving you free to indulge yourself at the 

USpa by Constance or enjoy complimentary golf at two 18-hole championship courses.

M A U R I T I U S

Constance Le Prince Maurice

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £2,355 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,785 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Junior Suite, inclusive 
of half board, VIP transfers and economy flights with Air Mauritius from 

London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates, Family, Complimentary Full Board, 
Honeymoon, Anniversary.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 1 hour by road from Mauritius Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 89 Suites, 3 Restaurants, 
3 Bars, 2 Pools, USpa by Constance, Constance Kids Club 4-11 

years, Babysitting, Complimentary Wi-Fi, Complimentary Golf, 
Tennis, Bicycles, Practice Putting Green, Hobie Cats, Water-skiing, 

Catamaran and Laser Sailing, Snorkelling, Windsurfing, 
Paddle Boards.
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Designed in a colonial plantation style, The Residence Mauritius is imposing yet unpretentious. 
Tasteful, cool and sophisticated, it overlooks a generous pool to the kilometre-long, gently sloping beach 
and pristine Indian Ocean beyond. The service here is flawless and first-rate: a private butler, attentive 

yet discreet, will tend to your individual needs and ensure your total relaxation.

Luxuriously appointed rooms convey an understated colonial elegance using muted palettes and classic harmonies of rich marble and wood. 
Suites, divided into four categories, are more spacious and indulgently furnished; Colonial Ocean View and Colonial Ocean Front suites 

boast four-poster beds, living areas and generously proportioned outdoor space.

By day, simply relax by the pool or enjoy a land or water activity, such as deep sea fishing and scuba diving, under the guidance of trained 
staff. The complimentary Planters Kids Club will keep your children amused for hours with a range of activities including fashion shows, face 

painting, picnicking or shell collecting. The Sanctuary Spa, in partnership with CARITA, provides solace with its massage room, relaxation 
room and hair spa. At night, the Plantation restaurant, a short walk down the beach, allows for magnificent beachfront dining under the stars.

M A U R I T I U S

The Residence

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,730 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,040 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Colonial Garden View 
Room, inclusive of half board, VIP transfers and economy flights with

Air Mauritius from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Free Nights, Family, Honeymoon, Anniversary, Added Value.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 1 hour by road from Mauritius Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 163 Rooms and Suites, 2 Restaurants, 
1 Bar, 1 Pool, Sanctuary Spa, Planters Kids Club 3-12 years, 

Babysitting, Tennis, Volleyball, Fitness Centre, Water-skiing, 
Windsurfing, Hobie Cats, Kayaks, Canoes, Paddle Boats, 

Glass Bottom Boat, Snorkelling, Diving.
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Occupying a spectacular setting on the south west tip of Mauritius, The St. Regis Mauritius Resort 
boasts glorious views of white sand beaches, turquoise waters and the impressive Le Morne Mountain.

Holding one of the premier addresses on the island, this luxury resort exudes elegant colonial charm and is a firm favourite among travellers 
who expect exclusive surroundings, style and service. Designed with an unpretentious sophistication, the resort’s suites combine comfort 
and style with privacy and are housed in a scattering of quaint buildings along the beach. Spacious fresh interiors create an atmosphere of 

luxurious simplicity and the well-appointed terraces are a great place to relax in the soothing sea breeze.

Take a culinary journey through the spices of India and the exotic tastes of Asia before arriving at the fresh flavours of the Mediterranean 
in the resort’s various dining venues. Take a seat at the refined Le Manoir Dining Room, beachside at The Boathouse Bar & Grill, or at 

the calm and serene Atsuko, drawing inspiration from the ocean waters surrounding the island. Retreat to the Iridium Spa where you will 
discover therapies and beauty treatments. Play a leisurely game of tennis, take a kitesurfing lesson or visit the Watersports Club for energetic 

activities in the sea. The Kite Flyers Club has a carefully designed programme for kids and includes many fun activities.

M A U R I T I U S

The St. Regis Mauritius Resort

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £2,065 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,650 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Junior Suite, inclusive 
of half board, VIP transfers and economy flights with Air Mauritius from 

London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Reduced Rates, Honeymoon, Added Value.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 1 hour by road from Mauritius Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 172 Suites, 4 Restaurants, 2 Bars, 1 Pool, 
Iridium Spa, Kids Club 4-12 years, Complimentary Wi-Fi, Fitness 

Centre, Tennis, Diving, Kitesurfing.
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Curved around the beautiful white sands of the Trou d’Eau Douce Bay and with stunning views of the 
Indian Ocean, Shangri-La’s Le Touessrok Resort & Spa provides intimacy and seclusion for couples 

plus ample space and privacy for families. 

Located just off the resort’s shore are two beautiful islands, Ilot Mangénie, which is exclusively for Shangri-La guests and Ile aux Cerfs, with 
its spectacular 18-hole championship golf course. Lavishly spread over the mainland are 200 rooms and suites plus 3 exclusive villas, all of 
which have undergone major re-design and renovation to create fresh contemporary resort-style living with spacious balconies or terraces 

and direct access to the beach.

Relish some of the finest cuisine on the island, from the Indian flavours, contemporary setting and open kitchen of Safran to beachside 
dining at Republik Beach Club & Grill and modern Japanese cuisine at Kushi. Le Bazar, a dedicated restaurant with show kitchens also offers 
an innovative blend of Asian and international cuisine with the look and feel of a marketplace. Take to the water for an array of watersports, 

play a round of golf on the Bernhard Langer-designed course, choose from a spa menu of Chinese and Ayurvedic treatments and have 
family fun on the beaches or around the pool areas.

M A U R I T I U S

Shangri-La’s Le Touessrok Resort & Spa

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,820 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,270 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Deluxe Ocean View 
Room, inclusive of breakfast, VIP transfers and economy flights with

Air Mauritius from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Reduced Rates, Opening Offers, Honeymoon.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 50 minutes by road from Mauritius Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 203 Rooms, Suites and Villas, 
4 Restaurants, 2 Bars, 2 Pools, Spa, Cool Zone Kids Club 4-11 years, 

Teens Club, Babysitting, Tennis, Golf, Fitness Centre, Badminton, 
Archery, Canoes, Kayaks, Laser Sailing, Pedal Boats, Glass Bottom 

Boat, Snorkelling, Water-skiing, Windsurfing, Diving, 
Deep Sea Fishing.
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The former sugar estate of Bel Ombre is surrounded by magnificent mountains and is home to Heritage 
Le Telfair, a striking plantation-style residence with a glorious setting overlooking the ocean.

The 158 rooms and suites are divided across 20 colonially-inspired villas, some with spectacular views and directly situated on the beach, 
while the suites have the added luxury of private butler service. Three superb restaurants include the unique experience of Annabella’s, 

where diners can interact with the Chef in a traditional open kitchen, and Gin’Ja, built on the white sand at the edge of the lagoon, serving 
authentic and contemporary Pan Asian cuisine. Guests can also upgrade to Gourmet Bliss, an all-inclusive premium food and drinks plan 

that offers the utmost in ease and indulgence.

A hit with golfers the world over, be sure to make the most of free unlimited green fees on the award-winning 18-hole championship golf 
course. This ‘Small Luxury Hotel of the World’ also offers mountain biking, tennis and watersports plus complimentary Timomo Baby Corner 

and Kids Club packed with fun activities. Enrol for diving lessons and explore some of the spectacular dive sites nearby or retreat to the 
Seven Colours Millesime Collection Spa. As if this was not enough, the “lifestyle rendezvous” C Beach Club, shared with Heritage Awali, 

has two restaurants, lounge bar, boat club and teens club, all designed with guest relaxation in mind.

M A U R I T I U S

Heritage Le Telfair Golf & Spa Resort

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,645 – Low Season 
7 nights from £1,935 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Deluxe Room, inclusive 
of half board, private transfers and economy flights with Air Mauritius 

from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Reduced Rates, Family, Wedding, Honeymoon, Anniversary,
Room Upgrade.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 50 minutes by road from Mauritius Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 158 Rooms and Suites, 3 Restaurants, 
2 Bars, 2 Pools, Seven Colours Millesime Collection Spa, Timomo 

Baby Corner, Timomo Kids Club 2-11 years, Teens Club, Babysitting, 
Complimentary Wi-Fi, Complimentary Golf, Tennis, Fitness 

Centre, Badminton, Beach Volleyball, French Bowls, Quad Bikes, 
Windsurfing, Canoes, Water-skiing, Pedal Boats, Snorkelling, 

Glass Bottom Boat, Fishing, Kitesurfing, Diving.

Specialists in luxury travel5454

Imagine 20 acres of unspoilt sub-tropical gardens and panoramic views over the picturesque Turtle 
Bay: here lies The Oberoi, Mauritius, a haven of peace and tranquillity.

Comprised of only 71 single-storey Luxury Pavilions and Villas, all spaciously designed to grace the hotel’s beautifully manicured grounds, 
The Oberoi tastefully interweaves African, European and Asian cultures to deliver the height of splendour and serenity. Almost every room 
features a romantic four-poster bed and each bathroom has a sunken marble bath. Upgrade to a Luxury Villa with Pool and enjoy a private 

walled garden and dining gazebo, perfect for intimacy and ultimate solace.

Dine on a fabulous menu featuring European, Mediterranean and Creole dishes, either inside The Restaurant or outside under the stars surrounded 
by exotic flowers, candles flickering on the surface of the pool and with the evening song of the indigenous wildlife in the background. Head to

On The Rocks restaurant for a more casual menu of pasta, pizzas and barbecue grills overlooking the ocean. Romance is at the heart of The Oberoi 
philosophy and it pervades all facilities and services. Whether your interests are watersports, including water-skiing, diving and sailing, land activities 

such as tennis, or the soothing pleasure of spa treatments, you can be sure of a truly exceptional and personal stay.

M A U R I T I U S

The Oberoi

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £2,155 – Low Season 
7 nights from £3,100 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Luxury Pavilion, 
inclusive of breakfast, VIP transfers and economy flights with

Air Mauritius from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Free Nights, Reduced Rates, Family, Wedding, 
Honeymoon, Anniversary, Twin Centre.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 50 minutes by road from Mauritius Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 71 Pavilions and Villas, 2 Restaurants, 
1 Bar, 2 Pools, Spa, Kids Club 4-12 years, Babysitting, Complimentary 

Wi-Fi, Tennis, Gym, Windsurfing, Water-skiing, Diving, Sailing.
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Nestled at the foot of the majestic Le Morne Mountain on the south west of the island, this romantic 
resort offers a selection of unique island-inspired experiences and warm welcoming service.

Dotted along a series of meandering pathways and surrounded by landscaped gardens sit pavilion-style buildings housing elegant suites with 
soft interiors and access onto the sandy beach.  At The Kitchen, watch as the chefs prepare your meal in the show kitchens, relish a taste of 
Thailand as you dine at East overlooking the beautiful lagoon or swim up to the bar for a refreshing cocktail, freshly squeezed juice or tasty 

snack at Ilot and Oasis.

Work out at LUX* Me Fit with energetic personalised exercise programmes or unwind in the LUX* Me Spa where you will feel pampered and 
rejuvenated. Make a splash in the sea with a dynamic range of complimentary watersports or take time to explore the island. Recline on the 
sand to watch a movie with Cinema Paradiso, an unforgettable alfresco experience, uncover a message in a bottle with an unexpected prize 
inside and savour the flavours of high tea or a private beach picnic with a basket brimming with treats. Be sure to LUX* It Up and enhance 

your stay with this superb package of things to do, spa treatments to enjoy and Mauritian cookery to learn.

M A U R I T I U S

LUX* Le Morne

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,440 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,020 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Superior Room, 
inclusive of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with

Air Mauritius from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Free Nights, Honeymoon, Anniversary, Twin Centre.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 1 hour by road from Mauritius Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 149 Rooms and Suites, 4 Restaurants, 
3 Bars, 4 Pools, LUX* Me Spa, PLAY Kids Club 3-11 years, STUDIO 

17 Teens Club, Babysitting, Complimentary Wi-Fi, Tennis, Fitness 
Centre, Beach Volleyball, Table Tennis, Windsurfing, Pedal Boats, 

Kayaks, Sailing, Snorkelling, Glass Bottom Boat, 
Water-skiing, Diving, Fishing.

Specialists in luxury travel5656

Situated amid three large bays on the north coast of Mauritius, LUX* Grand Gaube occupies a secluded 
lagoon setting near to the quaint fishing village of Grand Gaube and boasts sweeping views across the ocean.

The tranquil setting of the resort combines with a casual, warm and friendly ambience to create an air of relaxed, unpretentious luxury 
where guests can stay in sea-facing rooms and suites offering the utmost in privacy and comfort. Enjoy the essence of the resort’s indulgent 

‘Lighter, Brighter’ concept, sampling island roasted coffee at Café LUX* and delicious dishes at The Kitchen. Sheltered under one of the 
island’s oldest banyan trees, Banyan –The Island Kitchen provides a modern take on traditional Mauritian street food, while Abalone, 

located on the beach, boasts a blazing barbecue.

Spend your days pampering in the LUX* Me Spa, reclining by the freshwater pools and partaking in various land and watersports. Feel energised 
with LUX* Me Fit’s dynamic array of tailor-made exercises, Yoga classes and fitness programmes, head further afield on an exciting bike ride or 
hike through lush tropical hillsides to the local markets and villages. Take your place under the stars for an open-air movie screening or capture 

the island’s beauty with a ‘photo safari’ guided excursion where local photographers will make your picture perfect.

M A U R I T I U S

LUX* Grand Gaube

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,260 – Low Season 
7 nights from £1,510 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Superior Room, 
inclusive of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with

Air Mauritius from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Free Nights, Honeymoon, Anniversary, Twin Centre.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 1 hour and 15 minutes by road from Mauritius Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 198 Rooms and Suites, 4 Restaurants, 
1 Bar, 1 Cafe, 4 Pools, LUX* Me Spa, PLAY Kids Club 3-11 years, 

STUDIO 17 Teens Club, Babysitting, Complimentary Wi-Fi, Tennis, 
Fitness Centre, Beach Volleyball, Table Tennis, Windsurfing, Pedal 

Boats, Kayaks, Sailing, Snorkelling, Glass Bottom Boat, Water-skiing, 
Diving, Fishing.
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A hidden gem in the true meaning of the expression, when you arrive through 20 Degrés Sud’s concealed 
carriage entrance, you enter a world of natural beauty and divine comfort. A treasure chest of luxurious 

amenities and stunning boutique accommodation, this hotel is reserved for the most discerning of clientele.

There are only 36 rooms and suites tucked away in the idyllic setting of a mature coconut grove, decorated with unique artefacts and 
elegant understated furnishings. Some feature small swimming pools and Jacuzzis and others have entirely unspoilt ocean views. Beachfront 
rooms are just steps away from the inviting gentle waters. The service here is outstanding; you can be assured of a thoroughly high quality, 

personalised level of hospitality, which invites a noteworthy repeat custom. 

Facilities comprise two beautiful freshwater pools, Comfort Zone Spa, sailing, diving, big game fishing, billiards and a well-stocked library. 
Dignified, elegant and particularly notable for their fresh, exquisite tasting seafood, three restaurants include the island’s oldest motor boat, 

the Lady Lisbeth, and an island retreat set just off the coast in a fascinating original ruin.

M A U R I T I U S

20 Degrés Sud

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,380 – Low Season 
7 nights from £1,600 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Charm Room, inclusive 
of half board, private transfers and economy flights with Air Mauritius 

from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Free Nights, Wedding, Honeymoon, Anniversary, 
Added Value.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 1 hour and 15 minutes by road from Mauritius Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 36 Rooms and Suites, 3 Restaurants, 
1 Bar, 2 Pools, Comfort Zone Spa, Library, Windsurfing, Hobie Cat, 

Laser Sailing, Catamaran, Bicycles, Sailing, Diving, Fishing, 
Children under 12 years not accepted.

Specialists in luxury travel5858

Set on a beautiful beach on the island’s east coast, the newly refurbished LUX* Belle Mare radiates the 
vibrant nature of island life and warm hospitality.

Combining homely warmth and airy spaciousness, guest suites are housed within traditional thatched buildings and boast sweeping ocean 
views. In addition, 12 luxurious villas each feature a private pool, garden, outdoor dining area and personal butler. Dine at MIXE where 

conventional all-day dining has been transformed, sample Chinese dishes with duck as the main ingredient at the innovative Duck Laundry 
or the finest Indian flavours at the elegant Amari by Vineet. Contented couples and fun-loving families can enjoy a wide range of island 

activities and themed evenings showcasing the best in local entertainment. 

LUX* It Up and make the most of a specially designed package including energetic sports, leisurely LUX* Me Spa treatments and cooking 
classes. For the young ones, PLAY Kids Club and STUDIO 17 provide hours of entertainment. Discover a selection of unique experiences 

designed to celebrate the nature, flavour and culture of Mauritius. While children become their own ‘cake boss’ adorning cakes with colourful 
treats at the cake decorating bars, adults can say ‘yes chef,’ preparing and tasting regional dishes under the tutelage of acclaimed local chefs.

M A U R I T I U S

LUX* Belle Mare

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,440 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,020 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Junior Suite, inclusive 
of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with Air Mauritius 

from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Free Nights, Honeymoon, Anniversary, Twin Centre.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 1 hour and 15 minutes by road from Mauritius Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 174 Suites, 12 Private Villas, 
4 Restaurants, 2 Bars, 1 Pool with children’s section, LUX* Me Spa, 

PLAY Kids Club 3-11 years, STUDIO 17 Teens Club, Babysitting, 
Complimentary Wi-Fi, Fitness Centre, Beach Volleyball, Table Tennis, 
Tennis, Mountain Bikes, Windsurfing, Pedal Boats, Kayaks, Mini Sail, 

Snorkelling, Glass Bottom Boat, Water-skiing, Fishing, Diving.
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Maradiva, a ‘Leading Hotel of the World’, overlooks the calming blue waters of the picturesque Tamarin 
Bay. Spread freely over 27 acres of verdant tropical gardens, the resort’s emphasis is on space, comfort 

and luxurious abandon. 

Comprised solely of Suite Villas, all with the extravagance of private plunge pools, each residence is set well apart from the others for an 
enhanced feeling of privacy and exclusivity. Luxury Suite Villas are open and light, with bathtub and separate rain shower, open-air garden 

shower and a lavish alfresco area. Eight of these superb suites have a beachfront location, perfect for enjoying direct access to the soft sands 
and watching those magical Mauritian sunsets. There is a real sense of peace and tranquillity here, as soothing gentle waves and swaying 

palms provide the soundtrack to your stay.

The resort also boasts excellent dining options including romantic in-villa meals and The Cilantro serving Indian and Japanese cuisine, after 
which you can head to Breakers Bar for a local rum cocktail as you listen to live music. Inspired by Indian heritage, the Maradiva Spa offers a 
range of traditional treatments and therapies, including Ayurveda, plus there are ample complimentary sports and leisure activities to cater 

for more active spirits.

M A U R I T I U S

Maradiva Villas Resort & Spa

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £2,250 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,600 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Garden Suite Pool 
Villa, inclusive of half board, VIP transfers and economy flights with

Air Mauritius from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Reduced Rates, Family, Honeymoon, Anniversary, Room Upgrade, 
Added Value.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 1 hour by road from Mauritius Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 65 Suite Villas, 2 Restaurants, 1 Bar, 
1 Pool, Maradiva Spa, Mini Club 4-12 years, Babysitting, Tennis, 

Fitness Centre, Table Tennis, Bicycles, Pedal Boats, Kayaks, Glass 
Bottom Boat, Water-skiing, Windsurfing, Laser Sailing, Fishing.

Specialists in luxury travel6060

Famed for its two 18-hole championship golf courses positioned next to one of Mauritius’ greatest 
beaches, golfers travel from all over the world to experience teeing off to the backdrop of stunning ocean 

panoramas at this resort.

Offering well-appointed Prestige Rooms, Junior and Deluxe Suites with private balconies or terraces, some located directly on the 
spectacular beach, plus a selection of Villas boasting private pools and a dedicated Villa Master, the living here is certainly easy. Four spacious 

pools will keep children occupied, or they can join the Constance Kids Club while adults partake in a diverse range of land and watersports, 
including tennis, cycling, the gym, diving, water-skiing and deep sea fishing. Alternatively, for those wishing to unwind and reconnect, 

the USpa by Constance offers various body treatments, scrubs and wraps.

Seven restaurants provide a great choice of dining options, including fine dining at the Blue Penny Café, island cuisine in the evenings at 
Deer Hunter and Mediterranean delights at La Spiaggia. Guests also have the option to upgrade to the all inclusive Cristal Package, which 

includes lunch, unlimited access to cocktails and premium branded spirits plus many more added extras. A sporting paradise and firm 
favourite with families, this superb resort offers something for everyone.

M A U R I T I U S

Constance Belle Mare Plage

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,465 – Low Season 
7 nights from £1,825 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Prestige Room, 
inclusive of half board, private transfers and economy flights with

Air Mauritius from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates, Family, Honeymoon, Anniversary.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 1 hour by road from Mauritius Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 256 Rooms, Suites and Villas, 
7 Restaurants, 6 Bars, 4 Pools, USpa by Constance, Constance Kids 

Club 4–11 years, Babysitting, Complimentary Wi-Fi, Complimentary 
Golf, Tennis, Fitness Centre, Bicycles, Fishing, Diving, Water-skiing, 

Windsurfing, Kayaks, Hobie Cats, Snorkelling, Canoes, 
Kitesurfing, Parasailing.
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Discover natural island beauty and charm as you indulge in the Maritim Resort & Spa. Situated 
overlooking Turtle Bay and framed by lush tropical gardens and white sand beaches, this hotel occupies 

an enviable setting spanning a 62 acre estate.

A tranquil ‘home away from home’, the Maritim Resort & Spa exudes comfort and hospitality. This hotel provides a fresh and contemporary 
retreat with elegant guest rooms and suites varying in size and layout, each decorated to a high standard. Drawing inspiration from the island, 

guest accommodations have a calm, soothing atmosphere with subtle tones and colonial architectural accents.

The restaurant selection is no less impressive: Belle Vue boasts live cooking stations, La Marée on the beachfront is perfect for a romantic 
meal, while the gourmet Château Mon Désir is integrated within the former pirate’s hideaway of Balaclava Ruins. Overlooking a centenarian 
banyan tree, the hotel’s Asian-fusion restaurant, Le Banyan, features many signature dishes inspired by Chinese and Asian cooking, or for a 
relaxed ‘feet in the sand’ atmosphere, then Les Filaos Beach BBQ Beer Garden Pub is great for a refreshing drink or two. Seek tranquillity 

in the hotel’s 3,500 square metre Tropical Flower Spa, explore a kaleidoscope of marine life diving under expert tutelage or spend the 
afternoon horse riding along the beach. Land and watersports abound, from bicycle tours, golf, water-skiing and many more; irrespective of 

age, there are plenty of things to do here.

M A U R I T I U S

Maritim Resort & Spa

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,620 – Low Season 
7 nights from £1,805 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Privilege Room on an 
all-inclusive basis, including private transfers and economy flights with

Air Mauritius from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Free Nights, Family, Honeymoon, Anniversary, Golf.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 55 minutes by road from Mauritius Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 215 Rooms, Suites and 1 Villa, 
5 Restaurants, 3 Bars, 1 Pool, Spa, Turtle Kids Club 3-11 years, 

Babysitting, Complimentary Wi-Fi, Fitness Centre, Golf, Mini Golf, 
Bicycles, Croquet, Archery, Snorkelling, Water-skiing, Windsurfing, 

Equestrian Centre, Diving, Deep Sea Fishing.

Specialists in luxury travel6262

Uncomplicated, idyllic and serene in every sense, Shanti Maurice is a boutique hideaway
with an exceptionally secluded, elegant feel and is one of Mauritius’ most impressive luxury 

coastal resorts.

Just 61 suites and villas grace the grounds adorned with swaying palms and mature tropical gardens. All suites are housed in villa residences and 
benefit from stunning sea views. Luxury Villas, perfect for families, have one or two bedrooms, private garden and swimming pool. The resort boasts 

a world-class spa with 25 treatment rooms, as well as four distinct deluxe spa stations; The Holistic Bio Experience, The Indian Experience, The 
Oriental Experience and The Fitness & Wellness Experience, which combine to create a unique sense of relaxation and wellness. 

Following a rejuvenating visit to the spa, relax beside the beautifully designed infinity pool overlooking the breathtaking beach, or partake in 
some of the resort’s other facilities including tennis, fitness centre or various watersports. Little ones are equally well provided for with an 
excellent children’s club. Gastronomic experiences include Stars, serving mouth-watering Cape cuisine, and the Fish Shack on the beach 

for an informal feast under the stars. Shanti Maurice also invites guests to experience the art of Mauritian home cooking at La Kaze Mama, 
serving truly authentic regional dishes in a memorable outdoor setting.

M A U R I T I U S

Shanti Maurice – A Nira Resort

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £2,090 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,490 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Junior Suite Ocean 
View, inclusive of half board, VIP transfers and economy flights with

Air Mauritius from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Reduced Rates, Family, Honeymoon, Anniversary.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 40 minutes by road from Mauritius Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 61 Suites and Villas, 3 Restaurants, 
2 Bars, 2 Pools, Spa, Kids Club 3-12 years, Babysitting, Tennis, 

Yoga, Fitness Centre, Non-Motorised Watersports, 
Motorised Watersports (available nearby).
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The architecturally striking and innovative Long Beach resort is where contemporary lifestyle meets 
tropical oasis along a vast stretch of white sand beach and crystal blue waters.

Contemporary architecture is complemented by natural elements and regional touches, resulting in an edgy yet delicate design. 
Guest accommodation is arranged in three crescents: every room enjoys ocean views with internal and external living areas merging seamlessly 

under a spectrum of apple green, white and coral tones.

Spend time in the buzzing piazza with its four restaurants, two bars and nightly entertainment, and be treated to delicious dining experiences 
ranging from relaxed on the beach to sophisticated restaurant fare and vivid open kitchen theatrical cooking. Enjoy a massage at the outdoor 
spa pavilion overlooking the lagoon or venture for a championship round at Ile Aux Cerfs Golf Course, accessible by the daily complimentary 

shuttle service. A variety of land and watersports are ideal for guests seeking invigorating activities including tennis, cycling, wall climbing, 
windsurfing, water-skiing and many more. Younger guests are equally entertained by the great facilities and Long Beach Kids Club, with 
organised games and activities tailored to amuse little ones and teens. However you choose to spend your time, Long Beach is sure to 

provide a memorable Mauritian experience.

M A U R I T I U S

Long Beach

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,340 – Low Season 
7 nights from £1,435 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Standard Garden 
Room, inclusive of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with 

Air Mauritius from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates, Wedding, Honeymoon, Golf.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 1 hour by road from Mauritius Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 255 Rooms and Suites, 5 Restaurants, 
2 Bars, 3 Pools, Spa, Angels Kids Club 4-11 years, Waves Teens Club, 

Babysitting, Wi-Fi, Tennis, Fitness Centre, Five-a-Side Football Pitch, 
Badminton, Archery, Snorkelling, Water-skiing, Windsurfing, Diving, 

Deep Sea Fishing.
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Anahita, a “new generation luxury resort”, sits subtly and intuitively entwined with its surroundings, offering 
guests an enticing blend of relaxation, first-class leisure activities and warm Mauritian hospitality.

With a vision to be the ultimate residential hideaway, Anahita has a variety of accommodation. Choose from expansive villas boasting one 
to five bedrooms, traditional verandas and private swimming pools, or one to three bedroom suites each with their own plunge pool and 

tastefully dispersed around the superb championship golf course and enchanting lagoon. The One Bedroom Suites are spacious, exquisitely 
appointed and make the perfect setting for a refined and stylish getaway; Two and Three Bedroom Suites provide some of the best family 

accommodation the island has to offer.

A beautiful beachfront infinity-edge pool area is both convivial and a great place to relax. Alternatively, enjoy the diverse sporting facilities 
including the fabulous Ernie Els or Ile aux Cerfs golf courses with complimentary buggy and green fees, tennis courts, extensive state-of-

the-art gym and watersports such as scuba diving, water-skiing and deep sea fishing. OurSpace Kids Club cares for children aged 8 months 
to 13 years, providing endless fun activities and excursions. In the evening, unwind with a cocktail under the stars, then enjoy an intimate 

meal prepared by your own private chef in your kitchen as you absorb the unique magic of this lush and picturesque part of the world.

M A U R I T I U S

Anahita The Resort

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £2,010 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,405 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a One Bedroom Garden 
Suite, inclusive of half board, private transfers and economy flights with 

Air Mauritius from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Free Nights, Family, Honeymoon, Anniversary.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 45 minutes by road from Mauritius Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 70 Suites and 28 Villas, 3 Restaurants, 
1 Bar, 2 Pools, Anahita Wellness Spa, OurSpace Kids Club 8 

months-13 years, Complimentary Wi-Fi, Complimentary Golf, Fitness 
Centre, Tennis, Mountain Bikes, Diving, Water-skiing, Fishing, 

Snorkelling, Sea Kayaks, Laser Sailing, Catamaran.
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Seychelles
An inherently remote destination, the Seychelles is a unique cluster of unspoilt 

tropical islands with a distinctive landscape and cultural identity.

Undulating terrain, pristine lagoons and untouched beaches are home to some of the world’s rarest species including 
flamboyant bird life, giant tortoises and magnificent palm trees. Enjoy a true castaway experience here, from a barefoot 

stroll along a scenic beach to snorkelling with rare species of fish, or a trek through the stunning Morne Seychellois 
National Park. Peruse local markets, which showcase handcrafted jewellery and other artisan goods, or make the most 
of the abundance of deserted beaches just minutes away. To witness the real beauty of the Seychelles you need to hop 
around. Visit the granite islands where huge rock formations meet powder sands and clear seas, or venture to any of the 
outer coral islands famed for their natural jungle interior and stunning surrounding reefs. The Creole cuisine is delicious 

and incorporates the finest exotic local ingredients including coconut milk curries, grilled fish and fresh tropical fruits. For 
a peaceful tropical holiday experience steeped in culture and romance, the Seychelles can offer it all.

A V E R A G E  T E M P E R A T U R E

28°C
G E T T I N G  T H E R E 

Etihad Airways from 3 regional airports (via Abu Dhabi). 
Emirates from 6 regional airports (via Dubai). 

F L Y I N G  T I M E

12 hours
B E S T  T I M E  T O  V I S I T 

The Islands enjoy a pleasant tropical climate with year round sunshine. 
Although temperatures are consistent, rainfall often varies with the 

wettest months being November to February as the north west monsoons 
bring more rain, higher humidity and warmer weather. Expect less 

rainfall from May to September, as the tradewinds blow from the south 
east when the climate is generally cooler and drier with a slight breeze.

G M T

+4 hours
F U R T H E R  I N F O R M A T I O N 

Local Currency Seychelle Rupee
Tourist Office seychelles.travel / 0207 245 6106

Ideal to Combine with Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Mauritius
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Fregate Island Private

North Island

Four Seasons Resort Seychelles

Maia Luxury Resort & Spa

Banyan Tree Seychelles

Mahé
Constance Ephélia

Constance Lémuria Raffles Praslin
Six Senses Zil Pasyan

Kempinski Seychelles Resort

Denis Private Island

Praslin
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Combining definitive luxury with understated locally-inspired architecture, Four Seasons Resort 
Seychelles embraces a discreet and entirely individual location on the main island of Mahé.

This all-villa hillside retreat, set among dense tropical greenery and fringing a striking turquoise coast, offers a laid-back style fused with 
touches of sophistication. All 67 traditional Creole-style villas and suites emanate luxury, boasting plunge pools and great outdoor space for 

relaxing while cherishing the vibrant jungle and ocean sights.

The resort has a large and stylish infinity pool area just footsteps from Petite Anse Beach and offers a broad range of on-site and off-site 
activities including watersports, fitness centre and a stunning hilltop spa with panoramic views of the Indian Ocean. Younger guests can 

benefit from the excellent supervised Kids For All Seasons activity programme. As is typical of Four Seasons Resorts, the dining options are 
first-class. ZEZ restaurant specialises in modern European-influenced cuisine, while Kannel’s beautiful open-air setting provides the perfect 

context for the freshest seafood and Creole and Asian delights.

S E Y C H E L L E S

Four Seasons Resort Seychelles

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £3,190 – Low Season 
7 nights from £3,240 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Garden View Villa, 
inclusive of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with Emirates 

from London Gatwick.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Free Nights, Reduced Rates, Honeymoon,
Added Value.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 30 minutes by road from Mahé Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 67 Suites and Villas, 2 Restaurants, 
2 Bars, 1 Pool, Four Seasons Spa, Kids For All Seasons 4-12 years, 

Babysitting, Fitness Centre, Diving, Fishing, Catamaran, Snorkelling, 
Boogie Boards, Windsurfing, Kayaks.
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Four degrees south of the equator and home to some of the world’s rarest flora and fauna including Giant 
Aldabra tortoises, as well as seven breathtaking white powdery sand beaches sentinelled by giant iconic 

granite boulders, Fregate Island Private truly deserves its description as a “tropical island paradise”. 

Eco-luxury defines the experience at Fregate Island Private and with just 16 Private Pool Residences and 1 Banyan Hill Estate, there is a 
genuine sense of privacy and seclusion. Constructed from native mahogany and blending harmoniously with their natural surroundings, 

each residence is light and spacious offering one or two bedrooms with a living area connected by a dining vestibule. Each has private butler 
service, a large infinity pool and terrace with daybed and Jacuzzi.

Explore the island at your leisure and claim Anse Macquereau as your own; it’s the only beach where you can hang a “do not disturb” sign 
to ensure total privacy. Lounge around the resort’s two freshwater pools or for those in need of pampering there is the Rock Spa, a haven 

of serenity aloft a stunning cliff top setting. Children of all ages are welcome at Fregate Island Private and younger ones are well catered for 
at the seasonal Castaway Kids Clubhouse. Choose from an impressive set of culinary experiences either in-residence, at the resort’s two 

restaurants, including the magnificent Plantation House with its own organic vegetable garden, or at a number of stunning alfresco locations 
which include the Treehouse, the Beach or the Banana Grove.

S E Y C H E L L E S

Fregate Island Private

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £10,785 – Low Season 
7 nights from £13,435 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Private Pool 
Residence, inclusive of full board, helicopter transfers and economy 

flights with Emirates from London Gatwick.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Free Nights, Family, Honeymoon, Anniversary.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 15 minutes by helicopter or light aircraft from Mahé Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 16 Private Pool Residences and 1 Banyan 
Hill Estate, 2 Restaurants, 2 Bars, 2 Pools, Rock Spa, Castaway Kids 

Clubhouse 3–12 years (seasonal programme), Babysitting, Gym, 
Guided Nature Walks, Mountain Bikes, Volleyball, Tennis, Diving, 

Snorkelling, Hobie Cats, Sailing, Kayaks, Fishing.
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As you sweep into North Island aboard your private helicopter transfer, gaze down at the picture perfect 
landscape with its lush tropical and mountainous interior fringed by breathtaking powder sand beaches. 

After landing, or any other time during your stay, enjoy being whisked away for a complimentary 
barefoot ritual, a soothing experience that will leave you feeling pampered and rejuvenated.

Eco-sensitivity and conservation are at the heart of the North Island philosophy, promoting a “Noah’s Ark” vision by which endemic flora 
and fauna species are gradually re-introduced to the island, while allowing a select number of guests access to this rare slice of paradise 

through 11 harmoniously designed thatched villas. Raised over a metre from the ground and offering an authentic home-from-home 
ambience, these exquisite accommodations are individually handcrafted to celebrate nature. 10 villas benefit from 450 square metres of 
space, while the 750 square metre Villa North Island is ideally perched to enjoy spectacular sunrises. All feature fabulous marble baths, 

personal plunge pools and incredible sea-facing locations.

A stunning scenic pool and piazza overlooking the beach provide the focal point to the resort, while wider activities include in-villa spa 
treatments, cycling, island golf carts, gym and non-motorised watersports. Families are welcome and there are well-designed personalised 

children’s programmes to keep young minds entertained.

S E Y C H E L L E S

North Island

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £14,490 – Low Season 
7 nights from £14,490 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Presidential Villa on an 
all-inclusive basis, including helicopter transfers and economy flights with 

Emirates from London Gatwick.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Free Nights. 

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 20 minutes by helicopter from Mahé Airport.  

Accommodation & Facilities: 11 Villas, “No Menu Concept”, 1 Bar, 
1 Pool, Spa, Babysitting, Bicycles, Diving, Snorkelling, 

Kayaks, Fishing.
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Arrive by boat or helicopter at this stunning boutique resort on the private island of Fėlicitė. The island 
is among the Seychelles’ most beautiful, with its massive granite boulders and picture-perfect beaches, 

plus the warm tropical climate makes it a great year-round destination. 

Due to open in 2016, Six Senses Zil Pasyon is set along a stretch of soft sand coastline and is the epitome of exclusivity and luxury while 
offering guests a unique experience. Surrounded by raw natural beauty, 30 one and two-bedroom pool villas, along with a number of private 
residences, showcase stylish interiors, stunning ocean views, private infinity pool and personal Guest Experience Maker. Dining at the resort 

is a distinctive affair, with several venues to choose from. Savour fresh seafood in the Ocean Kitchen, dishes inspired by local, European, 
Asian and African flavours or light snacks in the Island Café plus drinks in Lakambiz and Koko Bar. 

Couples, families or small groups can also opt for intimate dining experiences in The Wine Vault, with elegant menus and expert wine pairings 
plus live cooking from the chef at The Chef’s Galley. Take island life at your own pace, with tranquil treatments in the Six Senses Spa, nature 
excursions, island hopping by helicopter, sailing and diving plus golf on neighbouring Praslin Island with its 18-hole championship course and 

many more activities.

S E Y C H E L L E S

Six Senses Zil Pasyon

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £3,575 – Low Season 
7 nights from £4,105 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Hideaway Pool Villa, 
inclusive of breakfast, speedboat transfers and economy flights with 

Emirates and Air Seychelles from London Gatwick.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Please enquire for our latest offers.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 1 hour by light aircraft and speedboat or 20 minutes by 
helicopter from Mahé Airport. 25 minutes by speedboat from 

Praslin Jetty. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 32 Villas and Residences, 
2 Restaurants, 3 Bars, 1 Pool,  Six Senses Spa, Kids and Teens 

Activities, Complimentary Wi-Fi, Fitness Centre, Yoga, Diving, 
Snorkelling, Kayaks, Paddle Boards, Fishing, Sailing.

Specialists in luxury travel7474

Escape back to nature, bask in pristine tranquil waters and enjoy the rustic yet luxurious charm of Denis 
Private Island, a picture perfect island that is both romantic and breathtakingly beautiful. 

A haven of serenity with an attractive landscape and immaculate powder sand beaches, this exclusive private island features 25 
authentically-styled cottages set generously and unobtrusively apart within their surroundings. Each features a private sea-facing veranda 
while handcrafted Creole furniture provides genuine castaway comfort. An entirely slower pace of life exists on Denis Private Island; rest, 
relaxation and the feeling of timelessness reign. The beautiful bar and restaurant are discreet, peaceful and intimate, and offer simple but 

delicious cuisine sourced mainly from the island’s own farm. Spend your days exploring the beaches and swimming in the warm azure sea, or 
explore the nature trails and jogging paths.

Awe-inspiring experiences await at numerous world-class dive sites: view turtles, stingrays, sailfish, tuna and dolphins in their protected 
underwater world. Above water, enjoy deep sea fishing or canoeing; alternatively, simply sit back, enter the laid-back rhythm of Denis 

Private Island life and let your troubles float away on the sea breeze.

S E Y C H E L L E S

Denis Private Island

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £3,075 – Low Season 
7 nights from £3,865 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Deluxe Beach Cottage, 
inclusive of full board, transfers and economy flights with Emirates from 

London Gatwick.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Bird, Free Nights, Family, Honeymoon.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 30 minutes by light aircraft from Mahé Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities:  25 Cottages, 1 Restaurant, 1 Bar, 1 Pool, 
In-Room Spa Treatments and Massages, Wi-Fi, Tennis, Bicycles, 

Diving, Snorkelling, Canoes.
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An elegant and meticulously created resort complete with the only 18-hole championship golf course in 
the Seychelles, Constance Lémuria is set along three beaches on the island of Praslin, so unspoilt and 

tranquil that turtles still come ashore to lay their eggs. 

Harmoniously designed accommodations at this ‘Leading Hotel of the World’ sit comfortably within the surroundings and an authentic 
Seychellois-style imbues guests with a true taste of local culture and architecture. Junior and Senior Suites, constructed of wood, marble, 
stone and pink granite, are located amid the tropical gardens just 15 metres from the shore, while minimalist-style Luxury Villas have their 
own private swimming pools and open directly onto the gardens and beach. The USpa by Constance offers fabulous treatments for those 

looking to unwind, while tennis courts, a three-tier pool, mountain bikes and various watersports offer more active leisure pursuits.

Three restaurants provide a variety of gastronomic influences in assorted settings. The Legend restaurant located in the main building offers 
live cooking stations and themed evenings in a refined and relaxed atmosphere, while The Seahorse overlooking the golf course combines 

fine French dining with contemporary Seychellois cuisine. The recently refurbished Beach Bar and Grill, affording breathtaking views to the 
beach of Petite Anse Kerlan, is the hotel’s seafood venue.

S E Y C H E L L E S

Constance Lémuria

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £2,295 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,860 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Junior Suite, inclusive 
of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with Emirates from 

London Gatwick.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates, Family, Honeymoon,
Anniversary, Twin Centre.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 5 minutes by road from Praslin Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 105 Suites and Villas, 3 Restaurants, 
5 Bars, 1 Pool, USpa by Constance, Constance Kids Club 4-11 years, 
Babysitting, Complimentary Wi-Fi, Fitness Club, Complimentary 

Golf, Tennis, Mountain Bikes, Diving, Fishing, Snorkelling, Kayaks, 
Pedal Boats, Body Boards.

Specialists in luxury travel7676

Overlooking stunning Port Launay Marine Park, Constance Ephélia sits within 296 acres of rolling 
vegetation and is situated on two of Mahé’s most beautiful beaches.

The resort comprises 310 villas, suites and rooms, spanning the more affordable luxury of Tropical Garden View Rooms and Junior Suites to 
Family Villas with their own private pools, Beach Villas with individual pergolas, Hillside Villas cleverly constructed around granite rocks with 
plunge pool and Spa Villas equipped with treatment space and sumptuous bathing facilities. The Presidential Villa offers breathtaking ocean 

views and has its own gym, spa, private pool, outdoor decking and private dining space.

Four large elegantly sculpted pools are great for lazy days. Alternatively, adults can indulge and unwind at the USpa by Constance, while the 
Constance Kids Club offers a variety of indoor and outdoor activities to keep children suitably active and entertained. Five restaurants and 

bars provide a broad scope of dining styles and influences including haute cuisine, grills, buffets and sushi.

S E Y C H E L L E S

Constance Ephélia

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,830 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,010 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Tropical Garden 
Room, inclusive of half board, private transfers and economy flights with 

Emirates from London Gatwick.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates, Family, Honeymoon,
Anniversary, Twin Centre.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 40 minutes by road from Mahé Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 310 Rooms, Suites and Villas, 
5 Restaurants, 5 Bars, 4 Pools, USpa by Constance, Constance Kids 
Club 4-11 years, Babysitting, Complimentary Wi-Fi, Fitness Centre, 

Tennis, Squash, Zip Line, Walking Trails, Rock Climbing, Diving, 
Snorkelling, Catamaran, Pedal Boats, Kayaks, Windsurfing, Fishing.
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Immerse yourself in this mystical island location of white sand beaches and azure waters, where amid 
lush foliage and charming scenery you will find the exceptional Raffles Praslin resort.

Spanning 30 acres with a verdant hillside backdrop, this tranquil resort features 86 elegant Pool Villas. Thoughtfully spread across gentle 
sloping hills, the spacious villas vary between one and two bedroom and combine high levels of privacy with breathtaking views of the Indian 
Ocean and tropical greenery. Interior design is fresh and modern with all the comforts you would expect, including an outdoor pavilion with 

private plunge pool plus the Raffles and Royal Villa also boast the added luxury of 24-hour butler service.

Sample contemporary Mediterranean, Pan-Asian and Creole-inspired cuisine in the resort’s restaurants, including indulgent buffets at 
Losean Restaurant, relaxed island meals at Curieuse Restaurant and poolside dining at the Pool Restaurant & Bar. Enjoy a memorable 

dining experience in your favourite location, in the privacy of your Villa or onboard a sunset cruise serving sushi and champagne. With direct 
beachfront access to the bay of Anse Takamaka, the calm waters are ideal for exploring the colourful marine life. Take a gentle stroll around 

the tropical landscape, soak up the breathtaking views and treatments in the Raffles Spa, seek physical exertion in the fitness centre or 
experience the perfect picnic with a specially prepared hamper.

S E Y C H E L L E S

Raffles Praslin

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £2,575 – Low Season 
7 nights from £3,185 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Garden View Pool 
Villa, inclusive of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with 

Emirates from London Gatwick.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates, Wedding, Honeymoon.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 25 minutes by road from Praslin Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 86 Villas, 3 Restaurants, 3 Bars, 
2 Pools, Raffles Spa, Sugar Palm Kids Club 0-12 years, Teens Club, 
Babysitting, Complimentary Wi-Fi, Fitness Centre, Yoga, Bicycles, 

Kayaks, Snorkelling.
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The Midas touch of Banyan Tree Resorts has reached the secluded and beautiful Intendance Bay in a 
stunning show of tasteful architectural class. Commanding a majestic view of the Indian Ocean and 

overlooking one of the most beautiful beaches in the world, this charming property delivers the perfect 
blend of romance and rejuvenation.

Nestled among lush tropical vegetation on a hillside overlooking a stunning seascape, including a small selection along the beachfront, the 60 
Pool Villas have been created in an authentic colonial style with an emphasis on space and light. Stylishly appointed with Asian and Creole 

furnishings, all of the villas feature their own private infinity pool and sun deck.

Resort facilities include a spacious pool, tennis court and gym, as well as complimentary snorkelling and canoeing equipment. The Banyan 
Tree Spa boasts 8 luxury pavilions and offers exotic treatments based on Asian healing traditions. Dining facilities at the resort are superb:

a selection of restaurants offer international, Thai, South East Asian and Creole-inspired cuisine in a variety of attractive and stylish settings. 
Couples may wish to opt for a romantic in-villa meal or reserve a private gazebo down on the beach.

S E Y C H E L L E S

Banyan Tree Seychelles

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £3,360 – Low Season 
7 nights from £4,605 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing an Ocean View Pool 
Villa, inclusive of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with 

Emirates from London Gatwick.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Free Nights, Family, Honeymoon.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 30 minutes by road from Mahé Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 60 Villas, 3 Restaurants, 2 Bars, 1 Pool, 
Banyan Tree Spa, Tennis, Mountain Bikes, Canoes.
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Nestled in a secluded bay in South Mahé, the quieter more exclusive part of the island, the Kempinski 
Seychelles Resort is situated directly on the famous beach of Baie Lazare, which is protected by a coral 

reef around 200 metres from the shore. 

Immerse yourself in the vivid landscapes and vibrant style. Take your pick from Hill View, Sea View and Sea View Garden rooms, each with 
a bedroom level and a slightly lowered sitting area, or opt for one of the luxuriously appointed and spacious suites. Set in beautiful natural 

surroundings, the Kempinski Spa has everything you need for deep relaxation, ensuring you leave feeling renewed and refreshed. Head out on 
nature walks, go island hopping and take scenic bike rides or enjoy an array of watersports, including diving and surfing.

Whether you are in the mood for a healthy light bite or an indulgent meal, the Kempinski Seychelles’ restaurants are sure to cater to your tastes. 
Sample unique flavours and fresh seafood in the resort’s signature restaurant, L’Indochine, or enjoy themed buffets and à la carte options in the 
relaxed Café Lazare. Savour cocktails, sushi and sashimi in the upbeat Planters Bar with daily live entertainment or prepare steak cooked to your 

personal taste on a hot rock at the beachside Windong Bar. 

S E Y C H E L L E S

Kempinski Seychelles Resort

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,845 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,150 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Hill View Room, 
inclusive of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with Emirates 

from London Gatwick.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates, Family, Wedding, Honeymoon, 
Anniversary.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 30 minutes by road from Mahé Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 148 Rooms and Suites, 
2 Restaurants, 2 Bars, 1 Pool, Kempinski The Spa, 

Kids Club 4-12 years, Babysitting, Wi-Fi, Tennis, Badminton, 
Fitness Centre, Yoga, Pilates, Beach Volleyball, Bicycles, Surfing, 

Snorkelling, Kayaks, Paddle Boards, Diving.
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The impeccable Maia Luxury Resort & Spa is situated on its own private peninsula overlooking the 
secluded beach of Anse Louis with aquamarine water and lush tropical boundaries.

The 30 villas enjoy an entirely unique aspect and are designed to provide a private and peaceful refuge during your stay. Warm earthy 
interiors are complemented by a butler service, infinity pools, gazebos with oversized daybeds and double sunken bathtubs. 11 Maia Signature 

Villas lead directly to the beach while 19 Ocean Panoramic Villas boast breathtaking ocean views.

Within the resort, guests can enjoy the award-winning gardens, a world-class Spa, fitness centre, a cascading swimming pool with sun decks 
and the magical beachfront. There is also an excellent programme for kids and teens to keep them contented and active. Gastronomy is central 

to the ethos at Maia, with four leading chefs creating a personalised menu of Asian, Creole, Indian and Mediterranean cuisine that expertly 
incorporates sumptuous local flavours, textures, colours and aromas.

S E Y C H E L L E S

Maia Luxury Resort & Spa

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £4,785 – Low Season 
7 nights from £4,785 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing an Ocean Panoramic 
Villa on an all-inclusive basis, including private transfers and economy 

flights with Emirates from London Gatwick.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Free Nights, Honeymoon, Added Value. 

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 25 minutes by road from Mahé Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 30 Villas, 1 Restaurant, 1 Bar, 1 Pool, 
Spa, VIK Kids Programme 4-12 years, Babysitting by Personal Butler, 

Fitness Centre, Fishing, Diving, Canoes, Snorkelling, Kayaks.
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Seychelles Island Hopping

N U M B E R  O F  D A Y S

12 Days
P R I C E S  F R O M

10 nights / 12 days from £4,485 – Low Season
10 nights / 12 days from £5,145 – High Season 

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a room,
including economy flights from London.

Y O U R  I T I N E R A R Y  I N C L U D E S

Itinerary starts and ends in the Seychelles • Private transfers 
throughout • Hotel accommodation as detailed below 
• Daily breakfast • Full board at Denis Private Island

D A Y  1  –  L O N D O N  T O  T H E  S E Y C H E L L E S

Fly from London to Mahé via Abu Dhabi.

D A Y  2  –  I N  T H E  S E Y C H E L L E S

On arrival you will be met and transferred to Four Seasons Resort 
Seychelles where you stay for 4 nights. Occupying an entirely 
individual location on the main island of Mahé, this all-villa hillside 
retreat, set among dense tropical greenery and fringing a striking 
turquoise coast, offers a laid-back style fused with touches of 
sophistication.

D A Y S  3  T O  5  –  I N  T H E  S E Y C H E L L E S

Unwind in your Creole-style villa, boasting plunge pool and great 
outdoor space for relaxing. Spend your days by the large and stylish 
infinity pool, lounging on Petite Anse Beach or making the most of 
a broad range of on-site and off-site activities. Try watersports or 
enjoy treatments in the stunning hilltop spa or perhaps head out of 
the resort to Victoria Market, go diving at Takamaka Bay or visit the 
island’s botanical gardens and museums.

D A Y S  6  T O  8  –  I N  T H E  S E Y C H E L L E S

Today you will be collected from the resort and transferred to Mahé 
Airport for a short flight by light aircraft to Denis Private Island, 
where you will stay for 3 nights. This picture perfect island is both 
romantic and breathtakingly beautiful. Spend your days exploring 
the beaches and swimming in the warm waters, or following the 
nature trails and jogging paths. Maybe go diving at world-class 
dive sites to view turtles, stingrays and dolphins in their protected 
underwater world or enjoy deep sea fishing and canoeing.

D A Y S  9  T O  1 1  –  I N  T H E  S E Y C H E L L E S

Depart Denis Private Island and fly to Mahé Airport where you will take 
a short flight to Praslin. On arrival you will be driven to Raffles Praslin 
for a 3 night stay. Spanning 30 acres over gentle slopes with a verdant 
hillside backdrop, this resort features elegant villas, international and 
Creole-inspired cuisine as well as an array of recreational activities. With 
direct beachfront access to the bay of Anse Takamaka, the calm waters 
are ideal for exploring the colourful marine life. Take a gentle stroll 
around the tropical landscape, soak up the views and treatments in the 
Raffles Spa, work out in the fitness pavilion or experience the perfect 
picnic with a specially prepared hamper.

D A Y  1 2  –  S E Y C H E L L E S  T O  L O N D O N

Today you will depart from Raffles Praslin and be transferred back 
to the airport for your flight to Mahé, and onwards to London via 
Abu Dhabi.
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I N D I A N  O C E A N  T W I N - C E N T R E  E X P E R I E N C E

Desert Dunes to Island Lagoons

N U M B E R  O F  D A Y S

9 Days
P R I C E S  F R O M

8 nights / 9 days from £2,140 – Low Season
8 nights / 9 days from £2,365 – High Season 

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a room,
including economy flights from London.

Y O U R  I T I N E R A R Y  I N C L U D E S

Itinerary starts in Abu Dhabi and ends in the Seychelles 
• Private transfers throughout • Hotel accommodation as detailed below 

• Daily breakfast • Half board at Constance Ephélia

D A Y  1  –  L O N D O N  T O  A B U  D H A B I

Fly from London to Abu Dhabi. On arrival you will be met and 
transferred to Anantara Qasr Al Sarab Desert Resort for a 3 night stay. 
Located at the start of the Empty Quarter, the largest uninterrupted 
sand desert in the world, the resort is encased by sun soaked sand 
dunes that unfold into the landscape as far as the eye can see.

D A Y  2  –  I N  A B U  D H A B I

Spend the day immersing in all that the resort and desert has to 
offer. Bathe in the freeform pool watching the desert wildlife or 
retreat to the Anantara Spa. Gain an insight into traditional Emirati 
cuisine, learning from an expert chef during a cooking class or 
embark on a unique experience with Yoga sessions in the middle of 
the stunning Liwa desert.

D A Y  3  –  I N  A B U  D H A B I

Explore the stunning natural surroundings. Take a desert walk 
and learn about the history of the local area, its unique culture 
and interesting animals or ride a camel across the sands. Try 
dune bashing in a specially adapted 4x4 and enjoy a fun day out 
exploring a unique side of Abu Dhabi.

D A Y  4  –  A B U  D H A B I  T O  T H E  S E Y C H E L L E S

Today you will be collected from the resort and driven to Abu 
Dhabi Airport for your flight to Mahé in the Seychelles. On arrival 
you will be met and transferred to Constance Ephélia for a 5 night 
stay. Overlooking stunning Port Launay Marine Park, Constance 
Ephélia sits within 296 acres and is situated on two of Mahé’s most 
beautiful beaches.

D A Y S  5  T O  8  –  I N  T H E  S E Y C H E L L E S

While away the days relaxing at this beautiful resort. Retreat to 
the USpa by Constance for indulgent treatments, play a game of 
tennis or squash, try a variety of watersports such as pedal boats, 
catamarans, windsurfing and kayaking or go cycling to explore the 
surrounding landscape. Head out for thrilling zip lining or trekking, 
visit nearby islands or dive in the vibrant Indian Ocean with clear 
visibility and famous dive sites close to the resort.

D A Y  9  –  S E Y C H E L L E S  T O  L O N D O N

Today you will be transferred to Mahé Airport for your flight back 
to London via Abu Dhabi.

Specialists in luxury travel8282
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Oman
The Sultanate of Oman, where old blends with new, offers enticing traditional 

souks, ancient imperial forts and ornate mosques sat amid bustling shops, luxury 
resorts and modern architecture, in an unexpected but attractive juxtaposition.

Be enchanted by the beauty and diversity of Oman, with its wondrous beaches, unrivalled views, rugged mountain 
landscapes, arresting desert scenery and the vibrant capital city of Muscat. Beyond the Hajar Mountains, touched by 
the gentle warm waters of the Arabian Gulf, emerges 1,000 miles of sublime coastline perfect for dolphin watching, 
scuba diving and a diverse array of watersports. Experience the desert with a magical dune driving adventure, open 
your eyes to the fascinating cultural artefacts on show in the Bait Al Zubair Museum, or visit the Muscat Aquarium 

showcasing Oman’s rich and unique marine life. Feast on a blend of Middle Eastern, African and Asian delights, from 
speciality coffees to aromatic dishes fused with local herbs and spices. A discreet and gentle population, proud of their 
rich cultural heritage, provide a warm and genuine welcome to this remarkable country, as you embark on a fascinating 

journey into the mystery and wonder of traditional Arabia.

A V E R A G E  T E M P E R A T U R E

32°C
G E T T I N G  T H E R E 

Oman Air from London Heathrow. British Airways from London 
Heathrow (touchdown in Abu Dhabi). Emirates from 6 regional 

airports (via Dubai). Etihad Airways from 3 regional airports (via 
Abu Dhabi). Qatar Airways from 3 regional airports (via Doha).

F L Y I N G  T I M E

7hrs 30m
B E S T  T I M E  T O  V I S I T 

Oman mostly enjoys a dry climate throughout the year with the hottest 
temperatures occurring between June and September, the best time to travel 

is between October and May, making it a great winter sun destination.

Ramadan This is a Holy Month therefore there are restrictions on 
alcohol, outdoor dining and entertainment during this period. Ramadan 

2016: 07 June to 07 July. Ramadan 2017: 27 May to 26 June.

G M T

+4 hours
F U R T H E R  I N F O R M A T I O N 

Local Currency Omani Rial
Tourist Office omantourism.gov.om / 0208 877 0554 

Ideal to Combine with Maldives
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Muscat

Six Senses Zighy Bay

The Chedi Muscat

Alila Jabal Akhdar Shangri-La Barr Al Jissah Resort & Spa
Al Bustan Palace, A Ritz-Carlton Hotel
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Set on over 1.6 kilometres of sandy beachfront, the private and secluded Six Senses Zighy Bay boasts 
views and amenities that will take your breath away. 

Equally dramatic is your arrival: choose from a scenic speedboat ride, luxury car transfer or live out your ultimate secret agent fantasy and 
paraglide in from the 1,000 feet high cliffs that form the backdrop to this superb resort. Traditional understated architecture is home to 82 
villas, all of which offer infinity pools, wine cellars, Arabian summerhouses and 24-hour butler service. The more indulgent accommodation 

choices have the option of in-room spa facilities. The resort is calm and peaceful, the service is discreet and professional and guests are 
invited to use the facilities at their leisure. 

These include an award-winning Six Senses Spa offering soothing treatments, wellness programmes and, for the more active, land and 
watersports such as mountain biking, volleyball, paragliding and snorkelling. Dining options comprise three excellent restaurants and a range 
of romantic private dining experiences. Sense on the Edge, perched atop the mountains, serves up delicious international cuisine coupled 

with amazing views, Spice Market tempts with Middle Eastern flavours and Summer House offers alfresco bistro dining.

O M A N

Six Senses Zighy Bay

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,890 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,890 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Pool Villa, inclusive of 
breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with Virgin Atlantic from 

London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Free Nights, Family, Honeymoon,
Complimentary Transfers.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 2 hours by road from Dubai Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 82 Villas, 3 Restaurants, 1 Bar, 2 Pools, 
Six Senses Spa, Chaica’s Kids Club 4-11 years, Al Feetean’s Teens 

Club, Fitness Centre, Mountain Bikes, Beach Volleyball, Paragliding, 
Snorkelling, Diving, Kayaks, Wake Boarding, Water-skiing.



O M A N

Shangri-La Barr Al Jissah Resort & Spa

Shangri-La Barr Al Jissah Resort & Spa nestles between a dramatic 
mountainous backdrop and the spectacular waters of the Sea of Oman.

Home to three exclusive hotels: Al Waha, Al Bandar and Al Husn, the resort comprises delightful beaches, numerous 
swimming pools, an Omani Heritage Village and Al Mazaar Souk. CHI, The Spa, a sanctuary of personal rejuvenation 
and relaxation, and a host of sporting facilities including diving, tennis, health club, watersports and boat excursions, 

complete the experience.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 45 minutes by road from Muscat Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: Rooms and Suites: Al Waha 262, 
Al Bandar 198, Al Husn 180, 22 Restaurants and Bars, 6 Pools, 

Lazy River, CHI The Spa, Cool Zone Kids Club, Adventure Zone, 
Splashpad, Al Mazaar Souk, Babysitting, Mini Golf, Complimentary 

Wi-Fi, Fitness Centre, Tennis, Beach Volleyball, Extra Divers Dive 
Centre, Snorkelling, Kayaks, Turtle Ranger.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Honeymoon.

Al Husn
Al Husn, “the castle”, does not disappoint when it comes to luxury and 
exclusivity. Designed for the more discerning traveller, the hotel is built 

around an authentic, manicured courtyard. 180 spacious rooms and 
suites have stunning ocean or pool views and are decorated in the style 
of an Arabian Palace. A number of facilities and services are reserved 
for the exclusive use of Al Husn guests, including a private beach area 
with the Mahhara Beach Bar and personal butler service in all suites. 

Sultanah, a striking cruise liner-themed restaurant, and Shahrazad, an 
extravagant Moroccan-inspired dining experience, both offer elegant 

fine dining best suited to adults.

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,710 – Low Season / 7 nights from £2,275 – High Season
Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Deluxe Room, inclusive of breakfast, private transfers 

and economy flights with Oman Air from London Heathrow.

Al Waha
The Lazy River running between Al Waha and Al Bandar invites guests 

to follow its gentle flow and settle into a leisurely pace. Ideal for families, 
the hotel has several pools and a fantastic Cool Zone Kids Club that 
will keep young ones entertained. The property is built in traditional 

Dhofari style with 262 rooms varying in size. Most have great sea views 
and all benefit from outdoor space. 40 interconnected family rooms 

feature a king size bed in one room and twin beds in the next, plus 
special amenities for the children. Samba restaurant offers vibrant and 

flavourful international cuisine and children will love the Surf Café.

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,235 – Low Season / 7 nights from £1,715 – High Season
Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Superior Room, inclusive of breakfast, private 

transfers and economy flights with Oman Air from London Heathrow.

Al Bandar 
Meaning “the town”, this area of the resort is inspired by the 

architecture of old Muscat. Buildings are designed at varying heights 
to give a quirky sense of being in an old city, with ornate room interiors 

adding to the air of magnificence. Al Bandar, the centre point of the 
resort, is an excellent choice for families and boasts seven dining 

outlets, providing ample choice. 198 guest rooms are generously sized 
with Arabian-inspired décor and a balcony or patio. Spacious suites are 
more contemporary and luxurious with a separate sitting room, as well 

as great views over the lush vegetation and stunning Sea of Oman.

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,370 – Low Season / 7 nights from £1,845 – High Season
Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Deluxe Room, inclusive of breakfast, private transfers 

and economy flights with Oman Air from London Heathrow.
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For definitive chic and the height of contemporary elegance, look no further. Blending local architectural 
influences with Asian minimalism, The Chedi Muscat is sleek in style and service.

A beautiful infinity pool overlooking the stunning seascape and 370 metre private stretch of beach is immediately enticing, as are the 
uniquely furnished rooms and suites: guests can choose from Serai, Deluxe, Deluxe Club and the fabulous Chedi Club Suites. Set apart 

from the main hotel among the expertly maintained gardens, the Suites are extremely spacious and boast large sunken bathtubs, rainforest 
showers, separate living areas, balconies or terraces and Club Lounge access offering afternoon tea and evening cocktails with canapés.

With 13 luxurious spa suites, the award-winning Asian inspired spa is a decadent haven of peace and relaxation at the expert hands of highly 
professional therapists. Two floodlit tennis courts, a 400 square metre gym as well as a sauna, steam room and group exercise classes are 
on offer for fitness enthusiasts. Dining options encapsulate a number of exciting culinary genres. Step into authentic Arabia at The Arabian 

Courtyard and Sheesha Lounge, or visit The Restaurant which offers a mélange of Mediterranean, Asian, Indian and Arabic cuisine. Alternatively, 
The Beach Restaurant serves up the freshest seafood and memorable views out to the Gulf of Oman. For more casual dining experiences head 

to one of three pool cabanas.

O M A N

The Chedi Muscat

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,210 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,220 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Serai Room, inclusive 
of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with Oman Air from 

London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Free Nights, Family.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 15 minutes by road from Muscat Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 158 Rooms and Suites, 6 Restaurants, 
1 Bar, 3 Pools, Spa, Complimentary Wi-Fi, Babysitting, Tennis, 

Club Lounge, Fitness Centre.

Specialists in luxury travel9090

Set against the dramatic backdrop of the Hajar mountains with an outlook over the glittering Gulf of 
Oman, the Al Bustan Palace paints a spectacular picture. 

This palatial hotel is set on 200 acres of lush green gardens and along a kilometre of private beach with the bustling souks and historical 
interests of Muscat just a stone’s throw away. The main pool area is stylish, spacious and boasts ample lounging facilities for those wishing 
to rest and recharge between swims. Guests will soon be able to unwind with a locally inspired spa treatment at the new and extensive Six 

Senses Spa, nestled in the Hajar mountains and spread over three levels like an ancient Arabian fort which is due to open at the end of 2015. 
A fitness centre and tennis courts are also available for the more energetic.

A palm-lined avenue leads up to the main hotel building and inside the feeling of grandeur continues with a vast and dazzling atrium lobby 
that oozes elegance and opulence. Fastidious attention to detail and design is evident in each of the 250 guest rooms and suites, exuding a 
real sense of Arabian culture, art and history. The hotel’s three restaurants, China Mood showcasing delectable Asian dishes, Beach Pavilion 

specialising in seafood, and finally Al Khiran, an international all day dining venue, offer something to suit every taste and mood.

O M A N

Al Bustan Palace, A Ritz-Carlton Hotel

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,460 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,075 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Deluxe Mountain View 
Room, inclusive of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with 

Oman Air from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Family, Added Value.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 45 minutes by road from Muscat Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 250 Rooms and Suites, 3 Restaurants, 
2 Bars, 1 Main Pool and 4 Lagoon Pools, Six Senses Spa, Children’s 

Playground, Babysitting, Tennis, Fitness Centre, Sailing, Windsurfing, 
Kayaks, Snorkelling.



A R A B I A N  G U L F  M U L T I - C E N T R E  E X P E R I E N C E

Landscapes of Arabia

N U M B E R  O F  D A Y S

10 Days
P R I C E S  F R O M

9 nights / 10 days from £1,790 – Low Season
9 nights / 10 days from £2,370 – High Season 

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a room,
including economy flights from London.

Y O U R  I T I N E R A R Y  I N C L U D E S

Itinerary starts and ends in Oman • Private transfers throughout
• Hotel accommodation as detailed below • Daily breakfast

D A Y S  4  A N D  5  –  I N  H A J A R  M O U N T A I N S

Enjoy Alila Jabal Ahkdar’s many wonderful facilities, including the 
pool with amazing views and indulgent spa. Go trekking, on canyon 
walks, explore caves or partake in many other outdoor pursuits. 
Take an excursion to the Saiq Plateau, an extensive upland plateau 
surrounded by craggy summits and steep gorges.

D A Y  6  –  H A J A R  M O U N T A I N S  T O  M U S C A T

Today you will be collected from your hotel and transferred to
Shangri-La Barr Al Jissah Resort & Spa, Al Waha for a 4 night stay. This 
striking and elegant resort is nestled between a dramatic mountainous 
backdrop and the spectacular waters of the Gulf of Oman.

D A Y S  7  T O  9  –  I N  M U S C A T

Make the most of your days at this impressive property. Offering 
something for everyone, take time to bask on the beaches, in 
numerous swimming pools or at the Omani Heritage Village and 
Al Mazaar Souk. Retreat to CHI, The Spa, or participate in a 
host of sporting activities including diving, tennis, health club and 
watersports or perhaps venture out on a boat excursion.

D A Y  1 0  –  O M A N  T O  L O N D O N

Today you will be collected from your hotel and transferred to Oman 
Airport for your flight to London.

D A Y  1  –  L O N D O N  T O  O M A N

Fly from London to Oman. On arrival you will be met and 
transferred to The Chedi Muscat for a 2 night stay, where you will 
be treated to sleek style and service. Blending local architectural 
influences with Asian minimalism, this resort is undeniably chic and 
radiates contemporary elegance.

D A Y  2  –  I N  M U S C A T

Spend the day absorbing the resort’s tranquil atmosphere and 
surroundings. With 13 luxurious spa suites, the award-winning spa 
is a great place to rejuvenate. Play a game of tennis, workout in 
the gym or simply unwind by the pool and at the beach. Take in 
Muscat’s frenetic souks and timeless fortresses or head into the 
rolling Wahiba Sand dunes, summit Oman’s highest peak Jebel 
Shams in a 4×4 or hike to the Sultanate’s remote mountain villages.

D A Y  3  –  M U S C A T  T O  H A J A R  M O U N T A I N S

Today you will be transferred to the Hajar Mountains where you 
will stay for 3 nights at the Alila Jabal Ahkdar. Explore some of 
Oman’s most popular heritage sites including a stop at Nizwa and 
Nizwa Fort en route to the resort or perhaps Bahla and Ebri to 
witness Jabreen Castle and the UNESCO-protected Bahla Fort. 
The resort is surrounded by mountains, small hamlets, uninhabited 
villages, caves and canyons, as well as countless small roads 
connecting to new valleys and views, ensuring there is plenty to 
see and do.
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Perched 2,000 metres above sea level, Alila Jabal Akhdar overlooks a dramatic gorge and is surrounded 
by amazing views of the Al Hajar Mountains, one of Oman’s most spectacular natural sights.

This impressive resort welcomes guests to explore the region’s rugged, untouched landscape while staying in lavish 5-star comfort. Inspired 
by ancient forts, local stones are combined with contemporary architecture and minimalist-style is infused with warmth and delicate hues. 
Stay in one of the 86 contemporary suites and villas that are located within the main hotel building or arranged in individual clusters of four 
to six suites. All are generously spaced out around the cliff top to maximise privacy and uninterrupted views over the mountains, providing 

the perfect retreat for adventure travellers, nature lovers and those seeking respite from the desert heat. 

Savour an international menu in the Juniper Restaurant, serving dishes inspired by the golden age of Arabic cuisine, influenced by trade routes 
that stretched from the Middle East to the Mediterranean. For something a little lighter, make yourself comfortable in the welcome shade of 
the Rose Lounge, serving drinks and light bites in a relaxed atmosphere. From rejuvenating in the spa, going trekking, taking canyon walks and 
exploring caves to discovering local cultural and culinary traditions, at Alila Jabal Akhdar you can embrace an array of memorable experiences.

O M A N

Alila Jabal Akhdar

P R I C E S 

3 nights from £1,165 – Low Season 
3 nights from £1,240 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Mountain Suite, 
inclusive of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with

Oman Air from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Family, Honeymoon, Anniversary.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 2 hours 30 minutes by road from Muscat Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 86 Suites and Villas, 1 Restaurant, 
1 Bar, 1 Pool, Spa Alila, Wi-Fi, Fitness Centre, Nature Walks, 

Trekking.
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Dubai
At the cutting edge of the modern world, Dubai is a fast paced and highly stylised 

urban centre with world-class hotels, events, sports and leisure activities; it is hard 
to imagine that it was once a town for pearl fishermen. 

Looking out over the mesmerising Arabian Gulf, this centre for technological and architectural innovation has 
revolutionised the hospitality sector and is a pioneer for a multitude of new and exciting concepts. You will find an 

array of Arabic cuisine and cultures in Dubai, with Moroccan, Egyptian, Tunisian and Lebanese influences throughout. 
Glamorous, yet conveying an enchanting eastern mystery, the hotels here are sophisticated, regal and offer some 
of the highest standards of service in the world. Be blown away by the Michelin-star fine dining, visit exhilarating 
waterparks, play on championship golf courses, enjoy year-round sunshine, or even take to the indoor ski slopes. 

Watersports are also catered for and contrast to the host of desert-based activities that are available. From authentic 
gold souks and spice markets, camel racing and Bedouin-style tented resorts, to ultra modern high rise towers, 

underwater restaurants and designer shopping malls, Dubai has it all.

A V E R A G E  T E M P E R A T U R E

33°C
G E T T I N G  T H E R E 

Emirates from 6 regional airports. Qantas, Virgin Atlantic and 
British Airways from London Heathrow.

F L Y I N G  T I M E

7 hours
B E S T  T I M E  T O  V I S I T 

The climate in Dubai is mainly dry throughout the year with the hottest 
months occurring between June and September. The best time to visit is 

between October and May when the days are warm and the evenings are cool. 

Ramadan This is a Holy Month therefore there are restrictions on 
alcohol, outdoor dining and entertainment during this period. Ramadan 

2016: 07 June to 07 July. Ramadan 2017: 27 May to 26 June.

G M T

+4 hours
F U R T H E R  I N F O R M A T I O N 

Local Currency Dirham 
Tourist Office dubaitourism.ae / 0207 321 6110

Ideal to Combine with India, Sri Lanka, Mauritius, 
Maldives, Seychelles
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One&Only Royal Mirage

Burj Al Arab

The Ritz-Carlton, Dubai

Jumeirah Beach Hotel

Four Seasons Resort Dubai at Jumeirah Beach

Jumeirah Zabeel Saray
One&Only The Palm

Kempinski Hotel & Residences Palm Jumeirah

Atlantis, The Palm

Waldorf Astoria Dubai Palm Jumeirah 
Anantara Dubai The Palm Resort & Spa

Madinat Jumeirah

PER AQUUM Desert Palm

Banyan Tree Al Wadi
Banyan Tree, Ras Al Khaimah Beach

Al Maha Desert Resort & Spa



D U B A I

One&Only Royal Mirage

As majestic as the name suggests, One&Only Royal Mirage, set on a kilometre 
of private beach and with spectacular views over Palm Island Bay, is truly 

a sight to behold. 
Described as one of the most elegant establishments in the area, this Dubai landmark radiates opulence, extravagance 

and architectural beauty. It is comprised of three unique and very different properties: The Palace, Arabian Court 
and Residence & Spa. All guests can take advantage of the excellent leisure facilities on offer, including the tranquil 
One&Only Spa, various land and watersports, beach, restaurants, bars, nightclub plus kids and teens programmes.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 30 minutes by road from Dubai Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: Rooms and Suites: The Palace 231, 
Arabian Court 172, Residence & Spa 49 including 1 Villa, 4 Pools, 

KidsOnly Club 4-11 years, Teens Activities, Babysitting, One&Only 
Spa, Fitness Centre, Tennis, Putting Green, Beach Volleyball, 

Basketball, Sailing, Kayaks, Hobie Cats, Windsurfing, 
Water-skiing, Fishing.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Family, Complimentary Half Board. 

Residence & Spa
49 Arabian-style private residences set among idyllic gardens create 
a distinctly boutique feel. The spa here is sublime, offering 12 private 

suites a traditional oriental Hammam, gym and Pedi:Mani:Cure 
Studio by Bastien Gonzalez. Providing lavish treatments, it is open 

to all guests of the resort seeking high-class pampering. Residences 
are comprised of 1 Beach Garden Villa, 16 Suites and 32 Prestige 

Rooms. All are generously proportioned and feature private outdoor 
space. The exclusive Dining Room for Residence & Spa guests’ sole 

use is sophisticated, peaceful and refined. Sporting facilities and other 
activities are shared with the rest of the resort but this peaceful division 

boasts its own pool.

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,795 – Low Season / 7 nights from £2,915 – High Season
Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Residence Prestige Room, inclusive of breakfast, 

private transfers and economy flights with Virgin Atlantic from London Heathrow.

The Palace
The original hotel within the resort, The Palace rekindles the grandeur of 

Old Arabia, set within elaborate gardens and Arabian courtyards. 
231 sea-facing rooms and suites are designed with rich furnishings 

and vivid colours. It also boasts two pools, the majestic Palace Grand 
Pool with beautiful crackled glass tiles, mosaic inlays, sparkling waters 
and shaded by palm trees plus the discreet adult-only pool evokes the 

welcome cool of a desert oasis. Of the One&Only Royal Mirage’s 
many restaurants, Tagine at The Palace offers delicious Moroccan fare 

in a charismatic setting, while Celebrities Restaurant serves classic 
European dishes complemented by a vast selection of fine wines.

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,540 – Low Season / 7 nights from £2,310 – High Season
Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Palace Superior Deluxe Room, inclusive of breakfast, 

private transfers and economy flights with Virgin Atlantic from London Heathrow.

Arabian Court
The mysterious yet luxurious Arabian Court, is positioned in a sheltered 

oasis of dramatic fountains and 65 acres of gardens. 172 rooms and 
suites, most with interconnecting options for families, are sea-facing 

with private balconies or terraces overlooking the renowned Palm Island 
Bay. Dine at Eauzone, situated on a wooden jetty by the stunning free-
form pool, serving Asian-European fusion cuisine, followed by cocktails 

under the Arabian sky at the stylish Rooftop Lounge. During the day, 
laze by the pool and pamper yourself with treatments at the One&Only 

Spa, a sanctuary of relaxation houses, unwind on the private beach or 
enjoy a wide range of complimentary land and watersports.

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,540 – Low Season / 7 nights from £2,370 – High Season
Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing an Arabian Court Deluxe Room, inclusive of breakfast, 

private transfers and economy flights with Virgin Atlantic from London Heathrow.
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D U B A I

Madinat Jumeirah

A phenomenal ‘super resort’, Madinat Jumeirah comprises two grand 
boutique hotels, Jumeirah Mina A’Salam and Jumeirah Al Qasr, and a cluster 

of exclusive yet traditional Arabian Courtyard Summer Houses known as 
Jumeirah Dar Al Masyaf. 

This sensational resort features over forty world-class restaurants and bars, a traditional souk with over 75 boutiques, 
an award-winning Talise Spa, 2 kilometres of private sandy beach and access to Wild Wadi Waterpark™. Young ones can 
be entertained at Sinbad’s Kids Club, with its own pool and activities. This resort’s splendour lies in its diversity and the 

consistently high standard to which every last provision is presented and maintained.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 30 minutes by road from Dubai Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: Rooms and Suites: Mina A’Salam 292, 
Al Qasr 294, Dar Al Masyaf 283 and 7 Malakiya Villas, 

44 Restaurants, Bars and Lounges, Extensive Pool Areas, Talise 
Spa, Sinbad’s Kids Club 4-12 years, Babysitting, Fitness Centre, 

Tennis, Access to Wild Wadi Waterpark™, Windsurfing, Sailing, Knee 
Boarding, Wake Boarding, Water-skiing, Kayaks, Diving, Fishing.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Reduced Rates, Complimentary Half Board. 

Jumeirah Dar Al Masyaf 
Inspired by the traditional summer houses of old Arabia, these 

beautifully designed stand-alone, two-storey houses represent the 
most private and exclusive accommodation within Madinat Jumeirah. 
The epitome of luxury, they feature a typical Arabian courtyard with 

luxurious rooms and suites dotted around gardens and waterways, 
dispersed to provide guests with intimacy and privacy. Guests can 

choose either Gulf or Arabian rooms, both featuring ornate furnishings, 
spacious bathrooms with roll-top bathtubs and wide terraces. First floor 

Suites boast a lounge and dining area while the Gulf Summer Houses 
are positioned just footsteps from the sea. All guests share exclusive 

pools and private butler service.

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,560 – Low Season / 7 nights from £2,335 – High Season
Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing an Arabian Deluxe Room in an Arabian Summerhouse, 
inclusive of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with Virgin Atlantic from London Heathrow.

Jumeirah Mina A’Salam
This grand boutique-style hotel, is one of the resort’s most remarkable 

and impressive buildings. In an elegant harbour-front position, this 
prominent hotel is designed with the Arabian trading and sea-faring 

heritage at its forefront, as is reflected in the architecture, furnishings 
and sandy hues redolent of old Arabia. Most rooms and suites overlook 
the spellbinding Arabian Gulf and feature private balconies, generous 
lounge areas and the richest linens and fabrics. More luxurious suites 
are adorned with marble, boast separate dining areas and offer guests 

superior ocean or resort views overlooking the numerous waterways and 
walkways that connect guests to the wide array of facilities.

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,460 – Low Season / 7 nights from £2,220 – High Season
Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing an Arabian Deluxe Room, inclusive of breakfast, private 

transfers and economy flights with Virgin Atlantic from London Heathrow.

Jumeirah Al Qasr 
Designed to reflect a Royal summer residence, Jumeirah Al Qasr 
forms the opulant centrepiece of this majestic resort. A grandiose 

hotel approached via a long tree-lined avenue adorned with beautifully 
sculpted Arabian horses, it is a breathtaking sight. The beating heart 

of Madinat Jumeirah, this hotel exudes luxury, elegance, eastern 
mystery and allure. Comprised of a diverse range of accommodation, 

all rooms and suites are superbly appointed in an Arabian style of 
classic furnishings, luxury linens and large walk-in rain showers. All are 
generously proportioned with a private balcony overlooking either the 

beach, gardens or beautiful waterways. They can be easily connected for 
families or groups travelling together.

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,510 – Low Season / 7 nights from £2,565 – High Season
Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing an Arabian Deluxe Room, inclusive of breakfast, private 

transfers and economy flights with Virgin Atlantic from London Heathrow.
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Fresh and sophisticated, Four Seasons Resort Dubai at Jumeirah Beach captures the city’s energy and 
excitement in a glamorous new beach resort. 

Set on a pristine beachfront, the resort is home to 237 light, airy and spacious rooms, suites and villa, all featuring lofty ceilings, a blend of 
rich Arabic and cool contemporary styling and views of the Arabian Gulf on one side and downtown skyline on the other. Savour eclectic 

cuisine from around the world in a modern market-style setting at Suq, cutting-edge Mediterranean and Asian-influenced dishes at Sea Fu 
and casual poolside meals at Sea Fu Terrace, as well as cocktails at the dramatic rooftop Mercury Lounge with sweeping views across the city. 

Retreat to The Pearl Spa, showcasing the best of traditional and modern innovative healing rituals, lavish treatments, authentic therapies and 
aqua thermal experiences. Have a refreshing dip in the sea and the white and gold mosaic pools that are surrounded by ‘super cabanas’ or 

make the most of fun family activities, tennis, watersports and Kids For All Seasons programme for the little ones. Be sure to take advantage 
of the resort’s convenient access to world-famous shopping and city attractions, enjoying all that this dynamic destination has to offer.

D U B A I

Four Seasons Resort Dubai 
at Jumeirah Beach

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,845 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,085 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Deluxe Room, inclusive 
of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with Virgin Atlantic 

from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates, Complimentary Half Board. 

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 30 minutes by road from Dubai Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 236 Rooms, Suites and 1 Villa, 
6 Restaurants, 3 Bars, Tea Lounge, 3 Pools, The Pearl Spa, 
Kids For All Seasons Club 5-12 years, Babysitting, Wi-Fi, 

Fitness Centre, Tennis, Paddle Boards, Kayaks.

Specialists in luxury travel100100

Once seen, never forgotten; the iconic sail shape of the Burj Al Arab is an architectural phenomenon 
dominating Dubai’s ever-changing coastline.

Within this 321 metre high masterpiece lies a cache of world-class facilities and luxurious decadence. From the moment you arrive you are 
greeted by a team of highly trained butlers and the attentive service you will receive throughout your stay is immediately apparent. The 202 

suites at this all-suite hotel feature floor-to-ceiling windows with breathtaking views over the Arabian Gulf. With a private reception on 
every floor, state-of-the-art technology and interiors of lavish textures and exuberant colours, this is duplex-style living at its finest.

The Talise Spa on the 18th floor has hydrotherapy baths, oriental massage and two infinity pools with stunning views. Award-winning cuisine 
includes the unique Al Mahara restaurant that creates the illusion of dining under the sea, to Al Muntaha that is suspended 200 metres 

above the Arabian Gulf. From authentic Arabian cuisine to Far East Asian and Modern European dishes, all of the dining experiences match 
the extravagant luxury of the hotel. Make a splash under the sun at Wild Wadi Waterpark™, let young ones have fun in the kids club, work out 

in the gym and get active in the sea with an array of watersports.

D U B A I

Burj Al Arab

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £5,285 – Low Season 
7 nights from £8,375 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Deluxe Suite, inclusive 
of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with Virgin Atlantic 

from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 30 minutes by road from Dubai Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 202 Suites, 5 Restaurants, 2 Bars, 
3 Pools including Children’s Pool, Talise Spa, Sinbad’s Kids Club 
1-12 years, Fitness Centre, Squash, Diving, Fishing, Windsurfing, 

Water-skiing, Knee Boarding, Kayaks, Hobie Cat.
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Set on the shores of the Arabian Gulf and built in a startling shape that mirrors a breaking wave, the 
award-winning Jumeirah Beach Hotel has its own private beach and is one of the most popular resorts 

in Dubai for couples, families and friends alike.

599 rooms and suites afford guests breathtaking panoramic views of the Arabian Gulf and the iconic Burj Al Arab. Equipped to cater for all 
tastes and preferences, they begin with the Ocean Deluxe Rooms, which are spacious and well appointed, to lavish Suites with oversized sun 

terraces and larger options with separate living and dining areas. Facilities are abundant and offer unsurpassed variety: Sinbad’s Kids Club 
provides a wealth of exciting activities, while the resort also boasts over nineteen restaurants and bars, six swimming pools, seven floodlit 

tennis courts, a sports club with a range of exhilarating watersports, climbing wall and state-of-the-art spa. In addition, guests receive access 
to the superb Wild Wadi Waterpark™ located next door.

Beit Al Bahar is an exclusive collection of luxury beach villas within the Jumeirah Beach Hotel complex. Just 19 villas all recently refurbished, 
they are perched on the edge of the golden sands and offer guests the seclusion and privacy of a smaller boutique-style residence. From the 
personal reception that greets you upon arrival to the security guards that protect your exclusivity and the private butlers assigned to each 

villa, every aspect has been delicately orchestrated to provide exemplary personal service.

D U B A I

Jumeirah Beach Hotel

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £2,045 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,335 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing an Ocean Deluxe Room, 
inclusive of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with Virgin 

Atlantic from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates, Complimentary Half Board.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 25 minutes by road from Dubai Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 599 Rooms, Suites and 19 Villas (Beit Al 
Bahar), 19 Restaurants and Bars, 6 Pools including Children’s Pool, 

Talise Spa, Sinbad’s Kids Club 2-12 years, Babysitting, Fitness Centre, 
Squash, Tennis, Climbing Wall, Diving, Fishing, Windsurfing, Water-

skiing, Access to Wild Wadi Waterpark™.

Specialists in luxury travel102102

A traditional jewel in the bustling heart of the Dubai Marina, The Ritz-Carlton, Dubai is a 
distinguished regal resort. While exclusive shops and restaurants have continued to spring up around 

this low-rise establishment, it has retained its reputation as one of Dubai’s most prestigious hotels; 
situated on 350 metres of white sands, The Ritz-Carlton is an oasis of dignified calm.

294 stylish rooms and suites, confirm the hotel’s unique boutique feel among its oversized neighbours. Visitors can opt for Club Level 
accommodation with private access, personal concierge service and a 15 hour lounge with five complimentary daily food presentations. 

All guests can access the property’s generous gardens, five pools as well as a spa and fitness facilities. Children can enjoy a separate pool with 
slide or enrol in the Ritz Kids programme.

At Blue Jade, relish the exotic flavours of Asia where the aroma of spices celebrate the finest of Far East cuisine in a calm and tranquil 
ambience. Authentic Italian cuisine can be found at Splendido, while regional specialities are served under the stars at Amaseena, the hotel’s 

own magical tented Bedouin village. Enjoy the sophisticated yet relaxed atmosphere of La Baie Lounge, an all-new outdoor destination 
serving an eclectic menu complemented by home-infused cocktails to the backdrop of ambient music.

D U B A I

The Ritz-Carlton, Dubai

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,425 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,445 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Deluxe Room, inclusive 
of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with Virgin Atlantic 

from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking. 

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 30 minutes by road from Dubai Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 294 Rooms and Suites, 7 Restaurants, 
2 Bars, 6 Pools, Spa, Ritz Kids Club 4-12 years, Babysitting, Wi-Fi, 

Fitness Centre, Tennis.
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Located on the west crescent of Palm Island Dubai, the Kempinski Hotel & Residences Palm Jumeirah 
connects guests to many of the city’s premier sights and attractions.

Set on five sprawling acres and private beach, the resort’s exterior is inspired by classic European architecture, showcasing Palladian domes 
that turn a hue of emerald at night. Seek solace and privacy from daily life at this impressive beach resort, retreating to your suite, penthouse 

or villa, each providing a home away from home and a place where you can relax in total comfort. Ranging from one-bedroom suites to an 
exclusive five-bedroom luxury villa, all are elegantly appointed and boast views of either the Arabian Sea or the Palm Jumeirah waters and 

the Dubai Marina skyline. 

Sample seasonal Italian menus in the Brunello Restaurant and dine on the finest meats, handmade pasta and cheese from the Cheese 
Library, or take to the sand for a beach barbecue at Bonfire. With a vast array of rejuvenating treatments, the spa is the perfect place to 

unwind plus the sports activities, pool and beach ensure there is fun for the whole family. Children will also be entertained for hours in the 
Kempinski Kids Club with indoor and outdoor games, including volleyball, table tennis, a new playground and dedicated pool.

D U B A I

Kempinski Hotel & Residences 
Palm Jumeirah

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,730 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,470 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Superior One 
Bedroom Suite on a room only basis, including private transfers and 

economy flights with Virgin Atlantic from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Please enquire for our latest offers.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 40 minutes by road from Dubai Airport.  

Accommodation & Facilities: 244 Suites, Penthouses and Villas, 
3 Restaurants, 1 Bar, 1 Pool, Cinq Mondes Spa, Kempinski Kids Club 

4-12 years, Babysitting, Wi-Fi, Gym, Volleyball, Table Tennis.

Specialists in luxury travel104104

Located on the west crescent of the iconic Palm Jumeirah, Jumeirah Zabeel Saray treats guests to 
lavish interior and exterior spaces, impressive views of both the Arabian Gulf and Dubai’s skyline, 

and gracious hospitality.

Proudly displaying Ottoman heritage, guest rooms and suites exude elegance and comfort with views across the shimmering waters. 
Exclusive four-bedroom residences are set in tropical gardens around a picturesque lagoon and luxurious five-bedroom residences are 

situated on the seafront, designed to provide an opulent stay. Visit the Talise Ottoman Spa, one of the largest spas in the world, or wander 
down The Avenue of Indulgence, shopping in the fourteen premium boutiques en route. 

Travel back in time tasting traditional Turkish cuisine at Lalezar or indulge in a mouth-watering selection of steaks and meat cuts along 
side a unique beverage menu at The Rib Room. Enter MusicHall, the first of its kind in Dubai, where your meal is accompanied by live 
performances of more than ten live acts per night. Fill your days with leisurely or active pursuits, from games of tennis and invigorating 

workouts in the gym, to relaxing on the private beach. Young guests of Jumeirah Zabeel Saray will delight in the separate shaded children’s 
pool and supervised activities at Sinbad’s Kids Club, providing fun for kids of all ages and leaving adults free to unwind.

D U B A I

Jumeirah Zabeel Saray

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,740 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,175 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Deluxe Arabian 
Seaview Room, inclusive of breakfast, private transfers and economy 

flights with Virgin Atlantic from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates, Complimentary Half Board.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 40 minutes by road from Dubai Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 405 Rooms and Suites, 38 Royal 
Residences, 10 Restaurants and Bars, 5 Pools, Talise Ottoman Spa, 

Sinbad’s Kids Club 4-16 years, Fitness Centre, Tennis, 
Access to Wild Wadi Waterpark™.
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On the peninsula of one of the world’s most spectacular urban landscapes, Palm Island Dubai,
discover an exclusive enclave of impeccable accommodation secluded in a tranquil environment of 

manicured gardens, fountains and pools.

This intimate beach resort of Moorish and Andalusian architecture is chic and modern, with rooms, suites and villas varying in size and layout 
but all finished to an exceptionally high standard. The tri-level Manor House, 6 low-rise Mansions and 4 private Beach Front Villas all make 
up the accommodation at One&Only The Palm. Culinary influences take diners on a journey from Asia and the Middle East to the West. 

Experience Michelin-starred culinary wizardry at ZEST and STAY by Yannick Alléno, with both restaurants making mealtimes as impressive 
as every other aspect of this resort. The over water 101 Dining Lounge and Bar, a popular and stylish venue located by the resort’s private 

marina, has an open bar and a resident DJ most evenings. 

Rejuvenate in the tranquil One&Only Private Spa surrounded by courtyards or take a private water taxi to participate in Dubai’s most sought 
after experiences. The resort’s premier location makes it the perfect playground in which to enjoy an array of activities, including world-class 

golf, watersports, excursions and extravagant shopping. Younger guests are equally amused with a superb KidsOnly programme, specially 
designed with fully-supervised activities and entertainment for children aged 4-11 years.

D U B A I

One&Only The Palm

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,870 – Low Season 
7 nights from £3,045 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Palm Manor Premier 
Room, inclusive of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with 

Virgin Atlantic from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates, Complimentary Half Board.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 45 minutes by road from Dubai Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 94 Rooms, Suites and Villas, 
3 Restaurants, 1 Lounge, 2 Pools, One&Only Private Spa, KidsOnly 
Programme 4-11 years, Babysitting, Wi-Fi, Fitness Centre, Tennis.

Specialists in luxury travel106106

This hotel was brought to the world’s attention in 2008 amid a star-studded opening ceremony and a 
stunning sequence of pyrotechnics; guests will be pleased to see that this magical atmosphere continues 
to this day. A place where original concepts and facilities abound, this remarkable resort is a favourite 

for families and fun-seekers alike.

Constructed around the iconic arch of Atlantis are 1539 rooms and suites in a huge range of styles and sizes, offering views of Palm Island 
and the azure waters of the Arabian Gulf. Wake up to schools of shimmering fish gliding past your window in the Underwater Suites, or stay 

up high and enjoy the stunning panoramas. Swim with dolphins in Dolphin Bay or uncover the mystery of The Lost Chambers Aquarium, 
home to 65,000 marine animals. Aquaventure Waterpark has revolutionised the waterpark experience with the all-new Tower of Poseidon 

packed with exhilarating water slides. For younger visitors, Splashers water playground has been specially designed just for them.

Be amazed by the spectacular ShuiQi Spa and Fitness Centre or choose from a host of other activities, which include tennis and 
watersports. Adventurous guests can fly high on the Middle East’s longest zip line, while those who prefer more leisurely pursuits can relax 
on a private beach or shop in some of the world’s finest luxury boutiques. With twenty three restaurants, bars and lounges, cuisine at this 

magical residence spans from simple casual fare to sophisticated Michelin-star dining.

D U B A I

Atlantis, The Palm

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,595 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,035 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Deluxe Room, inclusive 
of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with Virgin Atlantic 

from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates, Complimentary Half Board.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 35 minutes by road from Dubai Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 1539 Rooms and Suites, 23 Restaurants, 
Bars and Lounges, 2 Pools, Aquaventure Waterpark, The Lost 

Chambers Aquarium, ShuiQi Spa and Fitness Centre, Kids Club 3-12 
years, Club Rush Teens Club, Babysitting, Tennis, Dolphin Bay.
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The Waldorf Astoria Dubai Palm boasts a stunning location on Palm Jumeirah, one of 
Dubai’s most iconic landmarks. 

Breathtaking views of the Arabian Gulf and stunning Dubai skyline can be seen from the hotel’s light and spacious rooms and suites, each 
treating guests to 5-star comforts and timeless elegance. Take a culinary journey in the six restaurants and lounges, from international dishes 
at Mezzerie, Southeast Asian feasts at LAO, traditional afternoon tea in Peacock Alley and signature fine dining at Social by Heinz Beck, to 

poolside treats at Palm Avenue and cocktails in the exquisite Venetian style Serafina Bar. 

Soak up the sun, sea and sand on the beach, enjoy a refreshing dip in the pools or take to the ocean for a variety of watersports. Indulge in 
soothing treatments at the Waldorf Astoria Spa, workout in the fitness centre or play tennis as young ones are entertained in the Coco’s 
Kids Club. With so much to see and do in this dynamic and luxurious destination, the hotel’s location provides a great base from which to 

discover the many premier attractions, including wonderful shopping, world-class restaurants and fashionable hotspots. However you choose 
to spend your time, Waldorf Astoria’s unique Personal Concierge experience offers individual assistance during your stay to guarantee an 

unforgettable holiday in Dubai.

D U B A I

Waldorf Astoria Dubai Palm Jumeirah

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,235 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,065 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Deluxe Skyline Sea 
View Room, inclusive of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights 

with Virgin Atlantic from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates, Family.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 45 minutes by road from Dubai Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 319 Rooms and Suites, 6 Restaurants 
and Lounge, 1 Bar, 2 Pools, The Waldorf Astoria Spa, Coco’s Kids 

Club 3-12 years, Babysitting, Wi-Fi, Fitness Centre, 
Tennis, Parasailing, Banana Boats, Water-skiing, Kayaks, 

Paddle Boards, Sailing.

Specialists in luxury travel108108

Surrounded by lush gardens on the eastern crescent of Palm Jumeirah sits the luxurious 5-star 
Anantara Dubai The Palm Resort & Spa. 

Inspired by traditional Thai architecture and uniquely designed with contemporary Asian flair, this beachside resort boasts 293 luxurious 
rooms and villas overlooking the resort’s lagoon pools, including Beach Pool Villas with private infinity pools and Over Water Villas with 
glass floors that give direct views of the ocean below. Experience an exciting world of flavours that range from Pan-Asian delicacies to 

international dishes, including Thai, Vietnamese and Chinese cuisine at Mekong, succulent cuts of meat at Bushman’s Australian Restaurant 
& Bar, relaxed Mediterranean cuisine at The Beach House and live cooking stations at Crescendo. Sip refreshing drinks at the water’s edge 

by day, followed by inventive cocktails or fine wines by night. 

Step into the tranquil sanctuary of Anantara Spa, where an extensive treatment menu combines therapies from across Arabia and Asia. 
Enjoy a host of activities suitable for guests of all ages, from tennis and watersports to a teens club and kids club and relax on the resort’s soft 

sandy beach. Have a leisurely soak in the lagoon pools, do laps in the 50 metre infinity pool or perhaps head out and discover a plethora of 
the city’s exciting attractions, many of which are within easy reach.

D U B A I

Anantara Dubai The Palm Resort & Spa

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,310 – Low Season 
7 nights from £1,635 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Premier Lagoon View 
Room, inclusive of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with 

Virgin Atlantic from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates, Complimentary Half Board. 

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 45 minutes by road from Dubai Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 293 Rooms and Villas, 4 Restaurants, 
2 Bars, 4 Pools, Anantara Spa, Tuk Tuk Kids Club 4-11 years, 
Chill Teens Club, Wi-Fi, Fitness Centre, Yoga, Tennis, Beach 

Volleyball, Tube Rides, Banana Boats, Water-skiing, Wake Boarding, 
Kayaks, Paddle Boards, Sailing, Snorkelling, Diving, Fishing.
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R A S  A L  K H A I M A H ,  U A E

Banyan Tree Al Wadi
Banyan Tree Al Wadi spans over 500 hectares of private nature reserve, with wildlife roaming freely throughout the surrounding 

landscape. This all-pool villa desert and spa resort includes Tented Pool Villas that emulate the nomadic tent style of Bedouin tribes, while 
the Deluxe Pool Villas depict the traditional mud brick architecture of Ras Al Khaimah. lndulge on authentic Thai cuisine under the stars or 
sample international dishes that provide a delicious accompaniment to the views. As one would expect there is a sumptuous Asian-inspired 

3,999 square metre Banyan Tree Spa, while other activities include archery, bike riding, falconry, horse riding and a kids club.

P R I C E S 

3 nights from £1,295 – Low Season 
3 nights from £1,475 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing an Al Rimal Deluxe Pool 
Villa, inclusive of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with 

Virgin Atlantic from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Free Nights, Family, Honeymoon, Anniversary, Spa. 

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 45 minutes by road from Dubai Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 101 Villas, 2 Restaurants, 2 Bars, 
Banyan Tree Spa, Kids Club 4-12 years, Babysitting, Fitness Centre, 

Falconry Centre, Horse Riding, Camel Safari, Bicycle Trails, Archery.

R A S  A L  K H A I M A H ,  U A E

Banyan Tree, Ras Al Khaimah Beach
Situated on a private sandy peninsula, Banyan Tree, Ras Al Khaimah Beach, sister property to the desert resort and accessed by 

private boat, is comprised of 32 Beachfront Pool Villas. Each villa boasts a secluded terrace, plunge pool and beach cabana, leading 
onto a private stretch of beach. Take a romantic cruise in a traditional abra boat, relax in the Banyan Tree Spa and enjoy international 
cuisine at Sands beach restaurant. Benefitting from the shared amenities of Banyan Tree Al Wadi, there is plenty to keep guests of 

both resorts entertained.

P R I C E S 

3 nights from £1,310 – Low Season  
3 nights from £1,470 – High Season 

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Beachfront Pool Villa, 
inclusive of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with Virgin 

Atlantic from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Free Nights, Family, Honeymoon, Anniversary. 

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 45 minutes by road from Dubai Airport followed by a short 
boat transfer. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 32 Villas, 1 Restaurant, 1 Bar, 1 Pool, 
Banyan Tree Spa, Yoga, Kayaks, Water-skiing, Wake Boarding, 

Snorkelling, 18-hole championship golf course nearby.

Specialists in luxury travel110110

D U B A I

PER AQUUM Desert Palm
Set against the backdrop of the Arabian Desert, this stunning hotel is best described as “Arabia Avant-Garde” with 38 suites, villas 

and residences. From Palm Suites overlooking Dubai’s skyline and One-Bedroom Pool Villas with private pools to Two-Bedroom Pool 
Residences featuring spacious living areas, you can expect the highest levels of privacy. Savour European cuisine at Rare or all-day local 

delights at Epicure. Unwind in the beautiful pool and LIME Spa or partake in a wide range of activities, including bird watching, polo 
lessons, cooking tutorials, golf and a variety of desert adventures.

P R I C E S 

3 nights from £845 – Low Season 
3 nights from £915 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Palm Deluxe Room, 
inclusive of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with Virgin 

Atlantic from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 20 minutes by road from Dubai Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 38 Suites, Villas and Residences, 
2 Restaurants, 2 Bars, 1 Pool, LIME Spa, Tennis, Squash, 

Horse Riding.

D U B A I

Al Maha, A Luxury Collection Desert Resort & Spa
Al Maha is a stunning Bedouin-style resort sheltered by greenery and surrounded by desert dunes. All 42 suites are adorned with 

local furnishings and personal touches such as easels and binoculars, as well as a pool and dramatic desert views. Located within the 
Dubai Desert Conservation Reserve, guests have the chance to see rare species of birds and game, accompanied by a Personal Field 

Guide. Other activities include horse riding, camel trekking with sundowners, and nature walks plus a Timeless Spa, refreshing pool and 
culinary options including private deck dining and intimate desert picnics.

P R I C E S 

3 nights from £1,440 – Low Season 
3 nights from £2,620 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Bedouin Suite, 
inclusive of full board, two desert-based activities per person per day, 

private transfers and economy flights with Virgin Atlantic from
London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Free Nights, Reduced Rates, 
Honeymoon, Anniversary.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 45 minutes by road from Dubai Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 42 Suites, 1 Restaurant, Dune Dining, 
1 Pool, Timeless Spa, Complimentary Wi-Fi, Wildlife Drives, Camel 
Trekking with Sundowners, Horse Riding, Falconry, Archery, Desert 

Safaris, Nature Walks, Children under 10 years not accepted.



Abu Dhabi
A lush desert oasis known as the garden city of the Gulf, Abu Dhabi, the capital of 
the UAE, is a fusion of traditional Arabian and bold contemporary architecture 

with an unmistakably cosmopolitan edge.

Fifty years ago, Abu Dhabi was little more than a fishing village made up of a fort, a few coral buildings and a scattering 
of Barasti Huts and while the city is now unrecognisable, the rest of the emirate remains very ‘Arabian Sands’. Attractive, 

glamorous and distinctly Arabian, the city is truly hitting its stride. Meander through the streets witnessing authentic 
mosques and charming souks, or embrace the modern multicultural draw of impressive resorts and desert, beach or 
urban experiences. Enjoy the thrill of the world’s fastest roller coaster, go golfing on spectacular courses, shopping in 

designer stores or partake in an unforgettable race day on the F1™ Grand Prix circuit. Traditional Arabic cuisine is widely 
available and a fragrant experience for the senses, while the influence of a wide range of other cultures has opened up the 

restaurant scene and the city has developed a strong reputation for its diverse gastronomy. The climate is consistently 
superb, activities are boundless and the hotels offer an extremely high standard of comfort and service.
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A V E R A G E  T E M P E R A T U R E

33°C
G E T T I N G  T H E R E 

Etihad Airways from 3 regional airports. 
British Airways from London Heathrow.

F L Y I N G  T I M E

7 hours
B E S T  T I M E  T O  V I S I T 

Overall Abu Dhabi is hot and dry for most of the year and while the 
hottest months occur between June and September, the rest of the year 

boasts sunshine, warm days and cool evenings. 

Ramadan This is a Holy Month therefore there are restrictions on 
alcohol, outdoor dining and entertainment during this period. Ramadan 

2016: 07 June to 07 July. Ramadan 2017: 27 May to 26 June.

G M T

+4 hours
F U R T H E R  I N F O R M A T I O N 

Local Currency Dirham
Tourist Office abudhabitourism.ae / 020 7201 6400

Ideal to Combine with Dubai, Maldives, Seychelles

A
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Abu Dhabi
The Emirates Palace

The St. Regis Abu Dhabi
The Ritz-Carlton Abu Dhabi, Grand Canal

Sir Bani Yas Island
Anantara Desert Islands Resort & Spa

Anantara Qasr Al Sarab Desert Resort

Yas Viceroy Abu Dhabi

Shangri-La Hotel Qaryat Al Beri

Saadiyat Island
The St. Regis Saadiyat Island Resort

Park Hyatt Abu Dhabi Hotel and Villas
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The enchanting and palatial Emirates Palace, managed by Kempinski Hotels, is a wonder to behold for 
all who venture through its magnificent gates. 

This pinnacle of extravagance is immediately recognisable on the Abu Dhabi skyline, conjuring an air of mystery and Arabian beauty. Costing 
over $3 billion, with a mind-blowing array of facilities, this national landmark is one of the most architecturally impressive hotels ever built.

Set on 1.3 kilometres of private white sand beach and surrounded by 85 hectares of impressively maintained gardens, this wondrous resort is 
just 25 minutes drive from Abu Dhabi Airport. Of the 394 gilded and marble-clad accommodations based in either the East or West Wing, 

guests can choose from an impressive array of sizes and specifications. 

Each wing benefits from its own reception, beach access, swimming pool and fitness centre. All rooms and suites come complete with extra 
large LCD screens, complimentary Wi-Fi, outdoor space and private butler service. A mass of amenities includes a kids programme, tennis and 
fitness facilities, private Marina with PADI certified diving centre, a lazy river, waterslides, a relaxation pool, various watersports and a beautiful 

Moroccan-style Emirates Palace Spa. Dining options are equally diverse with styles, locations and genres to suit every taste and impulse.

A B U  D H A B I

The Emirates Palace

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,580 – Low Season 
7 nights from £2,065 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Coral Garden View 
Room, inclusive of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with 

British Airways from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates, Family, Complimentary Half Board.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 25 minutes by road from Abu Dhabi Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 394 Rooms and Suites, 11 Restaurants, 
3 Bars, 2 Pools, Emirates Palace Spa, Sarab Land Kids Club 5-12 

years, Complimentary Wi-Fi, Tennis, Sailing, Diving, Windsurfing, 
Kayaks, Snorkelling, Marina.
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Located on the Corniche in the vibrant heart of Abu Dhabi, The St. Regis Abu Dhabi offers worldly 
refinement and timeless traditions.

Occupying one of the finest addresses in the city and situated within the iconic Nation Towers, the hotel elevates guest experiences to 
luxurious heights with signature services and hospitality. Each of the hotel’s 283 rooms and suites are elegantly appointed with impressive 
views of Abu Dhabi. Enter a world of dining and entertainment, discover diverse and delicious flavours in the seven restaurants and bars, 

including international dishes at The Terrace on the Corniche, Italian cuisine at Villa Toscana, Seafood at Catch and beachside favourites at 
Cabana Bar & Grill plus cool, refreshing cocktails at Azura and The St. Regis Bar. Relax your body and mind in the Remède Spa, offering 

everything from champagne and truffles, to luxurious throws and customised treatments, guaranteeing your complete indulgence. 

Flanked by its own stretch of pristine beach, overlooking the Arabian Gulf, the beach club boasts an array of health and recreational 
services, from the pool and beach area, to Treasure Island Children’s Club and fitness facilities. As the hotel is within easy reach of many 
of the city’s foremost attractions, there is never a shortage of things to do, including world-class shopping and even the world’s first and 

largest indoor theme park.

A B U  D H A B I

The St. Regis Abu Dhabi

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,165 – Low Season 
7 nights from £1,490 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Superior Room, 
inclusive of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with

British Airways from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates, Complimentary Half Board. 

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 30 minutes by road from Abu Dhabi Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 283 Rooms & Suites, 7 Restaurants, 
3 Bars, 2 Pools, Remède Spa, Treasure Island Kids Club 4-10 years, 

Babysitting, Wi-Fi, Fitness Centre.
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Delivering striking grandeur and an array of fabulous amenities, The St. Regis Saadiyat Island Resort 
is sure to impress. A pristine beachfront setting and close proximity to the city’s bustling downtown 

provide the perfect location for a stay in Abu Dhabi.

A place where Mediterranean architecture meets Middle Eastern lavishness, this hotel’s features and facilities are seemingly endless and 
include the signature St. Regis butler service available for all guests. Guest accommodation is excellent, ranging from the softly styled 

Superior Rooms to the luxurious Majestic Suites, all with private terraces and views of either the environmentally protected private beach 
or the Gary Player designed Saadiyat Beach Golf Club. Embark on a culinary journey at any of the award-winning dining venues, from the 

Asian ambience and flavoursome fare of Sontaya, to the fresh seafood and beachside setting of Turquoiz and the New York inspired dishes of 
55&5th, The Grill. 

Be pampered in the Iridium Spa, work out in the gym, play tennis or simply laze on the beach where playful bottlenose dolphins can often 
be seen from the shoreline. Golfers of varying abilities will enjoy a round on the Saadiyat Beach Golf Course where championship tees and 
spectacular holes have been designed to accommodate all levels of golfers. Meanwhile, the adventurous play area and enticing activities of 

the Sandcastle club will delight younger guests, teaching them the resort’s own take on the art of fun.

A B U  D H A B I

The St. Regis Saadiyat Island Resort

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,260 – Low Season 
7 nights from £1,575 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Superior Room, 
inclusive of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with

British Airways from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates, Complimentary Half Board.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 25 minutes by road from Abu Dhabi Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 377 Rooms and Suites, 4 Restaurants, 
1 Lounge, 1 Bar, 5 Pools, Iridium Spa, Sandcastle Kids Club 1-12 

years, Fitness Centre, Squash, Tennis.
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Park Hyatt Abu Dhabi is located on a 9 kilometre stretch of beach on Saadiyat Island and sits adjacent 
to the famous Saadiyat Beach Golf Club, both of which combine to create a picturesque setting. 

Modern rooms, suites and private villas offer spacious accommodation with balconies or terraces boasting exceptional views of the beach, 
golf club or landscaped gardens. All of the villas and suites are decorated in a contemporary Arabic style, complete with impressive 

bathrooms, oak flooring and the added luxury of a private plunge pool. Dine on a delightful selection of cuisine from around the world, 
sampling grilled meats from the large theatre-style kitchen of The Park Bar & Grill, and Mediterranean cuisine at the Beach House. Watch 

the beautiful sunsets over Saadiyat Island as you sip cocktails on the Beach House Rooftop Terrace.

Rejuvenate in the Atarmia Spa with a range of unique beauty and health treatments influenced by Arabia’s decadent past, or simply relax 
by the pool enjoying refreshing drinks and light snacks served by friendly staff. Play golf on the 18-hole championship course designed by 

golfing legend Gary Player, providing a memorable round for players of all abilities.

A B U  D H A B I

Park Hyatt Abu Dhabi Hotel and Villas

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,210 – Low Season 
7 nights from £1,530 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Park Room, inclusive of 
breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with British Airways from 

London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates, Complimentary Half Board.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 25 minutes by road from Abu Dhabi Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 306 Rooms, Suites and Villas, 
3 Restaurants, 2 Bars, 1 Coffee Lounge, 4 Pools, Atarmia Spa, 

Kids Club 5-12 years, Fitness Centre, Tennis, Golf.
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Marvel at the striking architectural statement of Yas Viceroy Abu Dhabi, where contemporary design 
and a 5-star hotel experience combine to create an unforgettable stay.

Hooded by an incredible LED canopy emitting vibrant colour, the curves and lines of this building flow like a wave. Inside the hotel is equally 
eye-catching, with boldly designed restaurants, bars and communal spaces. Sleek rooms and suites incorporate earthy tones and chic 

designer finishes that provide pure comfort, plush amenities and the latest in technology. The innovative dining venues excite the senses, 
from the freshest seafood and sushi to modern Italian and regional Indian cuisine, plus a stylish array of places to sit back and sip cocktails.

Be soothed in the ESPA Spa or play a round of golf at the 18-hole championship golf course, Yas Links Abu Dhabi. Take a dip in the rooftop 
pools with sunset views or spend the day on Yas Beach, only a few minutes away by complimentary transfer, where you can enjoy drinks 

and snacks from the bar. Active guests can hire stand-up paddle boards and kayaks, as well as book eco-tours of the mangroves. Colourful, 
energetic and innovative, Yas Viceroy Abu Dhabi is also home to the exhilarating Yas Marina Formula 1™ Circuit, defining the hotel as a 

landmark destination where guests can watch the glamorous world-famous racing.

A B U  D H A B I

Yas Viceroy Abu Dhabi

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,070 – Low Season 
7 nights from £1,195 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Marina Room, inclusive 
of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with British Airways 

from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 10 minutes by road from Abu Dhabi Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 499 Rooms and Suites, 6 Restaurants, 
4 Lounges and Bars, Nightclub, 2 Pools, ESPA Spa, 

Fitness Centre, Formula 1™ Circuit, Golf, Ferrari World Abu Dhabi, 
Yas Waterworld, Marina.
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Set amid beautifully landscaped gardens, flowing fountains and Venetian-inspired buildings,
The Ritz-Carlton Abu Dhabi, Grand Canal offers a luxury beach resort experience within easy reach 

of the city centre.

Sophisticated and stylish, rooms, suites and private villas boast stunning views of the pool, beach or gardens plus Club Level guests have 
the added benefit of exclusive privileges such as the Club Level Lounge with complimentary food and drinks. All guests can take a culinary 
journey with fine dining, poolside cocktails, elegant afternoon tea and other delectable experiences at all eight of the resort’s restaurants. 

Feast on premium steaks in The Forge, Southeast Asian dishes in Li Jiang, modern Arabic cuisine in Mijana, Mediterranean menus in 
Giornotte and beachside light bites at Al Fresco. 

For those fancying a sweet treat then Dolce will tempt the palate with homemade ice cream, cakes and pastries. Seek respite in the ESPA 
Spa, laze on the private beach or swim in the 1,600 square metre pool while little ones have endless fun in the Ritz Kids Club. Head out of 

the resort to take in iconic attractions nearby, including the Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque and cultural hotspots or venture further afield and 
experience the thrill of a desert safari.

A B U  D H A B I

The Ritz-Carlton Abu Dhabi, Grand Canal

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,050 – Low Season 
7 nights from £1,185 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Deluxe Room, inclusive 
of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with British Airways 

from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates, Free Nights.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 20 minutes by road from Abu Dhabi Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 532 Rooms and Villas, 8 Restaurants, 
3 Bars, 1 Pool, ESPA Spa, Ritz Kids Club 4-12 years, Teens Club, 

Babysitting, Wi-Fi, Fitness Centre, Yoga.
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A B U  D H A B I

Anantara Desert Islands Resort & Spa
This offshore retreat on Sir Bani Yas Island combines a beautiful setting with the opulence of Arabia. Elegantly appointed rooms and 
suites exude authentic Middle Eastern influences while villas have the added luxuries of private plunge pool, walled garden and direct 

beach access. Discover over 13,000 animals such as gazelles, cheetahs, Arabian oryx, giraffes among others through activities such as 
nature walks, kayaking, mountain biking and wildlife safaris. Alternatively, relax by the infinity pool overlooking the ocean or retreat to the 

Anantara Spa. Complete the experience by sampling fresh seafood at Amwaj and Middle Eastern breakfasts at The Palm.

P R I C E S 

3 nights from £995 – Low Season 
3 nights from £1,160 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Deluxe Sea View 
Room, inclusive of breakfast, road/boat transfers and economy flights 

with British Airways from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 2 hours and 30 minutes by road from Abu Dhabi Airport to 
Jebel Dhanna followed by a 20 minute speedboat transfer or

40 minutes by light aircraft from Abu Dhabi Airport or 1 hour by light 
aircraft from Dubai Al Maktoum Airport.

Accommodation & Facilities: 64 Rooms and Suites, 3 Restaurants, 
1 Café, 1 Bar, 1 Pool, Anantara Spa, Kids Club 3-11 years, Teens Club, 
Complimentary Wi-Fi, Fitness Centre, Souk, Tennis, Mountain Bikes, 

Horse Riding, Nature Trails, Wildlife Safaris, Archery, Kayaks, 
Sailing, Snorkelling.

A B U  D H A B I

Shangri-La Hotel Qaryat Al Beri
An imposing residence overlooking the domes and minarets of the magnificent Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque, the resort sits on a 

kilometre-long private beach near to the main Corniche of Abu Dhabi. 213 lavish rooms and suites offer a fusion of contemporary 
comfort and authentic accents with waterfront views. Indulge on an array of culinary delights, including Chinese fare at Shang Palace, 
French fine dining at Bord Eau or Vietnamese at Hoi An. Connected via a beautiful internal waterway, explore the hotel by traditional 

Arabian Gondola, gliding into the bustling souk or stopping off at CHI, The Spa.

P R I C E S 

7 nights from £1,145 – Low Season 
7 nights from £1,650 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Deluxe Room, inclusive 
of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with British Airways 

from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Reduced Rates, Complimentary Half Board, 
Honeymoon.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 10 minutes by road from Abu Dhabi Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 213 Rooms, Suites and 6 Villas, 
5 Restaurants, 3 Bars, 3 Pools, CHI, The Spa, Babysitting, 

Fitness Centre.
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Located at the start of the Empty Quarter, the largest uninterrupted sand desert in the world, 
Anantara Qasr Al Sarab Desert Resort is encased by sun soaked sand dunes.

Imposing yet indigenous, the architecture of this resort balances palatial grandeur with an earthy simplicity, creating a luxury oasis in 
the heart of the desert. Elegantly designed rooms feature either a balcony or terrace with unforgettable views, while suites offer greater 
space and villas range from one, two or three bedrooms with terrace and private pool. For a truly bespoke stay, the intimate collection of 
Royal Pavilion Villas are set away from the main hotel and provide the utmost exclusivity with decadent décor, private pools, personalised 

excursions plus many other privileges. 

The sophisticated grill restaurant, Suhail, serves fine cuts of meat from all over the globe, famed for their flavour and tenderness, while 
Ghadeer restaurant is a romantic retreat offering a menu of Mediterranean dishes. Customise your dining experience with Dining by Design 
and enjoy a romantic dinner amid the golden sand dunes at sunset or under the stars at Al Falaj, offering Bedouin-style dining during winter 
months. Ride a camel across the sands, bathe in the freeform pool, retreat to the Anantara Spa or take a desert walk, safe in the knowledge 

that young ones can enjoy the games and activities of the kids club.

A B U  D H A B I

Anantara Qasr Al Sarab Desert Resort

P R I C E S 

3 nights from £1,035 – Low Season 
3 nights from £1,135 – High Season

Prices are per person based on 2 people sharing a Deluxe Garden Room, 
inclusive of breakfast, private transfers and economy flights with

British Airways from London Heathrow.

S P E C I A L  O F F E R S 

Early Booking, Free Nights, Reduced Rates.

T H I N G S  Y O U  S H O U L D  K N O W

Transfer: 2 hours by road from Abu Dhabi Airport. 

Accommodation & Facilities: 206 Rooms, Villas and Suites, 
5 Restaurants, 3 Bars, 1 Pool, Anantara Spa, Kids Club 3-11 years, 

Teens Club, Complimentary Wi-Fi, Gym, Tennis, Archery, 
Falconry, Mountain Bikes, Desert Walks, Horse Riding, 

Dune Driving, Camel Trekking.
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RESERVATIONS
We firmly believe in the knowledge, added value and 
personal service that your travel agent can provide 
to you, both in terms of your choice of holiday 
and in the booking of your chosen arrangements 
with Lusso. Our destination specialists are always 
on hand to provide you and your chosen travel 
professional with those all important finer details 
however our holidays are only bookable through 
one of our travel agent partners.

FINANCIAL PROTECTION
Flight inclusive packages
The flights and flight inclusive holidays in this 
brochure are financially protected by the ATOL 
scheme. When you pay you will be supplied with 
an ATOL Certificate. Please ask for it and check 
to ensure that everything you booked is listed on 
it. Please see our Terms & Conditions for more 
information about financial protection. For further 
information regarding your ATOL Certificate go to: 
www.atol.org.uk/ATOLcertificate
Please note that in relation to sales of flights which 
depart and arrive into the UK, we act as booking 
agent only and the above financial protection will not 
apply to that part of the transaction. Please ask us to 
confirm what protection may apply to your booking.

Non-flight inclusive packages and accommodation 
only bookings
Lusso Travel Limited are a company committed 
to customer satisfaction and consumer financial 
protection. We are therefore pleased to 
announce that, at no extra cost to you, and in 
accordance with ‘‘The Package Travel, Package 
Tours Regulations 1992’’, all passengers booking 
non-flight inclusive packages and accommodation 
only with Lusso Travel Limited are fully insured 
for the initial deposit, and subsequently the 
balance of monies paid as detailed in your 
booking confirmation form. The policy will also 
include repatriation if required, arising from 
the cancellation or curtailment of your travel 
arrangements due to the insolvency of Lusso 
Travel Limited. This insurance has been arranged 
with MGA Cover Services Limited (registered 
address Farren House The Street, Farren Court 
Cowfold West Sussex RH 13 8BP, company 
registration: 08444204 authorised and regulated 
by the Financial Conduct Authority registration 
number 597536) under a binding authority 
with the insurer CBL Insurance Europe Limited 
(registered address 2nd Floor 13-17 Dawson 
Street Dublin 2 Ireland, who are authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority 
registration number 203120).
In the unlikely event of Insolvency you must 
Inform MGA Cover Services Limited immediately 
on +44 (0) 20 3540 4422. Please ensure you 
retain this booking confirmation form as evidence 
of cover and value.
Policy exclusions: this policy will not cover any 
monies paid back to you by your Travel Insurance 
or any losses which are recoverable under another 
insurance or bond. This policy will also not cover any 
monies paid or any claim relating to Air Flights. 

BROCHURE ACCURACY AND PRICING
The information contained within this brochure is 
prepared many months in advance and we endeavour 
to ensure that all the information and prices are 
accurate at the time of publication. However, 
descriptions of accommodation, facilities and 
services are obtained from our suppliers in advance 
of publication and it is possible that an advertised 
facility may be withdrawn or changed for reasons 
such as lack of demand, bad weather, maintenance 
or renovation. Please note that the imagery is 
purely for your guidance and does not necessarily 
provide a current representation of the hotel and 
its surroundings as further developments may have 
taken place since these images were taken. Please 
also note that climate information provided within 
this brochure is based on average weather conditions 
and the maps provided are not to scale.
The prices in this brochure are for guidance purposes 
only and the price of your holiday will be confirmed at 
the time of booking. For an up-to-date holiday price, 
please contact your preferred travel agent who will assist 
you in making a request for a tailor-made quotation. 

Unless otherwise stated all flight inclusive prices 
include the following:

• Return international flights from the stated UK  
 Departure Airport plus domestic and inter-island  
 flights where applicable
•  Accommodation in the room category detailed 

based on two people sharing (unless stated 
otherwise)

•   Meal Plan as detailed*
• Return private transfers from the airport to your  
 accommodation (unless stated otherwise) – these  
 may be shared for certain destinations
• The services of our local representative at most of  
 our featured destinations
• Any applicable special offers known to us at the  
 time of booking
• Air Passenger Duty
• Mandatory hotel taxes
• ATOL Protection Contribution 

* For half board, full board and all-inclusive options 
restrictions may apply to certain restaurants, menu 
choices or dining locations such as in-room dining.

PRICES EXCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:
•  Overseas airport departure taxes payable locally, 

full details of which will be provided with your 
documentation where applicable

•  Travel Insurance (you must ensure that you have 
adequate cover for your chosen arrangements)

•  Items of a personal nature such as drinks, laundry, 
telephone calls, room service, gratuities, non-
complimentary leisure activities such as spa 
treatments (unless stated otherwise) etc.

• Visa and Passport charges
• Any related cost of medical requirements for your  
 chosen destination
• Excess baggage charges
•  Deposit and balance payments made via credit card

TO U R I S M  D I R H A M  F E E
The Department of Tourism in Dubai imposed a 
local tax to be paid by all hotel guests with effect 
from 31 March 2014. Charges will vary depending 
on the standard of hotel, with five star or higher 
rated hotels commanding a tax of 20 Dirhams 
per room per night. This tax will appear on your 
incidentals bill to be settled at the end of your stay. 

ACCOMMODATION CATEGORIES
The accommodation featured throughout our 
brochures carries no official hotel ratings and 
the room category terminology is that set by the 
hotel. Generally, the room categories and prices 
are determined by price and location within the 
resort/hotel e.g. proximity to the beach or pool. 
It is important to note that facilities vary quite 
significantly and due to the nature of the property 
may deliberately omit certain amenities such 
as televisions and air-conditioning to retain the 
resort’s authenticity or ambience. If a particular 
amenity is essential to your requirements, please 
check that this is available at the time of booking.

N O N-F E AT U R E D  P R O P E R T I E S 
We have the ability to book properties that are not 
featured in our brochure or on our website, however 
these are sold on a purely transactional basis and 
are therefore not booked with the same level of 
knowledge or contacts as our featured hotels.

FLIGHT TIMES
The scheduled flight times detailed on your 
Confirmation Invoice are provisional and subject to 
change. Final timings will be advised to you on your 
travel documentation shortly before the departure date. 

LUGGAGE ALLOWANCE
Luggage allowances and permitted items vary from 
airline to airline and we recommend that you check 
the luggage policy of the airline(s) with which you are 
flying or ask us for further details.

TRAVEL DOCUMENTATION
Your travel documentation will be posted to your 
travel agent first class approximately 21-14 days 
prior to departure. Please check the documentation 
carefully and inform your travel agent of any errors 
or omissions as soon as possible. 

PASSPORT AND VISA REQUIREMENTS
It is solely your responsibility to obtain any passports, 
visas, health certificates, international driving 
licences, entry requirements and other travel 
documents required for your holiday. Please note 
that we do not accept any responsibility or liability 
if you cannot travel, or incur any other loss because 
you have not complied with any passport, visa or 
immigration requirements or any health formalities. 
See our Terms & Conditions for more information.
A valid ten-year British Passport, with a minimum 
validity of at least six months on the arrival date back 
in the UK, is required for all holidays featured in our 
brochures. Should your passport be in the final year 
of validity we advise you to thoroughly check the 
requirements of the country you intend to visit prior 
to finalising your travel plans. For further detailed 

information please visit the Identity and Passport 
Service website www.ips.gov.uk. Non British Citizens 
must check their passport and visa requirements 
prior to booking with the Embassy or Consulate of 
the country they intend to visit. 

ADVANCE PASSENGER INFORMATION SYSTEM 
(APIS)
Due to new security measures introduced by 
the airlines, it is now essential that all persons 
travelling provide us with full and accurate passport 
information (Advance Passenger Information) 
before you travel. We are required to provide details 
of your destination accommodation, country of 
residence, name on your passport, passport number 
and date of birth to your airline. At the time of 
booking it is imperative that this information is 
provided to us accurately as it appears on your 
passport. Failure to do so could result in the airline 
refusing to allow you to board the aircraft or the 
country of destination refusing you entry. Please 
also be aware that airlines are unlikely to allow a 
subsequent name change after booking without 
financial penalty for which we cannot be held liable.

HEALTH REQUIREMENTS
We strongly recommend that you contact your GP 
or other medical professional for advice concerning 
the country you are visiting as early as possible, as 
health requirements such as required vaccinations can 
and do change. If you have a medical condition or are 
taking any medication then you should get clearance 
from your doctor prior to travel and we recommend 
that you carry a copy of the prescription with your 
medication. Further sources of information can also 
be found by visiting www.nathnac.org/travel, www.
masta-travel-health.com or www.fitfortravel.nhs.uk.

PRESCRIPTION DRUGS  
Some prescribed and over the counter medicines 
that are available in the UK are considered to be 
controlled substances in the United Arab Emirates 
(UAE). Any such medication is not allowed into 
the UAE without prior permission from the 
UAE Ministry of Health. In addition, a doctor’s 
prescription must be carried with any medication 
that is taken into the UAE. If a passenger arrives in 
the UAE without prior approval and the required 
documentation, the medication will not be allowed 
into the UAE and the person may be subject to 
prosecution under the laws of the UAE. If you 
require clarification regarding your medication, 
please contact the UAE Embassy in London for 
further information. 

TRAVEL ADVICE
The Foreign & Commonwealth Office recommend 
that all British Travellers refer to their ‘Know Before 
You Go’ section on their website for the latest and 
up-to-date travel advice for your destination prior 
to departure. Please refer to www.fco.gov.uk or call 
0845 850 2829. You can also call ABTA’s Consumer 
Information Line on 0203 117 0599 (UK calls only).

HEALTH AND SAFET Y 
Applicable safety standards throughout our featured 
destinations are those of the country concerned and 
may not be the same standard as those expected 
within the UK. Please be aware that in some cases 
it can be lower. We therefore strongly advise you to 
exercise increased levels of care and diligence when 
abroad. We urge you to familiarise yourself with 
your surroundings, paying particular attention to fire 
procedures, fire exits and pool areas. 

The depth and design of hotel pools vary and it may 
be the case that some hotels do not have poolside 
lifeguards present. Please take care in these situations, 
having first familiarised yourself with the depth of the 
pool and means of exit. This is especially important for 
any children you may have with you and you should 
ensure that they are supervised at all times. 
Unfortunately, it is the case that crime occurs the 
world over and it is important that you take the 
same responsibility for your personal safety and 
possessions as you would at home. To reduce the 
chances of anything unpleasant happening we 
recommend that you take appropriate precautions 
such as avoiding poorly lit areas at night. If you 
are unsure where you are going ask your local 
representative or hotel reception for directions and 
advice on the local area, lock windows and doors, 
avoid carrying too much cash and use the in-room 
safe (where applicable) for passports and expensive 
items. We enclose with our travel documentation 
ABTA’s Guide ‘How to have a safe and healthy 
holiday in the sun’ and we recommend that you read 
this as it contains important travel advice.

CHECK-IN/CHECK-OUT
Check-in and check-out times vary from hotel 
to hotel but it is generally the case that rooms 
are available from 2pm onwards on the day of 
arrival and must be vacated by 11am on the day 
of departure. Should you require specific timings 
please ask us for further details. 

DRESS CODE
Dress codes vary between hotels and destinations. 
Please contact your travel agent or ourselves should 
you require further information. 

BUILDING WORKS
We aim to ensure that your arrangements will not 
be affected by substantial refurbishment or located 
in an area of significant building works. However, in 
certain developing areas building works are almost 
unavoidable, and can begin without prior notice. 
Should we become aware of works which may 
adversely affect your holiday we will notify you and 
your travel agent as soon as possible. 

DRINKING WATER
You will find that, regardless of the standard of the 
hotel, the quality of the water differs from that in the 
UK. Some people may experience upset stomachs 
from even high quality water. We advise that you 
drink bottled water. Please contact a medical 
professional if you require any further advice. 

UTILITIES
Supplies of water and power in most of the 
destinations we feature are more than adequate. 
While it is uncommon, in some of the less 
developed or more remote destinations you may 
experience power and/or water restrictions. Please 
be patient while the hotel rectifies the problem.

CAR HIRE
If hiring a car please be aware that driving standards 
may not match those that you are used to in the 
UK and we strongly advise extra care is taken while 
driving abroad. Please ensure that you choose 
a reputable provider that offers breakdown and 
emergency assistance. 

SPECIAL REQUESTS
We take pride in being able to assist our clients 
wherever possible with any special requests you may 
have. However, these must be advised to us in writing 

at the time of booking. While every effort will be 
made by us to try and arrange your special requests, 
we cannot guarantee that they will be fulfilled (please 
see our Terms & Conditions for more details). 

RELIGIOUS AND NATIONAL FESTIVALS 
During certain religious and national festivals it may 
be the case that certain transport and recreational 
facilities are restricted such as restaurant/shop 
opening times. The holy month of Ramadan is 
celebrated in the UAE, Oman and the Maldives and 
begins in the ninth month in the Islamic calendar. 
Ramadan 2016: 07 June to 07 July. 
Ramadan 2017: 27 May to 26 June. 
Please note that these dates are based on 
astronomical calculations. During the month of 
Ramadan, Muslims fast from dawn to sunset.
Throughout this month, eating, drinking or smoking 
in public spaces during daylight is considered a public 
offence and is punishable by law. However, it will still 
be possible to eat and drink in the hotels as normal. A 
conservative dress code should also be observed. 

A L C O H O L  A N D  E L E C T R O N I C  C I G A R E T T E S
It is a punishable offence to drink, or to be under the 
influence of alcohol, in public. Please be aware that on 
religious holidays such as Ramadan, alcohol bans may 
apply in hotels. Electronic cigarettes are illegal in the 
UAE and are likely to be confiscated at the border. 
Please note that alcohol may not be brought into the 
Maldives or when entering by road into Oman from 
Dubai and is likely to be confiscated.

DATA PROTECTION
To comply with the Data Protection Act we would 
like to advise you that we have taken appropriate 
measures to protect the personal information held 
by us. We must advise you that for us to provide 
you with the products or services you require, it will 
be necessary to provide the personal information 
you supply to us to relevant organisations and may 
involve sending your details to countries that do not 
have an equal level of data protection legislation to 
that of the UK. By making a booking with us you 
give your consent that we may pass these details to 
these other organisations. We may also from time 
to time contact you with information about special 
offers, brochures, new products, forthcoming 
events or competitions. We may also pass your 
details to other parties who offer goods or services 
which we feel may interest you. If you do not wish 
to receive such information, you may ask us in 
writing not to receive it. Full details of our Privacy 
Policy are available on request.

TELEPHONE CALLS
It is important to us that we provide excellent 
customer service and it is for this reason that 
telephone calls to our UK office are recorded for 
security and monitoring purposes.
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insurance may offer cover for curtailment and we suggest that 
any claim is made directly with them.
10. If We Change or Cancel Your Holiday
It is unlikely that we will have to make any changes to your travel 
arrangements, but we do plan the arrangements many months 
in advance. Occasionally, we may have to make changes and we 
reserve the right to do so at any time. Most of these changes 
will be minor and we will advise you or your travel agent of them 
at the earliest possible date. We also reserve the right in any 
circumstances to cancel your travel arrangements. However, we 
will not cancel your travel arrangements less than 8 weeks before 
your departure date, except for reasons of force majeure (see 
Clause 11) or failure by you to make full payment on time.
Examples of major changes include the following when made 
before departure; a change of accommodation area for the whole 
or a significant part of your time away, a change of accommodation 
to that of a lower standard or classification for the whole or a 
significant part of your time away, a change of outward departure 
time or overall length of your holiday of more than twelve hours, 
the closure of the only or all advertised swimming pool(s) at your 
accommodation for a significant proportion of your holiday. 
Examples of minor changes include the following when made 
before departure: any change in the advertised identity of the 
carrier(s), flight timings, and/or aircraft type; a change of outward 
departure time or overall length of your holiday of twelve hours 
or less, or a change of accommodation to another of the same 
standard or classification.
If we have to make a major change or cancel, we will tell you as 
soon as possible and if there is time to do so before departure, 
we will offer you the choice of i) (for major changes) accepting 
the changed arrangements ii) having a refund of all monies paid 
or iii) accepting an offer of alternative travel arrangements of 
comparable standard from us, if available (we will refund any price 
difference if the alternative is of a lower value). You must notify us 
of your choice within 7 days of our offer. If you fail to do so we will 
assume that you have chosen to accept the change or alternative 
booking arrangements.
If we make a major change or cancel less than 14 days before 
departure, we will also pay you compensation of £20 per person 
for each affected day. The compensation that we offer does not 
exclude you from claiming more if you are entitled to do so. We 
will not pay you compensation where we make a major change 
or cancel more than 14 days before departure or in the event 
that we are forced to make a change or cancel as a result of 
unusual and unforeseeable circumstances beyond our control, 
the consequences of which we could not have avoided even 
with all due care.
The above sets out the maximum extent of our liability for 
changes and cancellations and we regret we cannot meet 
any expenses or losses you may incur as a result of change or 
cancellation. Please note: where accommodation with a higher 
price than the original accommodation is offered by us and 
accepted by you, the difference in price will be deducted from 
any compensation payable. In no case will we pay compensation 
if accommodation is offered by us and accepted by you with 
a higher price than that originally booked in the same location 
where no additional payment is made by you. Compensation will 
not be paid in respect of children staying at hotels for free and, 
where payable, will be paid on a pro-rata basis of the adult rate 
where children have received a reduced rate.
We will not pay you compensation and the above options will 
not be available if we make a minor change or cancel as a result 
of your failure to make full payment on time or where the 
change(s) or cancellation by us arises out of alterations to the 
confirmed booking requested by you.
Very rarely, we may be forced by force majeure (see Clause 11) 
to change or terminate your arrangements after departure. If 
this situation does occur, we regret we will be unable to make any 
refunds (unless we obtain any refunds from our suppliers), pay you 
compensation or meet any costs or expenses you incur as a result.
If we become unable to provide a significant proportion of the 
services that you have booked with us after you have departed, 
we will make alternative arrangements for you at no extra 
charge and, if appropriate in all the circumstances, will pay you 
reasonable compensation.
11. Force Majeure
Note on force majeure: Except where otherwise expressly 
stated in these booking conditions we will not be liable or pay 
you compensation if our contractual obligations (or prompt 
performance of our contractual obligations) to you are affected 
by any event which we or the supplier(s) of the service(s) in 
question could not, even with all due care, foresee or avoid. These 
events can include, but are not limited to, war, threat of war, civil 
strife, terrorist activity and its consequences or the threat of 

such activity, riot, the act of any government or other national 
or local authority including port or river authorities, industrial 
dispute, lock closure, natural or nuclear disaster, fire, chemical 
or biological disaster and adverse weather, sea, ice and river 
conditions and all similar events outside our or the supplier(s) 
concerned’s control. Advice from the Foreign Office to avoid 
or leave a particular country may constitute force majeure.  
We will follow the advice given by the Foreign Office.
12. Our Responsibilities and Liability to You
(1) Except where we act as an agent in respect of the sales of flights 
where the place of flight departure and arrival is within the UK (see 
Sub-Clause 9), we will accept responsibility for the arrangements 
we agree to provide or arrange for you as an “organiser” under The 
Package Travel, Package Holidays and Package Tours Regulations 
1992 as set out below. Subject to these booking conditions, if we 
or our suppliers negligently perform or arrange the services which 
we are obliged to provide for you under our contract with you, as 
set out on your confirmation invoice, we will pay you reasonable 
compensation. The level of such compensation will be calculated 
taking into consideration all relevant factors such as but not 
limited to: following the complaints procedure as described in 
these conditions and the extent to which ours or our employees’ 
or suppliers’ negligence affected the overall enjoyment of your 
holiday. Please note that it is your responsibility to show that we 
or our supplier(s) have been negligent if you wish to make a claim 
against us.
(2) We will not be responsible or pay you compensation for any 
injury, illness, death, loss, damage, expense, cost or other claim of 
any description which results from: -
(a) the act(s) and/or omission(s) of the person(s) affected;
(b) the act(s) and/or omission(s) of a third party not connected  
 with the provision of the services contracted for and which  
 were unforeseeable or unavoidable; or
(c) unusual or unforeseeable circumstances beyond our control,  
 the consequences of which could not have been avoided even  
 if all due care had been exercised; or
(d) an event which either ourselves, our employees, agents or  
 suppliers and subcontractors could not, even with all due care,  
 have foreseen or forestalled.
(3) The services and facilities included in your holiday will be 
deemed to be provided with reasonable skill and care if they comply 
with any local regulations, which apply, or, if there are no applicable 
local regulations, if they are reasonable when compared to the 
local standards in practice. The fact that services or facilities fail to 
comply with local or UK guidance or advice shall not of itself mean 
that the services or facilities in question have not been provided 
with reasonable skill and care.
(4) We limit the amount of compensation we may have to pay you 
if we are found liable under this clause:
(a) loss of and/or damage to any luggage or personal possessions  
 and money. The maximum amount we will have to pay you in  
 respect of these claims is £25 per person in total because you  
 are assumed to have adequate insurance in place to cover any  
 losses of this kind.
(b) claims not falling under (a) above or involving injury, illness  
 or death. The maximum amount we will have to pay you  
 in respect of these claims is twice the price paid by or on  
 behalf of the person(s) affected in total. This maximum  
 amount will only be payable where everything has gone  
 wrong and you or your party has not received any benefit  
 at all from your booking.
(c) claims in respect of international travel by air, sea and rail, or  
 any stay in a hotel.
i) The extent of our liability will in all cases be limited as if we were 
carriers under the appropriate Conventions, which include The 
Warsaw/Montreal Convention (international travel by air); The 
Athens Convention (with respect to sea travel); The Berne/Cotif 
Convention (with respect to rail travel) and The Paris Convention 
(with respect to hotel arrangements). You can ask for copies of 
these Conventions from our offices. In addition, you agree that 
the operating carrier or transport company’s own ‘Conditions 
of Carriage’ will apply to you on that journey. When arranging 
transportation for you, we rely on the terms and conditions 
contained within these international conventions and those 
‘Conditions of Carriage’. You acknowledge that all of the terms and 
conditions contained in those ‘Conditions of Carriage’ form part of 
your contract with us, as well as with the transport company and 
that those ‘Conditions of Carriage’ shall be deemed to be included 
by reference into this contract.
ii) In any circumstances in which a carrier is liable to you by virtue of 
the Denied Boarding Regulation 2004, any liability we may have 
to you under our contract with you, arising out of the same facts, is 
limited to the remedies provided under the Regulation as if (for this 
purpose only) we were a carrier.

iii) When making any payment, we are entitled to deduct any 
money which you have received or are entitled to receive from the 
transport provider or hotelier for the complaint or claim in question.
(5) It is a condition of our acceptance of liability under this clause 
that you notify any claim to ourselves and our supplier(s) strictly 
in accordance with the complaints procedure set out in these 
conditions.
(6) Where any payment is made, the person(s) receiving it (and 
their parent or guardian if under 18 years) must also assign to 
ourselves or our insurers any rights they may have to pursue any 
third party and must provide ourselves and our insurers with all 
assistance we may reasonably require.
(7) Please note, we cannot accept any liability for any damage, loss or 
expense or other sum(s) of any description which on the basis of the 
information given to us by you concerning your booking prior to our 
accepting it, we could not have foreseen you would suffer or incur if 
we breached our contract with you; or any business losses.
(8) We will not accept responsibility for services or facilities 
which do not form part of our agreement or where they are not 
advertised in our brochure. For example any excursion you book 
whilst away, or any service or facility which your hotel or any other 
supplier agrees to provide for you.
(9) In respect of the sales of flights where the place of flight 
departure and arrival is within the UK, we act as agent. We accept 
no liability in relation to any contract you enter into or for the acts 
or omissions of any supplier(s) or other person(s) or party(ies) 
connected with any such booking. For all such flights, your contract 
will be with the supplier of the flights in question. When making 
your booking we will arrange for you to enter into a contract with 
the applicable flight supplier(s) and your booking with us is subject 
to the specific booking conditions of the relevant flight supplier(s) 
you contract with. The supplier’s terms and conditions may limit 
and/or exclude the supplier’s liability to you. Copies of applicable 
conditions are available on request from us.
13. Your Responsibilities
Any passports, visas, health certificates, International Driving 
Licences, entry requirements and other travel documents 
required for your holiday must be obtained by you, whose 
responsibility it remains to ensure that these are all in order 
and to meet any additional costs incurred (whether by you or 
by us on your behalf) as a result of failure to comply with such 
requirements. You are responsible to arrive at stated departure 
times and places and any loss or damage which you suffer through 
failure to do so lies with you. We have no liability whatsoever to 
you through your failure to do so. The Foreign & Commonwealth 
Advice Unit may have issued information about your holiday 
destination. You are advised to check this information on the 
Internet under the address http://www.fco.gov.uk
All guests staying with us are expected to conduct themselves in an 
orderly and acceptable manner and not to disrupt the enjoyment 
of other guests. If in our opinion or in the opinion of any hotel 
manager or any other person in authority, your behaviour or 
that of any member of your party is causing or is likely to cause 
distress, danger or annoyance to any of the other guests or any 
third party or damage to property, or to cause a delay or diversion 
to transportation, we reserve the right to terminate your booking 
arrangements with us immediately. In the event of such termination 
our liability to you and/ or your party will cease and you and/or your 
party will be required to leave your accommodation or other service 
immediately. We will have no further obligations to you and/or your 
party. No refunds for lost accommodation or any other service will 
be made and we will not pay any expenses or costs incurred as a 
result of termination. You and/or your party may also be required to 
pay for loss and/or damage caused by your actions and we will hold 
you and each member of your party jointly and individually liable 
for any damage or losses caused by you or any member of your 
party. Full payment for any such damage or losses must be paid 
directly to the hotel manager or other supplier prior to departure 
from the hotel. If you fail to make payment, you will be responsible 
for meeting any claims (including legal costs) subsequently made 
against us as a result of your actions together with all costs we incur 
in pursuing any claim against you. We cannot be held responsible 
for the actions or behaviour of any other guests or individuals who 
have no connection with your booking arrangements with us.
14. Conditions of Suppliers
Many of the services which make up your holiday are provided 
by independent suppliers. Those suppliers provide these services 
in accordance with their own terms and conditions which will 
form part of your contract with us. Some of these terms and 
conditions may limit or exclude the supplier’s liability to you, 
usually in accordance with applicable International Conventions. 
Copies of the relevant parts of these terms and conditions are 
available on request from ourselves or the supplier concerned. 
We, or the suppliers of the services you have bought, will provide 

Terms & Conditions
1. Your Holiday Contract
These Booking Conditions, our Privacy Policy, and any other 
written information we brought to your attention before we 
confirmed your booking form the basis of your contract with 
Lusso Travel Ltd trading as Lusso (“we” or “us”), company number 
06915677 registered in England and Wales. Please read all these 
conditions carefully as they set out our respective rights and 
obligations. In these Booking Conditions, references to “you” 
and “your” include the first named person on the booking and all 
persons on whose behalf a booking is made or any other person to 
whom a booking is transferred.
2. Your Financial Protection
We provide financial security for flight inclusive packages and 
ATOL protected flights by way of a bond held by the Civil Aviation 
Authority under ATOL number 10180. When you buy an ATOL 
protected flight or flight inclusive holiday from us you will receive 
an ATOL Certificate. This lists what is financially protected, where 
you can get information on what this means for you and who to 
contact if things go wrong. For further information, visit the 
ATOL website at www.atol.org.uk. The price of our flight inclusive 
arrangements includes the amount of £2.50 per person as part of 
the ATOL Protection Contribution (APC) we pay to the CAA. 
This charge is included in our advertised prices. Not all holiday 
or travel services offered and sold by us will be protected by the 
ATOL Scheme. ATOL protection extends primarily to customers 
who book and pay in the United Kingdom. We, or the suppliers 
identified on your ATOL Certificate, will provide you with the 
services listed on the ATOL Certificate (or a suitable alternative). In 
some cases, where neither we nor the supplier are able to do so for 
reasons of insolvency, an alternative ATOL holder may provide you 
with the services you have bought or a suitable alternative (at no 
extra cost to you). You agree to accept that in those circumstances 
the alternative ATOL holder will perform those obligations and 
you agree to pay any money outstanding to be paid by you under 
your contract to that alternative ATOL holder. However, you 
also agree that in some cases it will not be possible to appoint 
an alternative ATOL holder, in which case you will be entitled to 
make a claim under the ATOL scheme (or your credit card issuer 
where applicable). If we, or the suppliers identified on your ATOL 
certificate, are unable to provide the services listed (or a suitable 
alternative through an alternative ATOL holder or otherwise) for 
reasons of insolvency, the Trustees of the Air Travel Trust may 
make a payment to (or confer a benefit on) you under the ATOL 
scheme. You agree that in return for such a payment or benefit 
you assign absolutely to those Trustees any claims which you have 
or may have arising out of or relating to the non-provision of the 
services, including any claim against us, the travel agent (or your 
credit card issuer where applicable). You also agree that any such 
claims may be re-assigned to another body, if that other body has 
paid sums you have claimed under the ATOL scheme.
We are also a member of the Association of British Travel Agents 
ABTA number Y2136. Lusso Travel Limited are a company 
committed to customer satisfaction and consumer financial 
protection. We are therefore pleased to announce that, at no extra 
cost to you, and in accordance with ‘‘The Package Travel, Package 
Tours Regulations 1992’’, all passengers booking non-flight 
inclusive packages and accommodation only with Lusso Travel 
Limited are fully insured for the initial deposit, and subsequently the 
balance of monies paid as detailed in your booking confirmation. 
The policy will also include repatriation if required, arising from the 
cancellation or curtailment of your travel arrangements due to 
the insolvency of Lusso Travel Limited. This insurance has been 
arranged with MGA Cover Services Limited (registered 
address Farren House The Street, Farren Court Cowfold 
West Sussex RH 13 8BP, company registration: 08444204 
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority 
registration number 597536) under a binding authority 
with the insurer CBL Insurance Europe Limited (registered 
address 2nd Floor 13-17 Dawson Street Dublin 2 Ireland, 
who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority registration number 203120).
In the unlikely event of Insolvency you must Inform MGA 
Cover Services Limited immediately on +44 (0) 20 3540 
4422. Please ensure you retain your booking confirmation form 
as evidence of cover and value. Policy exclusions: This policy will 
not cover any monies paid back to you by your Travel Insurance or 

any losses which are recoverable under another insurance or bond. 
This policy will also not cover any monies paid or any claim relating 
to Air Flights. 
3. Booking and Paying for Your Arrangements
By making a booking, the first named person on the booking agrees 
on behalf of all persons detailed on the booking that:
(a) He/she has read these terms and conditions and has the  
 authority to and does agree to be bound by them;
(b) He/she consents to our use of information in accordance with  
 our Privacy Policy;
(c) He/she is over 18 years of age and resident in the UK  
 and where placing an order for services with age   
 restrictions declares that he/she and all members of the party  
 are of the appropriate age to purchase those services.
A booking is made with us when a) you tell us that you would like 
to accept our written or verbal quotation, and b) you pay us a 
deposit (see Clause 4) or if booking within 8 weeks of departure 
full payment and c) we issue you with a booking confirmation. A 
binding contract will come into existence as soon as we have issued 
you with a booking confirmation that will confirm the details of 
your booking and will be sent to you or your travel agent. If your 
confirmed arrangements include a flight, we (or if you booked via 
an authorised agent of ours, that agent) will issue you with an ATOL 
Certificate and a booking confirmation. Upon receipt, if you believe 
that any details on the confirmation, ATOL certificate (if applicable) 
or any other document are wrong you must advise us immediately 
as changes may not be able to be made later. The balance of the 
cost of your arrangements is due not less than 8 weeks prior to the 
start of your arrangements. If we do not receive this balance in full 
and on time, we reserve the right to treat your booking as cancelled 
by you in which case the cancellation charges set out in Clause 8 will 
become payable. Any money paid to an authorised agent of ours in 
respect of a booking covered by our ATOL is held by that agent on 
behalf of and for the benefit of the Trustees of the Air Travel Trust 
at all times, but subject to the agent’s obligation to pay it to us for so 
long as we do not fail financially. If we do fail financially, any money 
held at that time by the agent or subsequently accepted from the 
consumer by the agent, is and continues to be held by that agent 
on behalf of and for the benefit of the Trustees of the Air Travel 
Trust without any obligation to pay that money to us. If your booking 
is made through a travel agent all communications by us will be 
made to that address. If you arrange your holiday directly with us 
the correspondence will be forwarded to the lead passenger on the 
booking unless otherwise stipulated.
4. Deposits
The amount of deposit you pay will vary depending on the type of 
service you book and will be advised to you at the time of booking. 
Our minimum deposit amount is £250 per person or 5% whichever 
is the greater amount. Higher deposits may be required during peak 
periods and where prepayments to suppliers are necessary. Some 
airlines require tickets to be issued at the time of booking, in which 
case the deposit will be at least the full cost of the ticket and may not 
be refundable or transferable.
5. Our Price Policy
Our brochure has been prepared and costed many months before 
travel and is based on known costs and exchange rates as advertised 
on www.xe.com on 19 June 2015. The prices in this brochure are 
for guidance purposes only and the price of your holiday will be 
confirmed at the time of booking. Once your booking is confirmed 
and you have paid a deposit or full amount if you book within eight 
weeks of departure, the price of your holiday as shown on your 
confirmation invoice is guaranteed and will not be subject to any 
changes or surcharges, (except where an error has been made by us) 
unless you elect to change the confirmed booking. In return for this 
commitment to you at no time are we liable to give you a breakdown 
of costs nor refund you for any exchange rate movements or cost 
adjustments that may reduce the cost of your holiday. Please note 
that we reserve the right to amend the price of unsold holidays at 
any time and correct errors in the price of confirmed holidays.
6. Method of Payment
We accept all forms of payment. For Visa, Mastercard and 
American Express transactions we charge a fee which will 
be advised to you at the time of booking. Cheques should be 
made payable to Lusso Travel Ltd. Details for Bank Transfers are 
available upon request.

7. Changes by You
If you wish to change any part of your booking arrangements 
after our confirmation invoice has been issued, you must inform 
us in writing as soon as possible either directly or via your travel 
agent. This should be done by the lead name on the booking. 
Whilst we will do our best to assist, we cannot guarantee that 
we will be able to meet your requested change. Any alterations 
are only possible if permitted by our suppliers. Where we can 
meet a request, all changes will be subject to any applicable rate 
changes or extra costs incurred as well as any costs incurred by 
ourselves and any costs or charges incurred or imposed by any of 
our suppliers. We will charge an administrative charge of £25 per 
amendment. You should be aware that these costs could increase 
the closer to the departure date that changes are made and 
you should contact us as soon as possible. Where we are unable  
to assist you and you do not wish to proceed with the original  
booking we will treat this as a cancellation by you. A cancellation  
fee may be payable.
Note: Certain arrangements may not be amended after they 
have been confirmed and any alteration could incur a cancellation 
charge of up to 100% of that part of the arrangements.
8. Cancellation by You
If you or any other member of your party decides to cancel your 
confirmed booking you must notify us in writing. Your notice of 
cancellation will only take effect when it is received in writing by 
us at our offices at 17 London Road, Alderley Edge, Cheshire, 
SK9 7JT. We recommend that you use recorded delivery. Since 
we incur costs in cancelling your arrangements, you will have to 
pay the applicable cancellation charges up to the maximum shown 
below. The cancellation charge detailed is calculated on the basis of 
the total cost payable by the person(s) cancelling and amendment 
charges which are not refundable in the event of the person(s) to 
whom they apply cancelling:
Number of days prior to   
departure date when written 
notice of cancellation received % of price payable
Up to 56 days prior  deposit only 
55 - 43 days prior  50%
42 - 22 days prior  70%
21 - 14 days prior  90%
13 - 0 days prior  100%
Note: We strongly advise you to obtain adequate Travel 
Insurance with appropriate cancellation cover. If the reason for 
your cancellation is covered under the terms of your insurance 
policy, you may be able to reclaim these charges.
If any member of your party is prevented from travelling, that 
person(s) may transfer their place to someone else (introduced by 
you) providing they are suitable for our holiday and we are notified 
not less than 14 days before departure and you pay an amendment 
fee of £25 per person per amendment and meet all costs and 
charges incurred by us and/or incurred or imposed by any of our 
suppliers. In the event of you transferring your booking to another 
person you are jointly and severally liable for the payment of the 
holiday cost and other associated expenses. The person to whom 
the booking is transferred will be deemed to be in acceptance of 
these booking conditions. No refunds will be given for passengers 
not travelling or for unused services.
Note: Certain arrangements may not be amended after they have 
been confirmed and any alteration or cancellation could incur a 
cancellation charge of up to 100% of that part of the arrangements 
in addition to the charge above. In these circumstances the applicable 
cancellation charge will be advised to you at the time of booking.
9. Changes to a Confirmed Booking after Commencement of Travel
If you are forced to return home early, we cannot refund the 
cost of any services you have not used. If you cut short your 
holiday and return home early in circumstances where you 
have no reasonable cause for complaint about the standard 
of accommodation and services provided we will not offer you 
any refund for that part of your holiday not completed, or be 
liable for any associated costs you may incur. If you decide to 
alter your travel arrangements whilst abroad this is your own 
responsibility and we will not be responsible for any extras 
or difficulties that may arise with onward travel as a result of 
such alterations. Depending on the circumstances, your travel 
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you with the services you have bought (or a suitable alternative). 
In some cases, where neither we nor the supplier are able to do 
so for reasons of insolvency, an alternative ATOL holder may 
provide you with the services you have bought or a suitable 
alternative (at no extra cost to you). You agree to accept that in 
those circumstances the alternative ATOL holder will perform 
those obligations and you agree to pay any money outstanding 
to be paid by you under your contract to that alternative ATOL 
holder. However, you also agree that in some cases it will not be 
possible to appoint an alternative ATOL holder, in which case you 
will be entitled to make a claim under the ATOL scheme (or your 
credit card issuer where applicable).
15. Flights, Delays and Denied Boarding
The following clause applies to arrangements booked with us that 
are inclusive of flights.
Please note the existence of a “Community list” (available for 
inspection at http://ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/air/safety/
air-ban/index_en.htm) detailing air carriers that are subject to 
an operating ban with the EU Community. The carrier(s), flight 
timings and types of aircraft shown in this brochure and detailed 
on your confirmation invoice are for guidance only and are 
subject to alteration and confirmation. In accordance with EU 
Regulation 2111/2005 we are required to advise you of the actual 
carrier operating your flight/connecting flight/transfer. We do 
this by detailing carriers to be used or likely to be used on our 
website’s Airline Information Pages and we shall inform you of the 
identity of the actual carrier(s) as soon as we become aware of it. 
The latest flight timings will be shown on your tickets which will be 
despatched to you approximately two weeks before departure. 
You should check your tickets very carefully immediately on 
receipt to ensure you have the correct flight times. If flight times 
change after tickets have been dispatched we will contact you as 
soon as we can to let you know and in all cases at check-in or the 
boarding gate. Such a change is deemed to be a minor change in 
accordance with Clause 10.
We use the scheduled services of the world’s international 
airlines and whilst these airlines are rarely subject to lengthy 
delays there are occasions where airlines are subject to 
operational delays, change of aircraft and routing, over 
which we have no control. Where this does occur it is the 
responsibility of the airline or transport provider concerned to 
provide refreshments and/ or appropriate accommodation. We 
cannot accept liability for any delay which is due to any of the 
reasons set out in Clause 13 of these booking conditions (which 
includes the behaviour of any passenger(s) on any flight who, 
for example, fails to check -in or board on time).
Under EU Law, you have rights in some circumstances to 
refunds and/or compensation from the airline in cases of denied 
boarding, cancellation or delay to flights. Full details of these 
rights will be publicised at EU airports and will also be available 
from airlines. Reimbursement in such cases is the responsibility 
of the airline and will not automatically entitle you to a refund 
of your holiday price from us. If the airline does not comply 
with these rules you should complain to the Aviation Consumer 
Advocacy Panel which is part of the Civil Aviation Authority 
www.caa.co.uk. This brochure is our responsibility, as your tour 
operator. It is not issued on behalf of, and does not commit the 
airlines mentioned herein or any airline whose services are used 
in the course of your travel arrangements. Please note that in 
accordance with Air Navigation Orders in order to qualify for 
infant status, a child must be under 2 years of age on the date 
of its return flight.
16. Special Requests, Disabilities and Medical Problems
Any special requests must be advised to us at the time of booking 
e.g. diet, room location, a particular facility at a hotel etc. You 
should then confirm your requests in writing. Whilst every effort 
will be made by us to try and arrange your reasonable special 
requests, we cannot guarantee that they will be fulfilled. The 
fact that a special request has been noted on your confirmation 
invoice or any other documentation or that it has been passed 
on to the supplier is not confirmation that the request will be 
met. Failure to meet any special request will not be a breach of 
contract on our part unless the request has been specifically 
confirmed. We are not a specialist disabled holiday company, but 
we will do our utmost to cater for any special requirements you 
may have. If you or any member of your party has any medical 
problem or disability which may affect your stay, please provide us 
with full details before we confirm your booking so that we can try 
to advise you as to the suitability of your chosen arrangements. 
Acting reasonably, if we are unable to properly accommodate 
the needs of the person(s) concerned, we will not confirm 
your booking or if you did not give us full details at the time of 
booking, we will cancel it and impose applicable cancellation 
charges when we become aware of these details. If you develop 
a serious medical problem after making a booking or a medical 

problem worsens, we reserve the right to reasonably refuse or 
cancel your booking, if in the unfortunate event that we cannot 
accommodate the booking/reservation. In these circumstances 
we will endeavour to limit any cancellation charges applicable.
17. Complaints
We make every effort to ensure that your holiday arrangements 
run smoothly but if you do have a problem during your holiday, 
please inform the relevant supplier (e.g. your hotelier) and our 
local representative (where applicable) immediately who will 
endeavour to put things right. Please note that failure to follow 
this procedure may affect your rights under this contract and 
reduce or extinguish any claim against us or our suppliers as we 
have been denied the opportunity to investigate and rectify the 
problem and/or take steps to reduce or entirely prevent any 
loss or damage being suffered. If your complaint or problem is 
not resolved locally, please contact us by email, by telephoning 
our UK Office on +44 1625 591111, or our 24 Hour Emergency 
Telephone Number as detailed on your Itinerary. If the problem 
cannot be resolved and you wish to complain further, please send 
formal written notice of your complaint to us at Client Services, 
Lusso Travel Ltd, 17 London Road, Alderley Edge, Cheshire, SK9 
7JT within 28 days of the end of your stay, giving your booking 
reference and all other relevant supporting information. Please 
keep your letter concise and to the point. This will assist us to 
quickly identify your concerns and speed up our response to you.
18. ABTA
We are a member of ABTA, membership number Y2136. We are 
obliged to maintain a high standard of service to you by ABTA’s 
Code of Conduct. We can also offer you an arbitration scheme 
for the resolution of disputes arising out of, or in connection 
with this contract. The arbitration scheme is arranged by ABTA 
and administered independently. It is a simple and inexpensive 
method of arbitration on documents alone with restricted 
liability on you in respect of costs. The scheme does not apply 
to claims for an amount greater than £5,000 per person. There 
is also a limit of £25,000 per booking form. Neither does it 
apply to claims which are solely in respect of physical injury or 
illness or their consequences. The scheme can however deal 
with compensation claims which include an element of minor 
injury or illness subject to a limit of £1,500 on the amount the 
arbitrator can award per person in respect of this element. The 
application for arbitration and Statement of Claim must be 
received by ABTA within eighteen months of the date of return 
from the holiday. For injury and illness claims, you may like to 
use the ABTA Mediation Procedure. This is a voluntary scheme 
and requires us to agree for mediation to go ahead. Further 
information on the Code and ABTA’ s assistance in resolving 
disputes can be found on www.abta.com.
19. Brochure Accuracy and Pricing
The information contained within this brochure and on our 
website is for guidance purposes only. It is prepared many 
months in advance and we endeavour to ensure that all the 
information and prices in our brochures/website are accurate 
at the time of publication. However, occasionally changes and 
errors occur and we reserve the right to correct prices and other 
details in such circumstances. Descriptions of accommodation, 
facilities and services are obtained from our suppliers in advance 
of publication and it is possible that an advertised facility may 
be withdrawn or changed for reasons such as lack of demand, 
bad weather, maintenance or renovation. You must check the 
current price and all other details relating to the arrangements 
that you wish to book before your booking is confirmed. Please 
note prices in this brochure/website do not include charges for 
payment by Credit/Debit Card.
Due to ongoing renovations some hotels or their surroundings 
may have changed, sometimes quite dramatically since the latest 
update of this brochure or our website. In the majority of cases 
the images featured are those provided by the relevant suppliers. 
Please note that the imagery provided is purely for your guidance 
and need not necessarily provide a current representation of the 
hotel and its surroundings as further developments may have 
taken place since these images were taken.
20. Insurance
It is a requirement of booking that adequate travel insurance 
cover is obtained prior to booking. Please ensure that any policy 
obtained provides adequate cover for cancellation, missed 
departure and unused accommodation. You must also ensure 
that any activities considered hazardous (scuba diving, etc) and 
travel in light or single-engine aircraft are covered by your policy 
where you intend to take part in such activities. We advise you to 
read the details of your policy carefully and take them with you on 
your holiday. Please note that the majority of insurance policies 
will exclude any undisclosed pre-existing conditions, medical or 
otherwise, and we advise you where you have any doubt to check 
with your insurer prior to booking. We do not sell travel insurance, 

but on request we would be happy to provide contact details of an 
insurer who may be able to assist you.
21. Jurisdiction and Applicable Law
These Booking Conditions and any agreement to which they 
apply are governed in all respects by English law. We both agree 
that any dispute, claim or other matter which arises between us 
out of or in connection with your contract or booking will be dealt 
with by the Courts of England and Wales only (if not referred to 
Arbitration under Clause 18). You may however, choose the law 
and jurisdiction of Scotland or Northern Ireland if you live in those 
places and if you wish to do so. If any part of this contract is found 
by a competent authority to be invalid, unlawful or unenforceable 
then that provision shall be deemed not to be a part of this contract 
and it shall not affect the enforceability of the remainder of this 
contract. No term of this contract is enforceable pursuant to the 
Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 by any person who is 
not a party to it.
22. Subsequent Versions of these Conditions
These booking conditions are accurate at the time this brochure 
was printed. We may alter these terms and conditions at any time. 
If we do so, all subsequent bookings will be governed by the newer 
version. You must check our website for the applicable up to date 
version of these terms and conditions.

AITO is the Association for independent and specialist 
holiday companies. Our member companies, usually 
owner-managed, strive to create overseas holidays with 
high levels of professionalism and a shared concern for 
quality and personal service. The Association encourages 
the highest standards in all aspects of tour operating.
Exclusive Membership
AITO sets criteria regarding ownership, finance and 
quality which must be satisfied before new companies are 
admitted to membership. All members are required to 
adhere to a Code of Business Practice which encourages 
high operational standards and conduct.
Financial Security
An AITO member is required to arrange financial 
protection for all holidays and other arrangements 
(including accommodation only) booked by customers 
with the member under the AITO logo. This financial 
protection applies to customers who are resident in the 
UK at the time of booking and to most overseas customers 
who have booked directly with the member. In doing so, the 
member must comply with UK Government regulations. 
Members are required to submit details of their financial 
protection arrangements to AITO on a regular basis.
Accurate Brochures and Websites
All members do their utmost to ensure that all their 
brochures and other publications, print or electronic, clearly 
and accurately describe the holidays and services offered.
Professional Service and Continual Improvements
All members are committed to high standards of service 
and believe in regular and thorough training of employees. 
Members continually seek to review and improve their 
holidays. They listen to their customers and always 
welcome suggestions for improving standards.
Monitoring Standards
AITO endeavours to monitor quality standards regularly. 
All customers should receive a post-holiday questionnaire 
from their tour operator, the results of which are 
scrutinised by the Association.
In addition, customers can leave detailed feedback, accessible 
from the homepage of this website, or via a direct link supplied 
by their AITO tour operator, about their holiday.
Sustainable Tourism
All members acknowledge the importance of AITO’s 
Sustainable Tourism guidelines, which recognise the 
social, economic and environmental responsibilities of 
tour operating. Those demonstrating their achievements 
beyond the pure acceptance of this principle are 
recognised by the award of 2 to 5 star status.
Customer Relations
All members endeavour to deal swiftly and fairly with any 
issues their customers may raise. In the unlikely event that 
a dispute between an AITO member and a customer cannot 
be settled amicably, AITO’s low-cost Independent Dispute 
Settlement Service may be called upon by either side to 
bring the matter to a speedy and acceptable conclusion.

Many of the flights and flight-inclusive holidays in this brochure are 
financially protected by the ATOL scheme. ATOL protection does not 
apply to all holiday and travel services listed in this brochure. Please ask 
us to confirm what protection may apply to your booking. If you do not 
receive an ATOL Certificate then the booking will not be ATOL protected. 
If you do receive an ATOL Certificate but all the parts of your trip are 
not listed on it, those parts will not be ATOL protected. Please see our 
terms and conditions for information or for more information about 
financial protection and the ATOL Certificate go to: www.atol.org.uk/
ATOLCertificate.
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